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Abstract
Intra-operative imaging and robotics are some of the technologies driving forward better and
more effective minimally invasive surgical procedures. To advance surgical practice and capa-
bilities further, one of the key requirements for computationally enhanced interventions is to
know how instruments and tissues move during the operation. While endoscopic video cap-
tures motion, the complex appearance dynamic effects of surgical scenes are challenging for
computer vision algorithms to handle with robustness.
Tackling both tissue and instrument motion estimation, this thesis proposes a combined
non-rigid surface deformation estimation method to track tissue surfaces robustly and in condi-
tions with poor illumination. For instrument tracking, a keypoint based 2D tracker that relies
on the Generalized Hough Transform is developed to initialize a 3D tracker in order to ro-
bustly track surgical instruments through long sequences that contain complex motions. To
handle appearance changes and occlusion a patch-based adaptive weighting with segmentation
and scale tracking framework is developed. It takes a tracking-by-detection approach and a
segmentation model is used to assigns weights to template patches in order to suppress back-
ground information. The performance of the method is thoroughly evaluated showing that
without any offline-training, the tracker works well even in complex environments. Finally, the
thesis proposes a novel 2D articulated instrument pose estimation framework, which includes
detection-regression fully convolutional network and a multiple instrument parsing component.
The framework achieves compelling performance and illustrates interesting properties includ-
ing transfer between different instrument types and between ex vivo and in vivo data.
In summary, the thesis advances the state-of-the art in visual tracking for surgical ap-
plications for both tissue and instrument motion estimation. It contributes to developing the
technological capability of full surgical scene understanding from endoscopic video.
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Chapter 1
Computer Assisted and Robotic Minimally
Invasive Surgery
1.1 Minimally Invasive Surgery
The field of surgery has always evolved by exploring new techniques to make the surgical pro-
cedures safer and more effective. In minimally invasive surgery (MIS) procedures, the surgical
site is visualized by using endoscopic and laparoscopic white light cameras. Historically, the
field was inspired once Harold Hopkins introduced the solid glass rod lens which hugely im-
proved the image transmission from the surgical site. Karl Storz patented the rod lens and cou-
pled it with cold light fibre optics for illumination. The joint Harold and Storz rod-lens scope
was introduced into MIS in the 1960s, causing a breakthrough and paving the path towards the
advanced endoscopes used nowadays [7]. Several pioneering surgeons progressively performed
clinical assessments of MIS in the 1970s and 1980s, Professor Erich Mu¨he performed the first
laparoscopic cholecystectomy in 1985, and eventually positive long-term outcomes from en-
doscopic surgeries promoted MIS and the establishment of endoscopic centres throughout the
world. In a modern operating room (OR), MIS has often replaced the conventional open surgery
approach and has become the procedure of choice across many surgical disciplines. Figure 1.1
shows how surgeons perform MIS using a laparoscopic approach using elongated instruments
get access to the internal organs, visualising the surgical site displayed on a 2D monitor using
video cameras and rod lens optics (or chip-on-tip sensors). The use of small incisions results in
less trauma, faster recovery and shorter hospitalisation time and decreased risk of co-morbidity
for patients.
Despite the fact that endoscopic procedures are popularized throughout the world, keyhole
surgery has its own ergonomic limitations, such as the fulcrum effect and impaired dexterity.
Conventional rigid instruments lack wrist articulation at the instrument tip, they are restricted
within a small range of motion and have a limited workspace. Inspired by the way advances
in fibre optics and medical imaging resulted in MIS, the community kept seeking new ways
to alleviate the limitations of MIS especially using robotics and computing. In the late 1990s,
robotic assisted minimally invasive surgery (RMIS) systems developed through research initia-
tives began clinical use [8]. The integration of robotic precision and flexible human control
overcomes many of the problems associated with traditional MIS. The fulcrum effect is elimi-
nated through the digital master-slave setup and additional flexibility such as wrist articulation
Figure 1.1: Surgeons performing laparoscopic cholecystectomy in a modern operation room with mini-
mally invasive techniques. The use of laparoscope and elongated instruments passing through the access
ports give the surgeons access to the internal organ and visualization of the surgical site on a 2monitor.
can be introduced to the instruments.
The most successful robotic surgery platform to this day is the da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgi-
cal Inc., CA), which is discussed in more detail in the next section. The surgical system assists
the surgeon by translating the surgeon’s hand movements into precise movements of dexterous
instruments inside the patient’s body. Using the da Vinci, the integration of robotics and MIS
has made impressive progress. MIS continues to be driven towards further minimization of the
number and size of incision are both reducing. Laboratory and clinical application of natural
orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery [9] and laparoendoscopic single-incision laparoscopic
surgery [10] has been introduced. Until now, the widely used robotic platforms utilize long,
rigid instrument with fixed placement and restricted effective workspace, which limits the sur-
gical procedures involving complex anatomical pathways. This motivates the next era of MIS
flexible access surgery [11]. The requirement of flexible access surgery is to get access to dif-
ferent target anatomy from sites that are not aligned in the most convenient or ergonomically
optimum positions. Thus, one of the main research focuses of recent medical robotics is on
the development of articulated and flexible robots for complex transluminal and single port
techniques, with the associated ergonomic and safety requirements during the robotic assisted
surgery.
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1.2 Computer Assisted Interventions in Minimally Invasive
Surgery
For a surgeon, MIS has brought new challenges and novel surgical technologies have changed
surgical routines. In the meantime, requirements for surgeons to keep up-to-date and familiarize
with the latest platforms need to balance with clinical practice [12]. Mastering complex surgical
instrument control from the surgeon’s point of view is challenging due to the restricted view
and the lack of tactile feedback. During surgery, the two most important senses surgeons rely
upon are sight and touch [13]. To master the skill of operating rigid or flexible but unstable
instruments within a limited operative workspace that is viewed on an independent monitor
requires a high level of hand-eye motor skill, dexterity and coordination, which results in a
steep learning curve.
The introduction of robotics and articulated instruments into MIS has brought additional
benefits to alleviate this learning curve, such as enhanced dexterity, reducing the manual preci-
sion down to micro scale, but also associated safety and effectiveness concerns. In the mean-
time, vision as the main feedback from the surgical site is the most important clue for surgeons
to operate with. Therefore, platforms for incorporating image guidance and effective imaging
and vision methods are critical development areas needed to support surgeons in having all the
important information for navigation [14].
Image-guided surgery uses the main idea that pre-operative information, usually from
Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), can be used to identify
anatomical landmarks and these can be registered to the operative view during a procedure [15].
For example, surgeons make surgical plans on pre-operative data, then during surgery, patient
specific models provide additional structural or pathological information about the patient reg-
istered with intra-operative imaging and the surgeon performs the surgery guided by the pre-
procedural planning. Although the idea behind this form of Image-guided surgery has been
studied for a long time, the problem of intra-operative deformable registration of multi-modal
information is still a major challenge.
1.2.1 Intra-operative Imaging Techniques
For intra-operative imaging, limited modalities are available to deliver real-time information to
the surgeon. Imaging techniques such as multispectral imaging (MSI) or interventional MRI can
be introduced in surgical procedures to provide additional characteristic, functional information
about the surgical site but they are either difficult and unreliable to implement or very expensive
and require special non-ferromagnetic instrumentation. Though CT has excellent solid organ
contrast (i.e., bones) and high spatial resolution, it is not realistic to expose patients and sur-
geons high dose of radiation that lasts for a long intervention. Real-time interventional MRI has
been introduced for guidance for neurosurgery [16, 17] and cardiac procedures [18, 19] thanks
to its non-invasive imaging modality and its versatile tissue contrast. However, there is a trade-
off between the spatial and temporal resolution, the increased acquisition frame-rate is obtained
at the expense of imaging quality and spatial coverage. On the other hand, high spatial reso-
lution images would sacrifice real-time performance. Without the organ dynamics being fully
captured, it significantly reduces the targeting accuracy of interventional procedures. Besides,
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limited devices are available to be used safely in an MR environment.
Ultrasound (US) is relatively low-cost and is suitable for intra-operative use. Intra-
operative 2D US has been widely used in MIS and RMIS to visualize beneath the exposed tissue
surface. Compared to other modalities, such as intra-operative MRI, US is cost-effective and
portable, and it offers real-time structural (or functional if Doppler) imaging, without adding
much surgical complexity or time. In Figure 1.2 (a), da Vinci robotic system is guided by US to
localize a tumour and determine the resection margin during partial nephrectomy1. However,
conventional 2D US, is highly dependent on the experience and knowledge of the surgeon.
3D US was introduced to overcome the limitations by providing 3D volume reconstruction
which help the surgeon establish a full understanding of spatial anatomic structure. There-
fore, many efforts have been made to develop real-time or near real-time US systems in re-
cent years. However, no matter 2D or 3D, the low image quality of US due to speckle, poor
signal-to-noise ratio and various imaging artefacts has hindered the wider application of this
technique, for example, surgeons find it challenging to navigate instruments in the dynamic,
constrained space, especially with 3D US, hard objects such as instruments looks distorted. In
neurosurgery, intra-cardiac procedures or hepatic ablative therapy, US images is usually regis-
tered with pre-operative high resolution imaging such as CT or MRI to improve the navigation
accuracy. Auxiliary robotic arm has been introduced to hold the US probe to increase the accu-
racy and reducing the surgeon’s cognitive workload. Recently, Mathiassen et al. [20] developed
a tele-operated robotic US system using a low cost commercial robot shown in Figure 1.2 (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) An example illustration of the da Vinci surgical system guided by US during robotic-
assisted partial nephrectomy; (b) Robotic US system using commercial robot [20]: in the centre the robot
is holding a US probe during experiments on an abdominal phantom.
MSI, as an new optical modality, includes the acquisition of a stack of 2D images of
reflected light sampled at different wavelengths. In retinal surgery, it could be used for reducing
the phototoxicity exposure [21]. In endoscopic procedures MSI and the data cube of spectral
information can be used together with the complete spectrum of the tissue in order to estimate
the concentration of chromophores in a tissue area. Through analysing the data cube, critical
information about the hemoglobin and tissue oxygenation distribution can be inferred, which
1http://blog.bkultrasound.com/the-benefits-of-ultrasound-in-robotic-
surgery
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could be valuable for applications such as diagnosis of mesenteric ischaemia, and treatment
assessment of the bronchial tumours [22, 23].
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Figure 1.3: MSI techniques: (a) Trinocular endoscope system [24]; (b) Example single band spectral
images of the small bowel serosa acquired at different wavelengths within 500-650 nm.
1.2.2 Towards Soft Tissue Surgical Navigation
Back in 1986, to overcome the limitations of frame-based stereotaxy, David Roberts introduced
the concept of frameless stereotaxy for neurosurgery [25, 26]. In the system, an operating
microscope was tracked in 3D by a sonic digitizer, and the target location on pre-operative MR
or CT images is projected to the microscope ocular. It shaped the conception of navigation
in surgery. In a typical neurosurgery today, reflective marker spheres are attached to both the
patient and the instruments, the setup enables the pre-operative data and the instrument to be
registered rigidly in the patient’s coordinates, during surgery the instrument can be tracked in
real time and visualized on the pre-operative images. Not only it relieves the patient from the
significant discomfort of fixed head frames, it provides valuable intra-operative guidance for the
surgeon during the procedure to locate the instrument and the anatomical target, and to avoid
critical structure. We show the advanced commercial optical track system and intra-operative
MR and US imaging from Brainlab AG2 in Figure 1.4.
With the development of medical imaging and robotics, navigation has emerged in Ear,
Nose and Throat surgery, knee or hip replacements and spine surgery. In recent years, nav-
igation is not restricted to almost rigid organs, but is extended to soft tissue in endoscopic
thoracic and abdominal surgery [27, 28]. The commercial da Vinci surgical system has been
used worldwide for various minimally invasive interventions such as cardiac, thoracic and gen-
eral surgeries. Intuitive Surgical Inc. also released the da Vinci Research Interface which allows
researchers or third-party developers to retrieve stream of kinematic and user event data from
the robot [29]. Since they may provide stable optic, standard user interface and instrumen-
tation, positional information retrieved from kinematics, the increasing involvement of robots
and telemanipulators in surgical procedures has influenced and benefited the development and
progression of surgical navigation systems. More and more approaches have been proposed
2https://www.brainlab.com
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.4: Commercial optical tracking system from Brainlab AG (a) with softwares providing intra-
operative MR imaging integrated with surgical planning (b) and intra-operative US overlaid with pre-
operative data (c).
for navigation with surgical robots. Falk et al. presented video overlay to enhance the intra-
operative orientation in cardiac surgery by utilizing the positional data of the da Vinci system.
Leven et al. [30] presented a telerobotic surgical system which integrated a laparoscopic ul-
trasound probe with the da Vinci robot, the US image is displayed in real-time through the
surgeon console, enhancing surgeon situational awareness and assisting needle targeting pro-
cedures. Buchs et al. coupled the da Vinci Si System to the 3D navigation system CAS-One
(CAScination AG, Bern, Switzerland) [31] to provide a real-time augmented endoscopic view
within the da Vinci console. The models of both tumour and the instrument were displayed
during the liver resection to minimize the risk of positive resection margin [32]. The da Vinci
Research Interface The research of these navigation methods in return benefits the practical use
of robotic systems in the long term.
The da Vinci system shown in Figure 1.5 includes several key components: a surgeon
console, a patient-side cart with interactive robotic arms, a high-definition (HD) vision cart,
and specially designed EndoWrist® instruments (Figure 1.5 (d1-4)). It is powered by advanced
robotic technologies and allows the surgeon’s hand, wrist movements to be scaled, filtered
and transformed into movements of the instruments with multiple degrees of freedom (DOF)
working inside the body of the patient shown in Figure 1.5 (b). The patient lies where the
patient-side cart during surgery. The cart includes either three or four robotic arms that carry
out the surgeon’s commands. A surgeon views 3D image inside the patient’s body through the
display of the console, and the console translates the surgeon’s hand, wrist movements into
real-time, precise movements of the surgical instruments (Figure 1.5 (c)). Besides, a vision
system is equipped with a 3D endoscope and image processing system that provides images
of the patient’s anatomy. The vision cart provides a broad perspective and visualization of
3http://internationalbusinessfestival.com/news/shafi-ahmed-vr-ar-in-
surgery-medical-realities
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(c)
(d1) (d2) (d3) (d4)
Figure 1.5: (a) Robotic surgery performed using the state-of-the-art da Vinci Surgical® System (Intuitive
Surgical Inc., CA); (b) The surgeons looks through via the console mirroring the monitor while operating
with articulated instruments on the patient; (c) Surgeon’s view through the imaging system displaying
articulated instruments. The system includes (d1) Patient-side cart; (d2) HD vision cart; (d3) Surgeon
console; (d4) EndoWrist® instruments; Surgeons perform surgery by manipulating the robotic system3.
the surgical procedure to the entire OR team (Figure 1.5 (b)). Although the system is quite
costly, the greatest strength of the system is that it restores the wrist articulation lost during
conventional endoscopy, which is considered to have provide increased precision and enhanced
dexterity [8, 33]. A full range of instruments are designed for specific tasks in da Vinci system,
such as clamping, cutting, manipulating tissue shown in Figure 1.5 (d4). Besides the high
cost and large space requirement for the robot, one of the disadvantages of the system is that
the port-placement and effective workspace is restricted due to the rigid shaft of the surgical
instrument. Regarding the problem, novel instruments such as VeSPA have been introduced
for the modified da Vinci system to perform single-site surgery [34]. Compared to EndoWrist
instruments, the shaft of VeSPA is semi-rigid, allowing them to be inserted via curved cannula,
although problems such as instrument clashing, lack of robust retraction and surgeon ergonomic
discomfort remain to be technically challenging.
Besides surgical navigation systems, many efforts have been devoted to improving surgi-
cal skills training. Trainees benefit a lot from simulation considering the surgical risks and the
range of various techniques which they are expected to master. Different technologies such as
3D printing, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) have brought new possibilities
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into the training schemes. The development of medical imaging has promoted the medical ap-
plication of 3D printing. For example, we can import CT images into 3D printing software and
create anatomically accurate models for different organs. Besides physical models, trainees can
also perform procedures on virtual organs in a computer generated environment. Complicated
training software platforms are designed using VR technique to offer realistic interactions in an
immersive environment. Mirracle4, an AR magic mirror system developed in 2011, allows the
user to virtually look inside their own body when standing in front of the system [35]. As shown
in Figure 1.6, it uses Microsoft’s Kinect to track the user’s pose and augment the medical data
such as 3D model of anatomy, onto the user’s body. Currently, the system has been transplanted
on the Balaur Display wall, which is a high resolution display system intended for research in
multi-user gestural interaction with large imagery and datasets. By using the Balaur Display
wall as a display device, this opens up new opportunities for Mirracle for various applications
such as medical and healthcare education and AR rehabilitation.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: The AR Magic Mirror system: (a) the Mirracle system prototype; (b) Mirracle transplanted
on the Balaur display wall.
1.2.3 Effective Image Guidance
Either registration of pre-operative and intra-operative data or reconstruction of intra-operative
data has to face the challenges in the modelling of dynamic, deformable soft tissues, especially
for the abdominal cavity undergoing laparoscopic surgery. The surgical instruments interacting
with the organ may cause large occlusion and deformation, illumination changes due to the
laparoscopic light, smoke or bleeding during surgery may affect surface deformation recovery.
Besides, the most difficult associate issue is the real time modelling of organ deformation.
Despite all the advantages of MIS, surgeons are sometimes challenged by the restricted
surgical site. Narrow space and blood obscuring the visibility are factors limiting the surgeon’s
ability to locate the exact position of the instruments. To overcome the limitations of hand-held
instruments, robotics is introduced to MIS, providing dexterous and tremor stabilizing tools.
Of course, the robotic system allows finer, tremor-free motion control of the instrument, in the
end, it depends on the manipulation skill of the surgeon. Effective intra-operative instrument
localisation has demonstrated its clinical potential for enhancing the functionality of MIS and
also by avoiding pre-defined safety regions, it can facilitate safe operation. Besides, it also
4http://campar.in.tum.de/files/mirracle/
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applies to the training and assessment of surgical skills. For example, part of the surgical skill
training and assessment depends on the analysis of efficiency metrics that are based on the
instrument kinetics and dynamics during performing the task. Computer vision based tracking
systems can generate these metrics by analysing the endoscopic surgical videos. Their non-
invasive and unobtrusive nature make them suitable for training purpose and offline analysis.
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Figure 1.7: Vision techniques integrated with image guidance illustration: (Left) displays 2D guidance
from the view of the surgeon with the location of the instrument, the pre-defined target area, and critical
structure to be avoid; (Right) corresponding 3D surgical guidance with tissue surface model.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis is organized into chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a review of the main theory, methodologies and technologies relating
to general visual tracking frameworks. In the spirit of conciseness, a general visual tracking
framework is decomposed into block such as visual representation, observation model, motion
model and model adaptor based on their individual role and function. For each component, a
review of its goal, development and contributions to the entire system, is provided. A focused
review of applied research on visual tracking in endoscopic surgery is then provided, partic-
ularly deformable surface estimation, instrument tracking and pose estimation, presenting the
technical challenges and the state-of-the-art.
Chapter 3 investigates the application of recovering surface deformation during robotic-
assisted MIS procedures. Conventional methods have their limitations when dealing with illu-
mination changes, poor textural information or complex reflectance, so we propose our hybrid
tissue surface deformation estimation method, which combines the advantages of both sparse
feature and dense intensity information to track the tissue robustly and reliably. The algorithm
is thoroughly validated on both synthetic data with known ground truth (GT) and on ex vivo
and in vivo endoscopic dataset recorded from da Vinci platform, and on multispectral image
sequences as well.
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Chapter 4 discusses surgical instrument tracking problems in computer-assisted interven-
tions for MIS. Vision-based approaches are promising with minimal hardware integration re-
quirements, but in the meantime, these methods may result in drift or tracking failure under
occlusion, shadows and fast motion. We develop a 2D Generalized Hough Transform (GHT)
based tracker using keypoint features, the tracker can both handle complex environmental
changes and recover from tracking failure. The tracker is used as the initializer to a pre-existing
3D tracker for full pose estimation of the surgical instrument over long sequences. The whole
2D-3D tracking framework achieves drift-free, robust and accurate performance on both ex vivo
and in vivo data, suggesting that combining 2D and 3D tracking is a promising solution to deal
with complex situations in surgical instrument tracking.
Chapter 5 continues the research on instrument tracking of last chapter but from another
point of view. Based on tracking-by-detection algorithms, the tracking problem is treated as a
classification task, and the object model is updated over time using online learning techniques.
These methods are prone to include background information in the object appearance or lack the
ability to estimate the scale changes which degrades the performance of the classifier. We incor-
porated patch-based visual representation and a colour-based segmentation model to adaptively
suppress the background information. We validate it on in vivo surgical instrument sequences.
The framework also can be applied for any general 2D tracking task.
Chapter 6 presents research on pose estimation of articulated surgical instruments. Deep
learning technologies have proved their success for different visual tasks in the last few years.
Two of the important factors are the availability of large-scale annotated datasets and deep con-
volutional neural networks. Applying deep neural networks to endoscopy has been challenging
due to the lack of related large-scale annotated dataset. Therefore, we propose a dataset with
high-quality joint annotations for pose estimation tasks in endoscopy. And we develop a deep
neural network for articulated multi-instrument 2D pose estimation trained on our proposed
datasets. Our framework is tested on both ex vivo and in vivo data with promising results. The
annotation and the results provide a solid baseline for future work for this task.
Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis, discusses the limitations and also outlines possible direc-
tions for future research.
1.4 Contributions
The purpose of this thesis is to provide technical solutions for visual tracking in image-guided
surgery. Computer vision based technologies are incorporated for the image guidance to extract
information about the surgical site: non-rigid tissue surface deformation, the location and the
pose of the surgical instrument are estimated in the framework.
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Chapter 2
Visual Tracking and Applications in Computer
Assisted Surgery
2.1 Visual Tracking Framework
Visual tracking is one of the most significant computer vision research area with a wide range of
applications such as human-computer interaction, video surveillance and endoscopic medical
imaging, to name a few. Typically, the tracking target is manually selected or automatically
detected with bounding box, ellipse or polygon in an initial frame, and the goal of tracking is
to estimate the state (e.g., position, size, or contour) of the target in subsequent frames. Despite
extensive research, ranging from the early, simple but effective Lucas-Kanade (LK) method [36,
37], to recent deep learning based trackers [38, 39, 40], visual tracking remains a challenging
problem. Multiple factors may contribute to the performance degradation of a tracking system,
including (i) sensor quality (e.g. low resolution or frame rate, colour distortion); (ii) general
appearance variations (e.g. illumination changes, motion blur, partial or full occlusion, object
deformation, scale variations); (iii) application specific requirements(e.g. non-rigid tracking,
irregular object contour definitions, multiple objects, cluttered backgrounds); (iv) processing
speed requirements. Such factors test the robustness of a tracking algorithm and need to be
considered in the design of a functional tracking system. In surgery, challenges arise due to the
wet, dynamic environment and the limited scope for controlling the camera size and position
within the body of a patient.
A typical tracking algorithm framework involves components for visual presentation, an
observation model, a motion model and a model adaptation strategy [41, 42, 43]. The following
sections outline the main lines of thinking behind such algorithm blocks and the current state
of the art.
Visual Feature Representation usually focuses on how to design a robust representation for
the tracking target’s appearance in images using different image features. A good representa-
tion should be expressive, which means it should capture salient information that differentiates
a tracking target from the background scene, and generally be insensitive to noise or local vari-
ation like articulation and global changes like illumination.
Observation Models are used for target identification through extracted feature representa-
tions. Building effective mathematical models using statistical learning techniques is a common
approach, which can be classified into generative, discriminative or hybrid categories. Genera-
tive models focus on learning a compact target model, then search for the most similar candidate
in image space. On the other hand, discriminative models pose target tracking as a binary clas-
sification problem by maximizing the difference between the target and background.
Motion Models are used to generate estimates of possible locations of the tracking target in
time by making assumptions on the continuity of motion or utilizing various search schemes,
such as sliding window, Kalman filters [44] and particle filters [45, 46].
Model Adaptors are instrumental for robust tracking applications because the appearance
of the tracking target commonly changes over time , either gradually or abruptly. The model
adaptor controls when and how the observation model updates. The adaptation strategy should
keep balance between computational speed and drift failure.
2.1.1 Visual Feature Representation
Methods for visual object tracking are highly dependent on the choice of feature representation.
Extensive research has been devoted to data pre-processing pipelines and feature extractors
which results in a effective data representation with favourable properties such as invariance
and uniqueness. More recently, machine learning strategies have become a standard for avoid-
ing hand crafted representations and achieving robust performance. Broadly, speaking visual
representation approaches can be categorized into global and local features.
A global feature representation reflects the global statistical properties of the target’s ap-
pearance. Raw image data, pixels, are usually transformed into more compact and informative
representation. Local feature representations usually utilize distinctive local information such
as keypoints or image patches to encode the target appearance. A local feature is an image pat-
tern which is different from its neighbourhood. Experiments have shown that local features are
important visual clues in our biological vision system. For example, removing edges or corners
of the object in a image affect more than removing smooth lines for human object recogni-
tion [47]. The pattern could be associated with various image properties, such as colour, texture
or shape. Local features could represent specific interpretation, such as edge or blob detectors.
But they are not necessarily always related to target representation. A set of anchor points could
be used for object recognition as long as they could be localized and identified robustly over
time. Typical feature representations can be categorized into these categories:
Raw Image Pixels are a simple but effective representation used extensively in early vision.
The target ROI is resized to a fixed size, and the feature is represented by the flattened vector
of pixel values in a particular colour space or in greyscale. Except for the widely used vector-
based representation form, 2D or higher order tensors are also constructed as the matrix-based
feature description, which is relatively low-dimensional.
Gradients represent the directional change in the intensity of pixels within the image and form
the classical cue for detecting saliency. An early example is the Canny edge detector [48],
which takes advantage of the gradient information to detect edges as areas with strong inten-
sity contrasts. Because gradients can often align with object boundaries, they are often useful
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Figure 2.1: Examples of image feature representation: (a) raw image pixels in colour space (b) or
greyscale; (c) Canny edge detection result; (d) absolute value of x-gradient; (e) absolute value of y-
gradient; (f) magnitude of gradient; (g) colour histogram of red, green and blue channels separately.
to define their extent and an example of this approach is the active contour representation [49]
commonly used in non-rigid tracking by delineating the object outline. Compared to the bound-
ing box representation, active contours have the ability to represent a more complicated shape,
which segments the object from background. The deformable contour is evolved by internal
forces that tend to penalize deformation and image forces which pull towards object boundary.
Histogram representations capture the distribution of pixels inside the target image region.
Rather than raw image pixels, the distribution approach potentially encodes higher level in-
formation within the region. Histogram binning can be constructed in different colour spaces,
such as RGB, HSV or Lab, or in greyscale. On one hand, colour histograms do not consider
the structural information of the target, which makes them robust for deformable objects, on
the other hand, this can also lead to tracking failure by drifting towards similar colour distrac-
tors in the background. Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is one of the commonly used
shape descriptors which describes the distribution of intensity gradients or edge directions [50].
Compared to other descriptors, it has better invariance to illumination changes and shadow-
ing, geometric and photometric transformations. Naturally, multi-cue features are introduced to
enhance the representation by combining complementary features. Spatial information can be
integrated with colour histogram by either jointly modelling with colour or patch-wise concate-
nation. Joint spatial-colour modelling describes the distribution properties of object appearance
in a joint spatial-colour space (e.g., (x, y, R, G, B). While the patch-wise colour feature capture
the local information, which will be discussed below in detail. Besides, gradient or edge infor-
mation can also be incorporated for robust object tracking in a similar way. In [51], the target
is represented by kernel-regularized colour histogram and is searched locally in a mean-shift
procedure to perform gradient-based optimization.
Optical Flow is the movement of brightness patterns in an image, which is usually represented
by dense pixel-wise field of displacement vectors (see tissue example from heart bypass surgery
in Figure 2.2). Flow fields arise from the relative motion of the target and its surroundings [52].
Instead of focusing on the static visual characteristics of the object, it assumes local image
translational motion and incorporates complementary joint temporal-spatial motion informa-
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tion of the target. For the LK method [37], it assumes constant flow in a local neighbourhood,
and then the tracking problem is formulated into an optimization framework with regards to the
motion parameters, iterative gradient descent methods are used to estimate the motion parame-
ters. In [53], optical flow is used to provides constraints within a deformable model to estimate
the shape and motion of face.
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.2: Tissue dense optical flow. (a) Frame from heart bypass surgery; (b) The consecutive frame
after (c-d) Dense optical flow for x-axis and y-axis; (e) Dense optical flow encoded with colour, in which
direction corresponds to Hue value of the image and magnitude corresponds to Value plane.
Template-based Representation represents the target using a set of partition templates. This
approach provides a mechanism for coping with partial occlusion or target deformation. The
assemble of templates is usually based on spatial relationship or hierarchical decomposition.
Patch-wise histogram features can be used to encode spatial information by dividing the target
region into a set of patches, and then concatenating the colour/gradient histogram of each patch
into the appearance models, such as HOG [50]. The geometric relationship between patches
captures the spatial layout information of the target. Another example is part-based models for
human detection and pose estimation. The human body is decomposed into a tree structure of
body parts. The algorithm detects and locates human by hierarchically matching part templates
in a global optimization framework. Besides all these template-based representations which
either divide the target into regular grids or rough composition of patches, there are saliency-
based methods which select patches based on their discriminative power. The goal of saliency
detection is to simulate the human perception mechanism and to detect important regions or
objects in the image [54, 55]. By mimicking the selective processing in human visual system,
research focuses on why certain regions stand out and get preferable attention from human in
a scene, which makes our visual system efficient in tracking moving targets. Among different
visual selection strategies, spatial attention extracts local selective blocks with larger discrimi-
native power that any other regions in its spatial as target representation [56].
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Keypoint-based Representation uses interest points in the image whose local structure is rich
and stable. The development of keypoint detection is closely related to corner detection [57].
Initial works are limited to short range tracking or narrow baseline stereo matching restricted
to one scale. Scale-invariant and affine-invariant methods are able to cope with scale changes
and general viewpoint changes through using invariant feature detection/description. Usually a
feature descriptor is computed for each keypoint to provide distinct information about the region
anchored at the keypoint. The descriptor is the core to feature matching for many computer
vision tasks such as image understanding, scene analysis or object detection and tracking. It
generally uses the combination of local colour or gradient information. Based on the density,
it can be divided into two categories: dense or sparse. A dense descriptor takes advantage
of all the pixels in the feature region, such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [58]
and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [59]. SIFT is one of the most widely used keypoint
detection and description methods. It computes orientation histograms for multiple regions
around the keypoint by computing gradient magnitude and orientation, then the orientation
histograms are concatenated into a 128-dimensional vector. While a sparse descriptor only
selects subset of the pixels, like binary descriptor methods such as FREAK [60], BRIEF [61]
or BRISK [62]. These binary descriptors deploy a pixel-pair comparison strategy, pixel pairs
are selected in a specific sampling pattern, and compared to form a binary vector. Since these
descriptors encode the feature patch by a binary string, they have fast computation time. Feature
detection and description can be chosen separately, but they must work well together for the
type of images being processed. Pilet et al. [63] proposed a feature-based tracking framework,
in which the target is modelled as a deformable mesh, and the vertices of the mesh are iteratively
estimated through a semi-implicit minimization scheme.
Deep Visual Features form the current state of the art in representation with convolutional net-
works demonstrating best performance at the ImageNet classification benchmark [64]. Features
extracted from ImageNet pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNN) models are used as
generic image representations without explicit modelling. Efforts in understanding why large
CNNs achieve such impressive performance through visualization techniques have observed
that the learned features from different layers in a fully trained model do relate to low level
early vision techniques [65]. The first layers of the CNN learn local-level, shallow features,
such as corners edges, lines or colour blobs, whereas the latter layers have more complex in-
variances, capturing class-specific or semantic features. By comparing the changes in feature
vectors from the top and the bottom layers of the CNN for images undergoing transformations,
it was observed that small transformations have more dramatic effect on the first feature layer
than the top feature layer. The discriminative ability of each network layer can be probed by
training a linear classifier, like a Support Vector Machine (SVM), on features from different
layers and comparisons have shown that higher layers generally generate more discriminative
features, which supports the premise that CNNs learn increasingly powerful features as as-
cending the layers. Additional studies and experiments for different visual recognition tasks
and various datasets have investigated the power of CNN off-the-shelf features [66] showing
consistently superior performance on multiple tasks compared to the highly tuned state-of-the-
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art methods, such as HOG or visual bag of words (BoW), which confirms that CNN feature
representation should be considered as the go to approach for visual recognition.
2.1.2 Observation Model
Based on whether to model only the target or both the target and the background, the observation
model can be divided into generative and discriminative methods.
Generative trackers learn the target appearance model, and search for the most similar can-
didate through parameter estimation or optimization. The LK method was one of the important
milestones in early generative observation models [36]. It aligns a template image ROI within
the search space via minimizing the sum of square differences (SSD) loss. Various extensions
have been proposed. Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker [67] first detects some good feature
points, and used the window-based techniques proposed in [36] to track them in the consecu-
tive frames. The original linear transformation registration is also generalized to more complex
warps, such as piece-wise affine transformation [68, 69]. In recent years, with the development
of machine learning techniques, more advanced generative model trackers are proposed. One
typical generative trackers are kernel based, which construct the target representation by a con-
volution of the features with a spatially weighted kernel, then usually embed the representation
into a mean shift framework for target state inference [70, 51, 71]. Mean-shift is an iterative
process for locating the maxima of a density function [72]. Another example is the subspace
learning-based generative model trackers. In these methods, the target appearance are usually
represented by a set of basis subspace templates, therefore they focus on employing various sub-
space modelling techniques for visual representation, from the linear subspace models [73, 74]
to non-linear or multi subspace models [75, 76]. Since generative trackers mainly focus on
fitting the data from the object class while ignoring the background influence, they tend to be
distracted by regions in the background with similar appearance.
Over the past few years, discriminative approaches (tracking-by-detection framework)
have become one of the successful paradigms for object tracking. Compared to earlier genera-
tive methods, they have achieved superior performances [77, 78, 5]. As these methods share a
lot in common with object detection, they have been termed tracking by detection. The tracking
task is solved as a classification problem, they usually focus on training a model via a discrim-
inative classifier to separate the target from the background. Numerous classifiers have been
studies for visual tracking. Some of the representative examples are boosting-based [79, 80, 81].
The goal of boosting is to build a strong classifier by selecting multiple weak classifiers. Be-
sides, large amount of research also chooses to use SVM [82, 5, 83], logistic regression [84, 85]
rather than boosting, since it is more flexible to represent targets using kernels, and is robust
to noise. Since the discriminative classifier is responsible for returning the confidence whether
a candidate belongs to the target or not, it is usually believed to be the most important com-
ponent of a tracking framework. In [85], the authors decompose a tracking framework and
diagnose the effect of each individual component, the findings contradict general intuition in
certain way. The experiments showed that observation model plays a crucial role when com-
bined with a weak visual representation, which is obvious and predictable. However, when
the visual representation is strong enough, the performance gap between different observation
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models decreases dramatically. The findings provide an interesting insight into the research in
this field. Instead of only focusing on the study of observation model, other components equally
deserve the attention when it comes to the design of a tracking framework.
The conventional machine learning techniques had exploited shallow structure models, one
of their common characteristics is the simple one layer architecture which converts the raw input
or features into the task-specific feature space. Shallow models have been proven effective for
various well constrained tasks, but they are restricted by their relatively limited representational
and modelling power required by complicated real-world applications. These concerns give
impetus to the development of building deep models for extracting complex representations
from rich input data. deep learning based generative models have attracted more and more
attention. They are often associated with unsupervised feature learning, since the labels of the
data are not of concern. The models are intended to find the correlation of the observed data for
pattern analysis [86]. One of the most common unsupervised deep models is autoencoders [87].
It is a non-linear feature extraction method, which is used for effective encoding learning or
dimensionality reduction.
CNNs combine the feature representation and discriminative observation model into a uni-
fied framework. Compared to deep generative models, deep discriminative models are intended
to characterize the posterior distributions of classes conditioned on the observed data. Histor-
ically generative models are used to facilitate the training of deep networks especially when
the training data is limited, purely discriminative training from random initial weights is now
proven to work very well with large amount of training data. CNNs driven by large scale train-
ing data and the rapid development of computation resources, initially showed their outstanding
ability for image classification [64, 88, 89], then are applied to other visual tasks such as seman-
tic segmentation [90, 91, 92], object detection [93, 94, 95] and many others [96, 97, 98]. Despite
the huge success of CNNs, visual tracking application has been less affected by this trend due
to the lack of training data for visual processing. Several work [38, 99, 100] have been allevi-
ating this problem by using pre-trained CNN on other tasks (mainly image classification) as a
black box feature extractor. Although off-the-shelf deep features may be sufficient for general
visual representation, they cannot make up for the fundamental discrepancies between differ-
ent tasks or bridge the gap between offline learning and online tracking. Motivated by this,
[101, 102, 39, 40] have proposed tracking frameworks to fully explore the representation power
of CNNs for tracking specific task.
2.1.3 Motion Model
Motion model, also as known as dynamic model, describes the dynamic behaviour of the target
states, which usually consist the position and other localisation features of the target, such as
velocity and acceleration, etc. From the data fusion point of view, the task of visual tracking is to
estimate the state of the target based on the motion model by taking all available observations
into account. Based on the characteristics of the tracker, various motion models have been
developed, among which the most common motion models are constant velocity or constant
acceleration.
The commonly used model especially for discriminative trackers is a dense sampling
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method, which assumes the motion model of the target as constant velocity. Therefore, samples
are drawn from a region around the location at previous time with Uniform distribution. This
model does not maintain a distribution of the target location at every frame, so can only handle
simple situations when the inter-frame object motion is small and smooth. Since tracking can
be formatted as a dynamic state estimation problem, more advanced motion models can be used
as a prior in the framework of Kalman filter or Particle filter.
Kalman filter is an estimator used to estimate the state of a linear dynamic system. The
measurements are often the frame at current time, which are linear functions of the states but
are polluted by additive Gaussion white noise. And the motion model used are also linear
models such as constant velocity or acceleration. It performs in a form of feedback control:
the filter estimates the state regularly and improves whenever the (noisy) measurement comes.
As such, the whole process falls into two steps: the Predict step and the Correct step. The
Predict step projects the current state ahead of time using previous measurements based on the
motion model, and the Correct step adjusts the projected state by incorporating the current new
measurement. Kalman filtering methods assume that the state posterior density is Gaussian,
which is often violated in the real tracking problems. Particle filters, on the other hand, are
sequential Monte Carlo methods which can model non-linear and non-Gaussian state space
and generalize the Kalman filtering method. They approximate the posterior density function
by a set of random particles with assigned weights, the weights represent the probability of
that particle being drawn from the probability density function. Compared to dense sampling
methods, Particle filtering methods are relatively computational efficient and are insensitive to
local minimum, therefore various particle filter based trackers [74, 103, 85] have been proposed
and achieved good performances.
2.1.4 Model Adaptor
The appearance of the tracking target will eventually change over time. Different from object
detection problem, there is usually only one reliable example for visual tracking (e.g. from the
first frame), and in some situations, like surgery, it is inevitable that the original target defini-
tion and model will change over the time due to dynamic effects like deformation, illumination
changes, some and so on. Early tracking approached relied on fixed models which tend to drift
away with significant appearance changes and cause the tracker to gradually lose the target and
estimation the motion of irrelevant image regions. Adaptive models which evolves with ap-
pearance changes are key element for robust tracking. Model adaptor strategies should consider
both when and how the observation model is updated, striking a balance between preventing
drift and adapting to new but potentially noisy models during tracking.
Different adaptor strategies for the generative model LK method have been compared
[104], where the main line of thinking was to update the current template by referencing the
original template (starting model) to correct drift. This template update with drift correc-
tion strategy is also generalized to more complex observation models such as Active Appear-
ance Models, which can improve the tracking robustness. To better account for the appearance
changes, other update strategies have also been proposed in forms such as online boosting [79],
incremental Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [74] and online multi-lifespan dictionary
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learning [105].
For discriminative models, the focus is how to effectively draw positive and negative sam-
ples for training classifiers online. The method commonly used is to consider the current loca-
tion as one positive example or even draw multiple positives from a tight neighbourhood, and
then the negative examples are sampled around a larger neighbourhood. The concern is that if
the tracking location is not precise, the appearance is updated with a sub-optimal positive exam-
ple, which overtime also drifts to background. Additionally, multiple positives may pollute the
appearance model with negative information causing the model being less discriminative. A dif-
ferent approach is to use semi-supervised training, in which the online classifier is trained with
labelled examples from the first frame and unlabelled data from the subsequent frames [80].
This particularly suits the scenario where the target is completely out of view but is dependent
on the initial labels. Multiple Instance Learning can potentially alleviate the inherent ambi-
guities of labelled data [78] and so can structured output prediction, which directly predicts
the change of target location between frames [5]. Kalal et al. [3] proposed Tracking-learning-
detection framework, in which the model is updated through P-N learning [106]. The learning
process exploited the constraints of the structured unlabelled data to iteratively improve the per-
formance of the classifier in a bootstrapping fashion. Fusion methods are also proposed. Yu et
al. [107] co-trained based method to online update a hybrid discriminative generative model.
Santner et al. [108] combined a simple non-adaptive template model, a moderately adaptive
online random forest and a optical flow based mean-shift tracker as a highly adaptive element
in a cascade to cope with various appearance changes.
2.2 Computer Vision for Image Guidance in Minimally Invasive
Surgery
Methods from computer vision play a critical role in image-guided navigation, coupled with the
development of advanced technologies such as HD endoscopy, intra-operative medical imaging
and robotics introduced in MIS. Methods such as tissue surface tracking, registration or recon-
struction, motion tracking, instrument detection, tracking and pose estimation have been applied
to enhance the visualization and facilitate the surgeons during procedures. In this section, we
will focus primarily on the review of literature specifically applied to endoscopic images as a
means to enable navigation and to improve visual understanding of the surgical environment.
2.2.1 Tissue Surface Tracking and Recovery
Information about the shape, motion and deformation of the tissue surface is critical measure-
ment for image guidance and navigation. Different tissue surface representations have been
used in vision based methods to estimate and recover the information from acquired endo-
scopic images. Groger and Ortmaier et al. [109, 110, 111] exploited sparse natural epicardial
landmarks on the tissue surface to predict short term 2D motion of the heart in beating heart
surgery. Stoyanov et al. [112, 113] extended the idea in 3D, the authors used a pre-calibrated
stereo laparoscope, matched a set of salient features from stereo images to infer their 3D posi-
tion, and then estimated the 3D motion of the features through iterative LK tracking method.
For sparse region-based methods, the quality of detected salient regions is crucial. In MIS
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images, it can be difficult to detect salient regions and match corresponding regions in stereo
setup due to specular reflections, homogeneous tissue texture or illumination changes. Different
methods for identifying salient regions are compared in [114]. For feature matching, different
feature descriptors were investigated in [115], a probabilistic framework was then proposed to
select and fuse the most discriminative descriptors for MIS deformation estimation.
Salient feature tracking can only provide sparse motion from individual points. To infer
dense motion of the tissue surface, studies have been proposed by incorporating geometric tis-
sue models into tracking as motion model. In [110], since it is hard to represent the nonlinear
soft-tissue motion, the motion patterns of the landmarks were approximated by a linear model,
and a simple affine motion model was used to describe the global motion of the heart surface.
In following papers, 3D motion of the tissue surface was tracked using stereo with more ad-
vanced models, such as B-spline [116] and piece-wise bilinear maps (PBM) [117, 118]. Richa
et al. [119, 120, 121] used a Thin-Plate Splines (TPS) model, which does not require explicit
stereo rectification or matching compared to previous models. Those deformable models pro-
vide motion constraints and provides dense motion predictions through interpolation. In [122],
TPS model was also used to align multiple overlapping retina maps. Ye et al. [123] proposed
to recover quasi-dense 3D structure based on matched 3D feature correspondences across time.
The density of the initial set of sparse reliable features was gradually increased by applying
local search and feature propagation based on affine consistency of anisotropic regions.
In summary, most tissue surface tracking is based on tracking-by-model-fitting. The region
of interest (ROI) of tissue is generally represented by features in feature space or raw pixel
values in image space, since global tissue motion is too complicated to parametrize, it is usually
simplified to models with small number of parameters, ranging from translation, affine models
to non-rigid ones. Then to get dense motion of the tissue surface, generative methods such as
iterative optimization are used to find the most similar target appearance based on the motion
model. The reasons discriminative tracking methods are rarely used for tissue tracking are that
unlike tracking general objects, it is difficult to model the background in surgical environment,
there is no clear boundary for the ROI, and to recover non-rigid dense soft tissue motion, it
requires more complicated motion model. But factors in the complex surgical environment
such as occlusion, illumination variations and abrupt appearance changes also make the tracking
challenging for tracking by model fitting methods.
2.2.2 Surgical Instrument Detection and Tracking
Surgical instrument localization is another important task in robotic instrument control for
RMIS. Information from different sources has been used for instrument tracking shown in Fig-
ure 2.4. Typically colour, gradient or texture is employed to represent the appearance model,
instrument shape can be simplified or explored using a prior model to confine the search space.
In addition, cues such as robotic kinematics can also be used as external constraints.
In [126], a robotic laparoscope positioner was developed to replace the surgical assistant,
which eliminates the hand trembling. To simplify the control of the robotic scope positioner, a
novel automatic tracking method was proposed to localize the instrument, and the output is used
to automate the process of scope maneuvering. To track the instrument, pixels were classified
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Figure 2.3: Tissue surface tracking methods: (a) Salient region motion tracking in open heart surgery,
and sparse motion is obtained [124]; (b) The tissue surface motion is represented bt TPS model, the
motion of unreliable features (marked in blue) can be interpolated using the motion of reliable features
(marked in green) [121].
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Figure 2.4: Common information used for instrument detection or tracking methods: (a) Articulated da
Vinci Instrument; (b) Raw image pixel information; (c) Gradient information; (d) Histogram of colour
or gradient; (e) Instrument CAD model prior; (f) Kinematic information retrieved from the da Vinci
Research Kit (dVRK) [125].
based on the colour of the instrument and surrounding organs, the motion of the instrument was
then predicted by shape analysis and temporal filtering. This established the basic concept for
instrument tracking in the following years.
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To make the colour of the instrument more distinctive, artificial colour markers were de-
signed and mounted to the instrument [127, 128]. Zhang et al. [129] proposed to use mul-
tiple black strip markers for monochrome processing, instead of colour markers for simpler
monochrome processing. Specular reflection does not affect or even is beneficial to the detec-
tion of markers, since intensity difference between the reflected object and the marker is even
larger. Zhang et al.[130] proposed a new cylindrical marker design which consists of different
patterns of circular dots and chessboard vertices.
Although attaching markers on instrument makes the detection more robust and simple,
the idea of modifying instruments is usually avoided since it changes the surgical procedure.
Also, artificial markers may introduce inconvenience, such as biological hazard or retrofittable
difficulty. In [131], a flexible shape model was proposed to represent the motion model, and
particle filter was used to propagate the model state using colour measurement.
In [132], not only colour, gradient was also incorporated to detect the 2D location and the
edge of the instrument, and then 3D orientation and location were inferred by modelling the
instrument as a cylinder. Reiter et al. [133] proposed to learn the appearance of the instrument
online by combining multiple features, and explores new areas as the instrument moves in or
out of view. To handle instrument re-detection when it enters or disappearance from scene,
data-driven detection is incorporated in tracking framework. Pezzementi et al. [134] was the
first to track articulated instrument with known geometric structure. A colour appearance model
was trained offline using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) with manual pixel-wise segmenta-
tions. Since the geometric model of instrument was known, the 3D model was projected and
aligned with the 2D class probability image generated by the classifier through optimization.
The method takes advantage of machine learning methods to create a generative appearance
model and align known 2D geometry model projections with measurements. Allan et al. [135]
learns a random forest to classify instrument in pixel-wise fashion, then the binary classifica-
tion output was used to estimate the pose of a prior 3D instrument model through optimization
within a level set framework. Following the work, in [136] the work was improved by combin-
ing constraints from feature points, temporal motion model with stereo setup. In [137], instead
of binary silhouette, separate part appearance models were used to align the prior model with
low level optical flow constraints. Alsheakhali et al. [138] proposed to use probabilistic Hough
Transform to optimize the location by fitting on the colour histogram-based instrument seg-
mentation. In [139], kinematics obtained from robot was also employed for robust instrument
tracking. Part-based templates were generated online based on prior 3D CAD model for instru-
ment detection, 3D kinematic data are fused with the 2D detection to estimate 3D pose of the
instrument.
Recently, the widespread success of deep learning techniques has led to advanced ap-
proaches for instrument classification, segmentation and instrument detection (Figure 2.5).
EndoNet [140] was designed to detect instrument presence jointly with phase recognition in
laparoscopic surgeries. For training the model, a new instrument presence dataset was pro-
posed for cholecystectomy procedures. In [141], multi-label imbalance problem was addressed
for surgical instrument classification for endoscopic video stream. Mishra [142] proposed a
tool presence detection framework by using CNNs as feature extractor and a Long Short-Term
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Figure 2.5: Deep learning based instrument applications ranging from classification, segmentation, de-
tection, etc.
Memory network as temporal information encoder. In [143], the tip point of the instrument was
detected using a well-trained neural network, and the shaft was depicted by line features using
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) scheme. Choi et al. [144] constructed new location
annotations for the EndoNet dataset, and proposed real-time CNN model for localizing various
instruments during laparoscopic surgery.
In addition to endoscopic or laparoscopic surgery, instruments are tracked from stereo mi-
croscope for retinal microsurgery. Richa et al. [145] proposed to use a novel similarity measure
based on weighted mutual information for gradient-based iterative optimization. The similar-
ity metric has the advantage of being robust to illumination variations and partial occlusions.
In [146, 147] a unified framework by combining detection and tracking was proposed as a
Bayesian estimation problem. And in [148] an offline detector was trained and coupled with a
gradient-based tracker to produce position estimates. Rieka et al. [149] modelled the problem
as two different tasks, tracking and pose estimation, both of which employed online random
forests. The instrument was first tracked and then parts were estimated in the tracked bounding
box. The work was extended to colour space [150] and a failure detection module was added to
the framework for instrument re-identification [151].
In [152], retinal instruments are modelled using Conditional Random Field (CRF), it relies
on deep neural network to classify instrument parts, and the potentials of CRF are learnt to
estimate not only the location but also the orientation of the instrument. Probst et al. [153]
proposed an automatic pipeline for tool localization in a stereo microscope. A retinal instrument
detection network was designed to localise different parts of the instrument, the 2D detected
coordinates along with 3D coordinates of the instrument obtained from the robot were used to
calibrate the microscope. Laina et al. [154] proposed a multi-task CNN model for concurrent
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semantic segmentation and multi-part localization for retinal instruments.
2.2.3 Major Challenges for Visual Tracking in Surgical Applications
The challenges of the visual tracking tasks in surgical applications starts with the image acqui-
sition system. Image quality (such as image resolution, lens deformation, etc), synchronization
and acquisition speed are essentially hardware problems. Specifically for tissue surface track-
ing, Ginhoux et al. [155] pointed out that the heart motion has very fast transients and with a
slow acquisition rate, information loss due to aliasing is not negligible. They also suggested an
acquisition speed not smaller than 100 Hz for compensating the heart motion. Current available
image acquisition hardware offers limited acquisition rates, motion blur induced by fast motion
is therefore one of the challenges. In Figure 2.6, we show some major challenges in surgical
tracking applications. Besides, certain regions of soft-tissue surface or instruments do not pro-
vide distinguish or stable feature or texture information. While using artificial markers to add
distinctive features is not practical in most cases. Another important source of challenges for
the tracking procedure is lighting changes. Since the workspace in MIS is often restricted, the
light source illuminates unevenly the operating site. Associated with the physiological motion,
the brightness constancy assumption on which various tracking methods are based upon is vi-
olated, making the visual tracking task complicated. Also, direct reflections of the light source
on the glossy, wet-like surface or metal instruments give rise to specular reflections. These
unreliable specular reflections may be interpreted as texture information by the tracking algo-
rithm. In the dynamic surgical procedure, liquids and smoke which are present at the operating
site often disturb visual tracking. It is also expected that as the surgeon manipulates the tissue
its appearance significantly changes. Besides, the manipulation of surgical instruments can also
cause tissue region or instrument occlusions. Due to the unpredictable and complicated nature
of the surgical procedure, a robust tracking framework needs high-level visual understanding
towards the surgical scene to eliminate or decrease the effects of all the above factors.
Specular
reflections
Motion blur
Smoke
Lack of
texture
Figure 2.6: Challenges for visual tracking tasks in surgical applications, such as specular reflections,
motion blur, smoke, lack of texture, etc.
2.3 Discussion
Visual tracking is a key research area within computer vision and it is closely related to other
vision problems like object detection, pose estimation, structure reconstruction and semantic
segmentation. This chapter has concisely introduced the key components of a visual track-
ing framework because a thorough review of the field is intangible with numerous new papers
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reporting algorithm advances throughout the year. Depending on the specific goals and require-
ments of individual research application, the tracking approaches being used may differ from
each other, and have their own advantages and disadvantage. Until now, there is no universal
strategy or solution to tackle the problem. Although the architecture of a complete automatic
tracking systems is still an open problem, in principle we can still decompose a tracking system
into functional components: visual representation, observation model, motion model and model
adaptor. In the chapter, we cover their roles, developments, contributions and state-of-the-art
research in the literature. We then reviewed how tracking techniques have been used for the es-
timation the motion of structures visible in MIS video acquired through an endoscope. Despite
being a much less active field than general computer vision, quite a number of new techniques
are looking as solving the tracking problem in computer assisted endoscopy but due to the chal-
lenging nature of the task robust systems ready for practical application and clinical translation
are still lacking. In this remainder of this thesis we focus on developing such methods.
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Chapter 3
Non-rigid Deformation Tracking for Soft
Tissue Surface
3.1 Introduction
Medical image computing and surgical vision can play an important role towards improving the
surgeon’s operating capabilities in highly dynamic anatomical regions where tissue motion can
complicate surgical dexterity and impede image-guidance or intra-operative imaging [28, 156].
In MIS, recovering in vivo tissue deformation in real-time by using endoscopic images has been
explored predominantly for deploying robotic motion stabilization [117]. While both 2D and
3D tracking methodologies have been reported the problem of robustly tracking tissues with
poor texture characteristics remains a challenging task due to the illumination complexity and
variation, specular highlights and occlusions from the surgical instruments [157].
Early work on tracking tissue motion in endoscopic video focused on the use of feature-
based methods in order to achieve real-time performance [158, 159]. More recently robust fea-
ture driven techniques have been developed and reported to achieve robust and long-term track-
ing invariant to difficult transformations [160, 161, 162]. The limitation of these approaches is
that a dense region of the tissue is not recovered and rather single points of interest are detected
and tracked which these can be isolated in specific regions. On the other hand, dense intensity-
based methods have been reported where the tissue surface is modelled as a geometric mesh,
for example, using a TPS or Free-form deformation technique. Tracking is performed over the
entire space covered by this model. Richa et al. [119] employed a TPS model to estimate the
heart surface deformation using multiple visual techniques to increase robustness and spatial
resolution. Braux-Zin et al. [163] introduced a new model of non-rigid surface registration
to merge feature and intensity-based costs in a pyramidal variational approach, however, the
model fails in the presence of illumination variations. Besides, additional specialized hardware
can also be used for soft-tissue reconstruction [164].
3.2 Non-rigid Deformation Tracking
We model the tracked tissue surface as a geometric mesh model with regularization constrains
which can describe the deformable tissue motion. We combine the advantages of both feature
and intensity information to track the tissue surface robustly and in difficult conditions with poor
illumination. The energy cost function we optimize incorporates terms for feature correspon-
dence energy and also for intensity energy. During tracking, the locations of the mesh vertices
are updated to minimize energy functions with regard to the feature correspondence alignment,
dense image residuals and also illumination variations. We report encouraging results and com-
pare our algorithm with earlier works to show that performance is enhanced and the method
can cope with large motions due to the feature components while also handling regions of poor
textural information through the use of illumination compensated appearance. We also show
preliminary results applying our method to multispectral images, where the signal can be low
and difficult for tracking algorithms.
3.3 Geometric Mesh Model
In this work, we use the mesh model proposed by Pilet et al. [63]. As shown in Figure 3.1, the
non-rigid tissue surface M to be tracked is modelled as a 2D triangular geometric mesh with N
vertices. vi = (vix, viy) represents the pixel location of the ith triangle vertex of the mesh.
Let Vx ∈ RN and Vy ∈ RN be the vector of stacked vertex coordinates of the x-axis and y-axis
respectively. To represent the shape and motion ofM , we define a state vector S = (Vx; Vy) ∈
R2N .
Figure 3.1: The left and right images are the template image T and the input image I respectively. F is
the set of feature correspondence obtained using feature matching algorithm (shown as cyan). The tissue
surface M is modelled as a triangular mesh model (shown as green), so the deformation and motion of
the surface M are controlled by the state vector S consisting of the mesh vertices v.
Any point p within M can be located via the warping function W(p; S) by using its
barycentric coordinate (bi, bj , bk) and the vertices of the triangle it lies within (vi,vj,vk),
where the triplets (i, j, k) represent the triangle vertex indices. Barycentric vector b ∈ RN
only contains non-zero elements at index (i, j, k).
W(p; S) =
[
bT 0
0 b
][
Vx
Vy
]
= BS (3.1)
where bi + bj + bk = 1. Then the task of surface tracking is to estimate the state vector S of the
mesh through the whole image sequence.
3.4 Feature-based Tracking
One advantage of our framework is that it can cope with any kind of feature detection and track-
ing method as originally presented by [114]. In this study we used the SURF descriptor [59]
implemented in the OpenCV library [165] to obtain feature correspondences.
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Given a set of feature correspondences, to estimate the deformation of M with tissue
displacement, we minimize an energy function subject to S in the following equation:
εF (S) = λεR(S) + εC(S) (3.2)
where εR represents the regularization energy term, and the residual term εC is a feature corre-
spondence measure and λ controls the regularization influence [63].
No matter what kind of feature matching algorithm is used, it is usually inevitable to avoid
erroneous correspondences, which we consider as outliers. The presence of outliers can severely
affect deformation estimation, for instance by breaking the mesh topology. Therefore, the reg-
ularization energy εR is used to prevent the mesh model from overfitting the data. The mesh
model can be considered as a set of hexagons, one of which is shown in green in Figure 3.2.
M
h
vl
vm
vn
vl vm vn vm
vl
vn
8h 2M, vm   vl = vn   vm
Figure 3.2: A hexagonal element h in the undeformed mesh model (shown in green). The distance
between co-linear vertices is equal under certain types of hexagon motion.
For each hexagon triplets (l,m, n) in the undeformed mesh model, the distances between
all the co-linear vertices are equal respectively. This property can be used to preserve the
regularity of the mesh. We separate the coordinates of the vertices along x and y axis, and
therefore the regularization energy term is defined as in [166]:
εR(S) =
1
2
∑
(l,m,n)∈E
(vlx − 2vmx + vnx)2 + (vly − 2vmy + vny)2
=
1
2
∑
(l,m,n)∈E
∑
i=x,y
 vlivmi
vni

T  1−2
1

 1−2
1

T  vlivmi
vni
 (3.3)
where E is composed of all the index triplets (l,m, n) for the co-linear vertices. For conve-
nience, this can be formulated in the matrix form:
εR(S) =
1
2
(VTx KVx + V
T
y KVy)
=
1
2
ST
[
K 0
0 K
]
S =
1
2
STRS
(3.4)
where R ∈ R2N×2N is a sparse and regular matrix which can be determined by the set of
triplets E.
Let ct = (u, v)T represent the location of one feature in the frame t, and F be the set of
all correspondences we obtained after feature matching. The feature correspondence energy is
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defined as:
εC(S) =
∑
c∈F
ρ(‖ct −W(ct−1; S)‖, r) (3.5)
where ρ is a robust estimator, and r is the confidence radius. The choice of the robust estimator
is crucial for decreasing the effect of outliers. Various robust functions exist [163, 63, 167],
in this work we follow the estimator and optimization method proposed by Zhu et al. [167].
Based on the modified finite Newton method [168, 169], Zhu et al. proposed the Progressively
Finite Newton (PFN) method [167], in which the robust estimator ρ(δ, r) uses a coarse-to-fine
scheme. The initial value of r is set to 500 and is progressively reduced at a constant rate. The
optimization process stops when the confidence radius r reduces to one pixel which is close to
the expected precision. Because the method only needs one Newton step for each r to achieve
convergence, the whole process can be solved in a fixed number of steps.
3.5 Deformable Lucas-Kanade Method
Feature-based tracking is fast and can handle large displacements, but it has limitations be-
cause of the sparse motion field and the reliance on salient image texture. In [167], the authors
employed a deformable Lucas-Kanade (DLK) method, which is a deformable variation of the
intensity-based LK method [37]. The energy function subject to S is defined as:
εI(S) = ηεR(S) + εSSD(S) (3.6)
where εR represents the regularization energy term and η controls the regularization influence.
The residual intensity energy term εSSD uses the SSD as a similarity measure between the
template image T and the input image I , here we use the inverse compositional form of the LK
method which minimizes:
εSSD(S) =
1
2
∑
p
[
T (W(p;∆S))− I(W(p; S))]2 (3.7)
with respect to ∆S for each pixel p in the ROI, and then the warp is updated:
W(p; S)←W(p; S) ◦W(p;∆S)−1 (3.8)
where the incremental warp W(p;∆S) is inversed before composing with the previous esti-
mate.
The SSD metric directly compares the illumination of every pixel p in the tracked area,
which makes it quite sensitive to changes in lighting. Recently, a new similarity metric called
the Sum of Conditional Variance (SCV) was introduced for multi-modal medical image registra-
tion [170], and Richa et al. [171] used it for visual tracking. It calculates the sum of conditional
variances for images T and I . In MIS, compared to SSD, SCV is invariant to non-linear illumi-
nation variations. In this study, we improved the DLK method of Zhu et al. [167] by employing
the SCV metric. Let [0, dT ] and [0, dI ] represent the intensity range of the template image T
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and the input image I respectively, the intensity energy εSCV is defined as:
εSCV (S) =
1
2
∑
p
[
T (W(p;∆S))− Iˆ(W(p; S))]2 (3.9)
with the SCV image
Iˆ(W(p; S)) = E (T (p)|I(W(p; S))) (3.10)
where E (·) is the expectation operator. This can be computed using the joint intensity distribu-
tion Pij ∈ RdT×dI between T and I:
Pij =
1
Np
∑
p
Φ
(
T (p)− i)Φ(I(W(p; S))− j) (3.11)
where Np represents the number of pixels. i ∈ [0, dT ] and j ∈ [0, dI ] represent the dis-
crete pixel intensity numbers that the template image T and the input image I have, respec-
tively. Φ(x) = 1 if and only if x = 0. Therefore, each element of the joint distribution Pij
represents the probability of the intensity concurrence (for T (p) = i and I(W(p; S)) = j) for
a given pixel p. The conditional expectation can then be computed as:
E (T (p)|I(W(p; S))) =
∑
i i · Pij(i, I(W(p; S))∑
i Pij(i, I(W(p; S)))
(3.12)
During tracking, the SCV image Iˆ(W(p; S)) is computed only once for every input im-
age I [145]. From above equations, we can see that the mapping of image intensities be-
tween the reference image T and the input image I is considered as a mapping function with
assumption that parts of the target with the same intensity holds equal reflectance properties.
Compared to the assumption that the whole target having the same reflectance properties, this
weaker assumption enables SCV to cope with a larger variety of illumination variations. Then
the optimization can be processed like the standard procedure for the LK method. In Figure 3.3,
we displayed two multispectral images under different wavelengths, which show dramatic illu-
mination variations. After SCV illumination mapping, the ROI of the input frame shares similar
illumination condition with the template frame.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: SCV illumination mapping example: (a) Template frame with ROI (bounding box in yel-
low); (b) Input frame with the same ROI (bounding box in yellow); (c) The ROI of the input frame is
mapped to mimic the illumination condition of the template image using the SCV metric.
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Performing a first-order Taylor expansion on εSSD(S) in Equation 3.6 gives:
η
1
2
(S + ∆S)TR(S + ∆S) +
1
2
∑
p
[
T (W(p; 0)) +∇T ∂W
∂S
∆S− I(W(p; S))]2 (3.13)
the above equation is a least squares problem, and assuming that W(p; 0) is the identity warp,
the partial derivative of the expression with respect to ∆S is:
ηR(S + ∆S) +
∑
p
(∇T ∂W
∂S
)T
[
T (p) +∇T ∂W
∂S
∆S− Iˆ(W(p; S))] (3.14)
and setting the derivative equal to zero, solving for ∆S we have:
∆S = H−1
[− ηRS +∑
p
(∇T ∂W
∂S
)T (Iˆ(W(p; S))− T (p))] (3.15)
with the Hessian matrix:
H = ηR +
∑
p
(∇T ∂W
∂S
)T (∇T ∂W
∂S
) (3.16)
Because any LK method is based on the assumption that the current estimate of the parame-
ters is approximately correct. This means that by using εSSD or εSCV alone we cannot deal
with significant displacement between frames [37]. We use the feature-based tracking result as
initialization to fulfil this assumption and to lead the optimization toward correct convergence.
3.6 Template Updating
After an extended sequence of tracking, it is possible that the original template will not
accurately represent the tracked surface due to physiological effects such as bleeding after
instrument-tissue interactions. To avoid errors caused by the appearance changes we use a
template updating strategy [104]. First, at every frame we update the template image to be the
tracked region of the input image. In this way, the updated template could lessen the possi-
ble appearance difference between the original template and input image. At the same time
small errors will accumulate during this process and cause the template to gradually drift away.
Therefore, to correct the drift we keep the original template and align the updated template with
it to estimate the final update. This two-step template update with drift correction strategy can
avoid local minima during optimization and prevent the drifting problem. Additionally, specu-
lar reflections create strong image gradients which are salient and can bias feature detection and
appearance-based tracking metrics. We use a combination of intensity thresholding and dilation
operations to remove the highlights [172, 173] (see Figure 3.4).
3.7 Experiments and Results
3.7.1 Synthetic Data Experiments
As GT information for soft-tissue motion is not available during surgery, we used a custom
simulation environment in Figure 3.5 to mimic the periodic deformation of the tissue surface
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Figure 3.4: Specular highlight removal procedure before tracking: (a) Before highlight removal; (b)
Highlight mask; (c) After highlight removal.
induced by the cardiac cycle and respiration [174]. The environment can generate synthetic
image sequences by performing small but arbitrary rotations and translations to the pixels of
one template image. To test the computational stability of the method, we also added different
levels of Gaussian noise (5%, 10% and 20%) to the synthetic sequence. The percentage of the
noise represents the percent ratio of the standard deviation of the white Gaussian noise versus
the intensities of the whole image.
3D Simulation Scene
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Figure 3.5: Simulation environment experiment setup for generating synthetic image sequences.
To quantitatively validate the performance of our algorithm, we tracked two ROIs as seen
in Figure 3.5. The first ROI located near the right bottom corner deforms towards the centre
during tracking, so the displacement is large between frames; the second ROI is located in the
central area and is compressed during tracking.
Since we generated the whole synthetic sequence, we have the GT of the mesh vertices in
each frame. We computed and compared the mean and standard deviation (STD) of the tracking
error (pixel) compared to the GT with different methods: the feature-based PFN method, the
modified intensity-based DLK using the SCV metric and our proposed hybrid PFNLK method.
The tracking results of the two ROIs with different noise levels through the sequence are
shown in Figure 3.6. Since the displacement between frames of this sequence is too large, the
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DLK method quickly loses track, while the PFN and our PFNLK method track fairly well. The
PFNLK method outperforms all the other methods, but more obviously for ROI 2 than ROI 1.
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Figure 3.6: Synthetic experiment results: (a) Mean error for ROI 1; (b) The standard deviation of error
for ROI 1; (c) Mean error for ROI 2; (d) The standard deviation of error for ROI 2.
3.7.2 In Vivo Data Experiments
For evaluating the potential clinical value of the proposed tracking algorithm, experiments on in
vivo image sequences recorded at 25 fps using the da Vinci® surgical robotic platform (Intuitive
Surgical, Inc.) have been conducted. Since the lack of GT is a problem for validating tracking
performance with real surgical sequences, we used the modified forward-backward tracking
methodology based on even-odd frames [175]. For a given sequence, the forward tracking is
made on the even frames and the backward tracking is made on the odd frames. The assumption
is that if a ROI is perfectly tracked, it should return to the initial location in the first frame.
This is considered to be artificial GT for tracking methods. Compared to the original forward-
backward tracking strategy [176], which tracked the ROI frame by frame as they move forward
and backward to the beginning of the sequence, the backward tracking is decorrelated from
the forward tracking by using different frames. In our experiments, we chose a robotic radical
prostatectomy sequence, which is represented by I = (I0, I1, I2, . . . , In). Then according to the
above methodology, FB = (I0, I2, I4, . . . , In−2, In, In−1, . . . , I3, I1, I0) is the corresponding
modified forward-backward sequence where It is the frame t of the original sequence. As seen
in Figure 3.7, the first frame (frame 0) is the same as the last frame (frame 50) in the FB
sequence.
We tracked the same ROI with the three methods, and the tracking result can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.7. The DLK method loses track, but the PFN and the PFNLK methods track well. Until
the last frame, the PFN method tracked back to near the original location, while the PFNLK
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method tracked back to the initial location. Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) can also be
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: Comparison of performance for a FB sequence with camera motion. The first frame
(frame 0) and the last frame (frame 50) are identical, so if a ROI is perfectly tracked, it should re-
turn to the initial location in the first frame: (a) Frame 0; (b) The DLK frame 50; (c) The PFN frame 50;
(d) The PFNLK frame 50.
used to evaluate the tracking performance quantitatively. Higher NCC value is a surrogate mea-
sure for better tracking performance as it shows close image alignment. We computed the NCC
between the template ROI and the tracked ROI in Figure 3.8a and computed it again after the
SCV illumination mapping step shown on Figure 3.8b. The similarity between Figure 3.8a and
Figure 3.8b means the illumination changes in this sequence are not large. As the figure indi-
cates, the PFNLK method outperformed the PFN method which slowly drifted away during the
backward tracking.
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Figure 3.8: The comparison of NCC and of tracked point with different tracking methods throughout
the FB sequence: (a) NCC between the original template and tracked ROIs; (b) NCC computed after
SCV illumination mapping step.
We chose another radical prostatectomy sequence1 to evaluate the tracking performance
in the presence of instrument occlusions. Occlusions are commonplace throughout the surgical
1http://www.surgicalvision.cs.ucl.ac.uk/data
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procedure and present a significant challenge to tracking algorithms, especially if the instru-
ments deform and manipulate the tissue of interest. This sequence consists of 600 frames and
the tracked ROI is occluded by the surgical tools during certain time periods during the se-
quence.
We initialized each of the three methods with the same ROI and representative tracking
results over the full sequence are shown in Figure 3.9. Since the DLK method encountered
tracking failure quickly, we left it out of the discussion below. It is possible to observe that
on frame 81 (the second column), the tracked ROI is occluded by the surgical tool, and for
the following frames after the occlusion the PFN optimization of the mesh is trapped in local
minima and never recovers back, as seen on frame 124 (the third column). By using the PFNLK
method the tracked ROI recovered after frame 124 and continued tracking suggesting that the
algorithm is more robust compared to the PFN method.
Figure 3.9: Comparison of performance for occlusion sequence: (Top row) intensity-based DLK
method; (Middle row) feature-based PFN method; (Bottom row) our hybrid PFNLK method.
Following the same validation procedure, we computed the NCC between the template and
the tracked ROIs for this sequence without and with the illumination mapping step. The results
are shown in Figure 3.10. A sharp drop-off and recovery can be observed between frames 172
and 308 without the illumination mapping in Figure 3.10a, however, this is not reflected by
visually inspecting the quality of the tracking results. In the original sequence the tracked areas
were shifted to the very left side of the view during this interval, so the illumination condition
changed greatly due to the camera motion. This inauthentic change reflects that the NCC metric
cannot handle non-linear light changes very well. In Figure 3.10b, the input images are mapped
to mimic the illumination condition of the template image using the SCV metric, and we can see
that the inauthentic changes of the NCC have disappeared, also the NCC went up after frame
123 for the PFNLK method, which is accordance with the visual interpretation. This means
that the NCC can be trusted as a surrogate measure under similar lighting conditions. We can
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also infer from the evaluation that the SCV metric we used is necessary if there exist potential
illumination variations.
Furthermore, we manually tracked one point within the ROI through the whole sequence,
and use the position of the point in each frame as GT. In Figure 3.10c the tracked trajectories of
different methods are illustrated with the GT, also the tracking errors are computed and shown in
Figure 3.10d, we can see that the tracking error of the PFNLK is the lowest, which is consistent
with the analysis above.
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Figure 3.10: The comparison of the NCC and of tracked point with different tracking methods through-
out the occlusion sequence: (a) The NCC between the original template and tracked ROIs; (b) The NCC
computed after SCV illumination mapping step; (c) Trajectory of the tracked point; (d) Tracking error
of the tracked point.
3.7.3 Experiments with Multispectral Data
To illustrate the importance of using the SCV rather than an illumination sensitive metric, we
provide exemplar results of registering multispectral images. In sequential multispectral images
where the image stack is acquired one wavelength at a time, some images can have very low
signal strength due to the camera and light-tissue interaction characteristics such as absorption
and scattering. Our multispectral image sequences from λ = 480 nm to ∼ 680 nm is shown
in Figure 3.11. It is not obvious from the figure, but the tissue under interrogation moves
during acquisition, this causes misalignment of the multispectral stack and, for instance, renders
spectral analysis to calculate oxygenation levels impossible [177].
We tracked the same ROI using the DLK method with and without the SCV illumination
mapping step and the tracking result are shown in Figure 3.12. The histogram of the SCV
images in the figure is equalized because the template image is too dark. As it is shown, the
original DLK method in [167] loses track eventually (see top row); while our modified DLK
method maps the input image I to the template image T in order to obtain the SCV image Iˆ ,
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Figure 3.11: Multispectral images acquired one wavelength at a time from λ = 480 nm to ∼ 680 nm
after the SCV mapping step the images of different wavelengths are under similar illumination
conditions (see middle row). The tracking result of our modified DLK method is more robust
than the original DLK method (see bottom row).
Figure 3.12: The alignment of multispectral images (wavelength λ = 480 ∼ 680 nm) without and
with illumination compensation: (Top row) original DLK method using SSD metric; (Middle row) SCV
images; (Bottom row) our modified DLK method using SCV metric.
Since the tissue motion is quite small in the sequence, to show our tracking effect more
clearly we picked images of wavelength from 550 ∼ 570 nm with observable motion from the
sequence and computed the absolute difference between the template and tracked ROI with-
out and with misalignment correction. Due to the darkness, the result image is enhanced, and
transformed to pseudo-colour image as illustrated in Figure 3.13. It shows that the misalign-
ment decreases with our method, and the spectral data can be reconstructed after the motion
compensation.
We also tested on other multispectral images, and showed the difference image result in
Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15. The misalignment of vessels on 3.15 is corrected using the SCV
metric.
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Figure 3.13: The original multispectral images and the difference images without and with using SCV
metric: (Top row) the template frame ( λ = 480nm) with the tracked ROI and several frames with
observable motion; (Middle row) the difference ROI images without compensation; (Bottom row) the
difference ROI images with compensation
Figure 3.14: The original frames and the difference images of another multispectral image sequence.
During the computation of the probability distribution functions in Equation 3.11, noise
will be added to the SCV images due to the impact of histogram binning [178]. If the chosen
number of histogram bins is too low, the resulting SCV images will lose a lot of high frequency
details; on the other hand, if the full dynamic range of the image is chosen this results in noise
in the SCV images. The impact may be alleviated by using adapted histogram bins. In our
experiments, dT = dI = 256.
3.7.4 Experiments with Tongue Data
Like the multispectral registration in Section 3.7.3, our algorithm can serve as a pre-processing
module for various applications. MSI is a promising technique by providing haemoglobin con-
centration in tissue, which can be used in MIS to monitor organ viability or detect abnormal
tissue [179, 180]. However, the MSI techniques are limited for real-time requirement due to
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Figure 3.15: Vessel misalignment correction.
its capture rate or processing speed. Special hardware [181] has been designed to alleviate the
problems but is impractical for MIS surgical environment. Therefore, vision-based methods
which utilize the laparoscopic RGB video feed as a surrogate has attracted wide interest. An
important and inevitable pre-processing step is to compensate the motion of monitored tissue.
Using a Da Vinci surgical robot, we recorded a video of the tongue base of an adult male
using a da Vinci surgical robot’s stereo laparoscope [182]. We showed some of frame examples
from the sequence in Figure 3.16. Due to the tongue movement, dense tracking or registering
are needed to remove the residual motion artefacts to obtain the spectral and temporal variation
within a registered spatio-temporally signal. We selected one ROI on the first frame from the
left camera and used this frame as the reference, the tissue patch is registered in both left and
right camera over time separately. After the motion compensation, we compared the mean value
of total haemoglobin (THb) from each camera view, and a strong similarity can be observed.
By analysing the change in THb over time, the peak of the spectrum resonated with the heart
rate of the subject during the data acquisition.
3.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a hybrid tracking method for estimating the deformation of soft-
tissue surfaces by using a constrained geometric model combining sparse feature tracking with
a modified DLK method [167]. Our algorithm uses the SCV as the similarity metric to han-
dle illumination variations, for example as seen in MSI, and facilitate tracking in very low
light conditions where traditional approaches fail. The performance of our method on syn-
thetic and in vivo datasets suggests that the hybrid approach improves the capability of correct
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Figure 3.16: Tongue tissue motion is compensated by tracking over time in both left and right cameras
separately, the registered outputs are used for oxygen saturation (SO2) and total haemoglobin (THb)
estimation: (The 1st and 4th row) tongue tissue patch registration result; (The 2nd and 5th row) SO2
estimation overlaid on the laparoscopic RGB image; (The 3rd and 6th row) THb estimation overlaid on
the laparoscopic RGB image.
convergence when tissue dynamics undergo large intra-frame displacements or significant il-
lumination change occurs. The feature tracking component of the proposed algorithm is very
fast when using simple features and the mesh optimization using only the feature energy is
computationally efficient allowing real-time application. In our work, we use the L2 norm in
our energy functions for the optimization (Equation 3.2 - 3.6), which is known for penaliz-
ing large discontinuities and favouring smooth solutions. Inspired by the development of Total
Variation [183], one of the possible future works is to explore more loss functions, such as the
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TV-L1 model, in which the regularization term is replaced by the Total Variation norm, and the
residual term is replaced by L1 norm. The Total Variation regularization does not suffer from
losing contrast, and preserves geometry, while the L1 norm is more robust and insensitive to-
wards outliers. A GPU implementation of the improved intensity-based DLK component using
SCV would accelerate the current algorithm and we believe can also be developed to work at
image-acquisition frame rates. Extending the presented algorithm to stereo images is also po-
tentially interesting future work, however, the regularization that we currently employ requires
modification to appropriately handle deformations in 3D space.
Figure 3.17: Tissue surface tracking is commonly affected by the intrusion of the surgical instruments
in restricted surgical procedures.
Notably, our method is a general non-rigid tracking framework, and can be applied to other
tracking tasks. The tissue surface is represented by deformable geometric model, but it is not
designed for soft tissue surfaces. Specifically, the warp function W(p; S) used for transforming
pixels from the input image into the template image coordinate is piecewise affine. This means
the number of vertices of the deformable mesh has to be large enough to capture the deformation
of the surface effectively. Besides, the stiffness of the model is controlled by the regularization
parameter λ. The higher the regularization parameter is, the more bending or deformations
are smoothed, and vice versa. Since it is set empirically, it does not incorporate any specific
biomechanical tissue material properties. This inevitably limits the employment in real surgical
procedures. Also as shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.17, restricted in vivo surgical environment
makes tissue surface tracking more challenging, one of the most common interferences is the
constant intrusion or interaction of surgical instruments. In the following chapters, we are going
to explore related surgical vision topics such as instrument tracking and pose estimation.
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Chapter 4
Keypoint Based Surgical Instrument Tracking
4.1 Introduction
Detection and tracking of surgical instruments can provide an important information compo-
nent of computer assisted surgery (CAS) for MIS [28]. Control systems which can supply
automated visual servoing [184], soft motion constraints [185] and tactile feedback [186] are
reliant on knowing positional information about both the shaft and the tip of the articulated
instrument. Hardware based solutions such as optical tracking systems using fiducial markers
[187] require modification to the instrument design posing ergonomic challenges and addition-
ally suffer from robustness issues due to line-of-sight requirements. Direct use of robotic joint
encoders and forward kinematics to track instruments is possible in robot-assisted interventions,
however, tendon driven systems, such as the da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgical Inc., CA) introduces
errors in the position information which usually requires correction that can be achieved through
visual methods [188, 184]. Entirely image based solutions [137, 189, 190] directly estimate the
instrument pose in the reference frame of the observing camera. This avoids complex calibra-
tion routines and can be implemented entirely through software which allows them to be applied
retrospectively and without modification to the instruments or the surgical workflow.
Early image-based methods predominantly estimated the instrument pose in 2D by esti-
mating image based translation parameters, scale and in-plane rotation without explicitly mod-
elling the 3D shape of the instrument. These have been based around low-level image process-
ing [191] which accumulate hand-crafted visual features and more complex learned discrimi-
native models [192, 190] which track an instrument by performing detection independently on
each frame. Such methods are typically fast and robust, handling complex and fast motion as
well as recovery when the instrument is occluded by the field of view of the camera or smoke
and tissue as they perform a global or semi-global search of the entire image for the tracked
instrument. Fewer methods have attempted to estimate the 3D pose of the instruments directly
from image data. This typically is a much more complex problem as it involves estimating three
additional DOF from very weak small baseline stereo or monocular cues. However, it provides
additional benefits over 2D methods as it allows reasoning about instrument-instrument occlu-
sions and interactions with tissue surfaces. Most of these methods focus on the alignment of
a 3D model with a probabilistic classification of the image [135, 136, 134] which allows the
fusion of geometric constraints with image data without an offline learning phase. A significant
challenge with 3D tracking methods is that they commonly fail when the instrument motion is
fast or complex. As shown in Figure 4.1, we illustrated several typical failure cases where pure
3D tracking drifts away and requires a manual reset. Generally, most tracking by model fitting
3D tracking methods restrict the parameter search to local regions close the estimated parame-
ters from the previous frame, it locally searches the most likely parameters where the model is
the most similar to the target appearance, so when the instrument is occluded, whether by other
targets or out-of-view, the algorithm would fail. Also, the tracking error usually propagate and
accumulate over long term tracking, which eventually lead to target drift.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: Challenges for 3D tracking methods: (a) Illumination by other instruments; (b) Out-of-view;
(c) Long-term tracking drift.
4.2 Tracking Pipeline
Our method assumes that we have the 3D pose of the instrument in the first frame which
we use to initialize a 2D bounding box (u′, v′, w, h) (see Figure 4.2) around the instrument
head where (u′, v′) is the pixel coordinates of top left corner of the bounding box which has
width w and height h. We define the 2D detection problem as the estimation of the param-
eters λ2D = (u, v, θ, s) and the 3D estimation problem as the estimation of the parameters
λ3D = (x, y, z, φ, ψ, θˆ), where (u, v) are the pixel coordinates of the centre of the instrument
head, θ is the pitch/in-plane rotation of the instrument shaft around the optical axis, and s is
the scale of the tracked target. (x, y, z) are the 3D translation coordinate in metric units from
the camera coordinate system origin to the instrument coordinate system origin, φ, ψ, θˆ are the
x, y, z rotations of the instrument in 3D respectively. For each new input frame, we detect the
instrument, estimating the 2D parameters λ2D using our new tracker. Using these parameters
we then initialize a previously developed, open-source 3D tracker [137] which then converges
using gradient descent to estimate the full 3D parameter vector λ3D.
4.3 Generalized Hough Transform for 2D detection
To estimate λ2D, we implement a keypoint-based tracker which relies on a GHT [193] and a
global histogram segmentation model. The GHT extends the well-known Hough Transform to
detect arbitrary shapes as maxima in a parameter space by describing shapes as collections of
spatial features in a local coordinate system. As shown in Figure 4.3, a shape is defined by
its boundary points and a reference point (u, v). For each of the boundary point (x, y) , the
displacement vector is computed in the form of radial distance r and the angle α with regards to
the reference point, and they are stored in a table indexed by the gradient orientation β, which
is referred as the R-Table. Note that for each orientation, there may be multiple values of (r, α).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: The left image shows the 2D detection and estimation of the parameters λ2D which are then
are used (a) to initialize the 3D parameters λ3D. After the 3D pose is estimated, a new frame is loaded
(b) and 2D detection begins again.
Assuming the scale and orientation are fixed, for each boundary point in the test image, the
properties of the point is looked up in the R-Table according to its gradient orientation, and
the correspoinding possible reference points are retrieved and accumulated, which is referred
as “voting”. Finally, the position with the maximum votes are considered as the reference point
in the test image. In our application, the target is defined by keypoints and a reference point.
R - Table𝜷 Boundary points𝛽1 𝑟%, 𝑎% , ⋯𝛽2 𝑟*, 𝑎* ,⋯⋮ ⋮𝛽, 𝑟-, 𝑎- , ⋯𝛽%𝛼%
(𝑢, 𝑣)
(𝑥%, 𝑦%)
𝛽*𝛼*(𝑥*, 𝑦*)
𝑟% 𝑟*
𝑢 = 𝑥 + 𝑟 7 cos 𝛽𝑣 = 𝑦 + 𝑟 7 sin 𝛽
Figure 4.3: Shape detection using Generalized Hough Transform
Given an example image template containing the object of interest, a reference point which
serves as the origin of the local coordinates is computed, usually as the centre of the template
window. Then, for keypoint based features (e.g. SIFT [194]) in the template image, the feature
orientation and the relative displacement and orientation to the reference point are computed
and stored in a database known as an R-Table, which fully defines the target object. To perform
detection with the GHT, keypoints in a new image are computed and matched to the stored
keypoints in the R-table. Each matched keypoint then ’votes’ for the origin of the coordinate
system and the centre is chosen as the reference point with the most votes.
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4.4 Model Initialization
Given a sequence of m frames {It}mt=1 and the 2D bounding box (u′, v′, w, h) on the tem-
plate frame I1, we detect the parameters λ2D = (u, v, θ, s) on every input frame. The object
model M is represented by a set of keypoints
M = {(fi,t=1, di, vi,t=1)}ni=1 (4.1)
where fi,t=1 denotes the descriptor of the ith keypoint on the model, di represents the distance
between keypoint fi and the centre of the instrument head (u, v). vi,t ∈ {0, 1} is the voting state
of the ith keypoint at frame t: 0 for negative, and 1 for positive. It is positive if the corresponding
keypoint has contributed for the voting of the detected centre, otherwise is negative. The voting
states for all keypoints are initialized as positive for the template frame I1
vi,t=1 = 1 ∀i ∈ [1, n] (4.2)
For each input frame It with t > 1, the keypoints in the model are matched. We gather the
descriptors of the matched corresponding keypoints as the vote set FV .
FV = {(fi,t, wi,t)} ∀i ∈ [1, n] (4.3)
where wi,t is the voting weight for the corresponding ith matched keypoint, which is defined
based on the segmentation model introduced in section 4.5.
4.5 Histogram-based Segmentation Model
To adapt object model accounting for appearance changes, we are inspired by the work of
[195, 196] and we implemented a global probabilistic model based on colour histogram by
using a recursive Bayesian estimation to better discriminate foreground and background.
Recursive bayesian estimation, which is known as Bayes filter, is a general probabilistic
method for estimating the probability density function recursively over-time using the measure-
ments and the Hidden Markov model (HMM). In Figure 4.4, the true states x are assumed to
be Markov process, which are not directly visible, and the measurements z are the observed
states of a HMM. The graph presents a Bayesian Network of a HMM. Based on the Markov
k − 1 k k + 1 Time
xk−1 xk xk+1
States
(hidden)
zk−1 zk zk+1
Measurements
(observed)
Figure 4.4: A Bayesian Network of a Hidden Markov model.
assumption, the probability of the k-th timestep state given the previous timestep (k−1)-th one
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is conditionally independent of the other earlier states.
p(xk|x1:k−1) = p(xk|xk−1) (4.4)
Similarly, the measurements at the k-th timestep is also only dependent upon the current state,
which means it is conditionally independent of all the other previous states given the current
state.
p(zk|x1:k) = p(zk|xk) (4.5)
When we estimate the state x, what we are interested is the probability distribution of the
current state conditioned on the measurements up to the current timestep p(xk|z1:k), which can
be achieved by Bayesian marginalisation.
p(xk|z1:k−1) =
∫
p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|z1:k−1)dxk−1 (4.6)
p(xk|z1:k) = p(zk|xk)p(xk|z1:k−1)
p(zk|z1:k−1) (4.7)
p(zk|z1:k−1) =
∫
p(zk|xk)p(xk|z1:k−1)dxk (4.8)
In practice, when computing p(xk|z1:k), the denominator p(zk|z1:k−1) usually ignored since it
is constant relative to x, and the numerator is calculated and normalized.
In our application, the measurements z are intensities of image pixels y, and the state x is
the class (foreground or background). The probabilities of a pixel y belonging to the foreground
or background is estimated recursively over-time based on Equations 4.6 to 4.8.
p(ct = 1|y1:t) = Z−1p(yt|ct = 1)
∑
ct−1
p(ct|ct−1)p(ct−1|y1:t−1) (4.9)
where ct is the class of the pixel at frame t: 0 for background, and 1 for foreground, y1:t be
the pixel’s colour from frame 1 to t, and Z is a normalization constant to keep the probabil-
ities sum to 1. The classification probability of a pixel at frame t is based on the previous
posterior p(ct−1|y1:t−1), the colour distribution p(yt|ct) and the transition model p(ct|ct−1).
The colour distribution p(yt|ct) is built with HSV colour histograms with 12 × 12 bins for H
and S channels and 8 separate bins for V channel (including a separate quantisation for pixels
with low value). We omit the background probability p(ct = 0|y1:t) here since it is similar
to Equation 4.9. The transition probabilities for foreground and background p(ct|ct−1) where
c ∈ {0, 1} are empirical choices as in [196], which are not very sensitive.
p(ct = 1|ct−1 = 1) = 0.6 p(ct = 1|ct−1 = 0) = 0.4 (4.10)
p(ct = 0|ct−1 = 0) = 0.6 p(ct = 0|ct−1 = 1) = 0.4 (4.11)
The bounding box is usually slightly larger than the object in order to include more bound-
ary keypoints, which nevertheless introduces more background pixels (shown as the red bound-
ing box in Figure 4.5 (a). Unlike in [196], the foreground colour distribution P (yt|ct = 1) is
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initialized directly using pixels from the bounding box, we use a different strategy. We assume
that the positive keypoints are most likely located on the object, so we collect all the positive
keypoint into FPos
FPos = {fi,t} if vi,t = 1 ∀fi,t ∈ FV (4.12)
The foreground colour distribution is then initialized from the image region inside the convex
hull of all the positive keypoints CH(FPos), which contains less background pixels (shown as
the green convex hull in Figure 4.5 (a)). The background colour distribution is initialized from
the image region surrounding the detected object bounding box with some margin (10 pixels)
in between, which is shown as the blue region in Figure 4.5 (a). For the following frames, the
colour distributions are adapted in the same way as the initialization.
p(yt|ct = 1) = δp(y|y ∈ CH(FPos)) + (1− δ)p(yt−1|ct−1 = 1) (4.13)
where δ = 0.1 is the model update factor.
(b) (c)(a)
Figure 4.5: Segmentation model initialization and update strategy: (a) instead of using image region
inside the bounding box (red), image region inside the convex hull (green polygon) of the positive key-
points (green circle) is used to initialize and update the foreground histogram. And background his-
togram is then initialized using pixels from the pixels outside of the surrounding bounding box (blue
region). Filled circle with magenta colour indicates the reference centre; (b) foreground probability
colourmap illustration, in which blue colour indicates low probability while red colour indicates higher
probability; (c) foreground / background classification binary map based on the probability model.
The voting weight of a keypoint is defined as the mean foreground probability of the image
patch surrounding the keypoint
wi,t = p(ct = 1|fi,t) (4.14)
During the voting process, we set the weight thresholdwthres = 0.5, only keypoints with higher
weight (wi,t > wthres) participate in the voting process, and the weighted votes accumulated
based on the segmentation model. In regards to the voting, we developed a rotation-invariant
voting scheme in section 4.6.
4.6 Rotation-invariant Hough Voting Scheme
When the object undergoes scale change or in-plane rotation (when the object rotates in the
image plane), the voting also needs to rotate and scale in order to locate the object centre. Scale
and rotation information can be obtained from most feature detectors, but since it is usually
not reliable enough, in [1], the authors analysed the pairwise Euclidean distance and angular
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change between keypoints with respect to their initial constellation and use the median as the
scale or in-plane rotation estimate of the object. We illustrated their voting scheme and ours in
Figure 4.6: Keypoints on the model and on the input frame are matched in Figure 4.6 (a1-a2),
then in the input frame, median pairwise angular change between keypoints is computed by
comparing with the initial constellation in Figure 4.6 (b1), and correspondent keypoints rotate
votes based on the median angular change θ′ in Figure 4.6 (b2). It displays the ideal situation
for rotation estimation, but when the percentage of outliers is high, votes will probably miss
shoot the centre based on unreliable rotation estimation. We develop a rotation-invariant voting
strategy shown in Figure 4.6 (c1-c2). For each keypoint, instead of voting for only one direction,
it votes for a circle. In this way, our vote scheme does not rely on any pre-estimation of rotation,
the maximum vote still accumulated at the centre without any potential error induced by the pre-
voting rotation estimation. In order to improve the over shooting or fall short situation for scale
estimation or out-of-plane rotation (when the object rotates out of the image plane), we make it
more robust by voting for a ring circle in Figure 4.6 (d1-d2). The thickness ratio rd is set to be
[0.95, 1.05]. The initial scale st=1 is set to be 1.0, the radius of the voting circle di,t is based on
the scale of the previous frame st−1 and the distance of the keypoint to the reference centre of
the model di
di,t = rd ∗ di ∗ st−1 (4.15)
After voting, the scale st and rotation θt are estimated based on the scale change and angle
change of all the positive keypoints.
4.7 Model Adaptation
One of the challenges for 2D visual tracking is how and when to adapt the object model to
cope with appearance changes due to deformation, illumination variations, etc. In endoscopic
images, when the object centre is out-of-view or out-of-plane, instead of updating the model,
we have to reset the detector to re-detect the object. To achieve this, we define the following
updating strategy. Whenever the voted centre is out of the convex hull of the positive keypoint
set FPos, we evaluate all the keypoints inside the bounding box Bt around the detected centre
based on the segmentation model. If the weight wCt of the keypoint candidate f
C
t is higher
than the weight threshold wthres, it is considered as a potential keypoint and is included in the
keypoint candidate set Fcandi, otherwise it will be discarded.
Fcandi = {fCt } if wCt > wthres ∀fCt ∈ Bt (4.16)
Then, we analyse the distribution of the keypoint candidates with regards to the object centre:
(i) if the centre (u, v) is inside the convex hull of the candidates Fcandi and the number of
candidates is higher than certain threshold, we add the new candidates Mcandi into the model
and remove negative features, then use the updated model to continue tracking; (ii) If the centre
is outside of the convex hull, it indicates the object is most likely out of image or is under
out-of-plane rotation, so we switch the detector into reset mode: If the object is matched, the
detector will be switched back to normal mode.
We illustrate the tracking framework by showing some tracked frame examples from one
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Figure 4.6: Voting scheme illustration: (a1) keypoints and reference centre on the model (shown in
colour); (a2) keypoints and the tracked centre (u, v) on the input frame; in [1], keypoints vote for the
reference centre (b1), in the input frame, the rotation θ is estimated by pairwise angular change and
vote based on the rotation estimation in (b2); our rotation-invariant voting scheme votes not only for one
direction but a circle (c1-c2), in order to improve robustness, keypoint votes for a ring circle, and the
rotation θ and scale s are estimated after voting (d1-d2).
sequence in Figure 4.7. Each row represents one frame, with the left column displaying the
voting map, the right column displaying the histogram-based foreground segmentation col-
ormap, and the middle column showing the tracked result. In the sequence, keypoint features
are extracted and matched for the right instrument, as we can see from the top row voting map,
even with some outliers, correctly matched features vote and accumulate at the centre of the
instrument. When the target is occluded by the other instrument in the middle row, votings ac-
cumulate at the left overlaying instrument, which shares similar appearance with the target, but
it is obvious that the voting is not as concentrate as the top row, with increased erroneous key-
point matches. After the left instrument moves away, the target instrument got re-detected by
the model correctly. Observing the foreground probability map, the segmentation model is less
certain with the target pixels, since more and more pixels with the instrument colour entering
the surrounding background region with the left instrument getting closer.
4.8 Combining 2D and 3D Tracking
We use an open-source 3D level set tracker [137] which is capable of recovering the full 3D
pose of surgical instruments by aligning multiple level set segmentations with Random Forest
pixel classifications and additionally uses optical flow tracking to local track features on the
instrument body. We use the 2D pose λ2D to initialize the 3D pose of this method in each frame,
rather than using the tracking-by-initialization method of the original authors. The parameters
(x, y, z) of λ3D are initialized by ray casting (u, v) and using the z estimate from the first
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Figure 4.7: Tracking framework illustration. Each row shows one frame tracking example, left column
shows the keypoint voting map, middle column shows the convex hull of the positive keypoints, and the
right column shows the segmentation map in the search area.
frame, scaled by s. θ is used directly to initialize θˆ and φ, ψ are retained from the previous
frame. Effectively we only retain the parameters in the 3D tracker which cannot be estimated
by the 2D tracker. Given an initial estimate we allow the 3D level set based tracker to converge
to a solution through gradient descent.
4.9 Experiments and Results
In this section we present validation on both our novel 2D tracker (referred to as GHT) and our
2D-initialised-3D (referred to as 2D3D) tracking. In this section with refer to the 3D tracker
without 2D initialization [137] as “3D only”. Our quantitative validation is performed on new
ex vivo data sets which we have made available online1 (see Figure 4.8). We hope that by
releasing data, we will encourage other researchers to test their methods against our data, an
idea which was explored in the Endoscopic Vision Challenge at MICCAI 2015 which provided
labelled segmentation and tracking data for laparoscopic and RMIS.
4.9.1 Ex Vivo Experiments
To evaluate the ability of our method to robustly track a surgical instrument through challenging
sequences we constructed 4 datasets with porcine tissue samples. We have manually tagged the
1www.surgicalvision.cs.ucl.ac.uk/benchmarking
1To maintain notation consistency, the Shaft and End joint in our paper correspond respectively to End Shaft and
Start Shaft joint in previous papers.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.8: Example frames from our ex vivo sequences acquired using a da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgical
Inc., CA) classic stereo laparoscope. The images show typical challenges in instrument tracking, such
as instrument and tissue based occlusions and sequences where the instrument goes in and out-of-view
repeatedly.
Attributes Attribute / Frame Number
Dataset I Tissue occlusion 121 / 552
Dataset II Instrument occlusion 130 / 909
Dataset III Out-of-view 50 / 410
Dataset IV Long term - / 4483
Table 4.1: Attribute and percentage of frames which are tagged with the attribute for each dataset.
datasets with different attributes, including occlusion, out-of-view and long term. The percent-
age of frames which are tagged with the corresponding attribute are summarized in Table 4.1.
Our ex vivo sequences are collected using a da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgical Inc., CA) robot where
we obtained joint encoder data from a dVRK controller box [125]. Using forward kinemat-
ics we can compute the 3D transform for the instrument in the reference frame of the stereo
camera using manual calibration to remove the offset between the robot and camera coordinate
system. This can be projected into the image plane to obtain validation for both the 2D and
2D3D tracking. We compare our 2D tracking method with the-state-of-art CST tracker [6] and
TLD tracker [3] using precision and box plots based on location error metric and area under
curve (AUC) to analyse the performance. These metrics are widely used to evaluate tracking
performance [81, 42]. Precision plots show the percentage of frames (y-axis) where the esti-
mated position (u, v) is within a distance threshold (x-axis) compared with the GT. In the box
plot, edges of the box are 25% and 75% percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme
data points not considered outliers, and the red markers are outliers plotted outside the box.
We also summarise the numerical results for the 3D tracking in Table 4.2. In the table, mean
translation errors for our 2D3D method and the 3D only tracking are shown for each of the ex
vivo sequences.
Tracking Through Occlusions We evaluate on two different sequences with occlusions. The
trajectories of the tracked centre and the precision plots for each sequence are shown in Fig-
ure 4.9 and Figure 4.11. In the figures, (a) shows the trajectories of the tracked centre for the
three 2D methods, (b) shows the precision plot for three 2D methods, (c) shows the box plot for
three 2D methods and (d-f) the 3D trajectory of the proposed 2D3D tracker compared with us-
ing the pure 3D tracker directly. We also showed some tracking frame examples in Figure 4.10
and Figure 4.12.
Dataset I evaluated the ability of the method to track instruments when they are occluded
by tissue samples. The 3D tracker demonstrates similar performance with and without 2D
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initialization in Dataset I, with slight improvement in the z-axis estimation during the occluded
frames. In Figure 4.10, we show the original frames in the last row to display the instrument
location more clearly. As we can see, after the instrument reappears from the tissue, there exists
a offset between the pure 3D tracker result and the correct location. Our 2D3D tracker has more
accurate tracking result.
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison for Dataset I, which contains a tissue occlusion between frames
250-400.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.10: Frame examples of performance comparison between 2D3D tracking and pure 3D tracking
under tissue occlusion. (a-d) Pure 3D tracker result; (e-h) 2D3D tracker result. To display the pose more
clearly, the overlay is blended with the original frames.
Dataset II evaluates the ability of the method to track instruments when they are occluded
by other instruments, effectively assessing our method’s ability to avoid tracking association
errors between the target instrument and additional instruments in the frame, even when they
violate each other’s image space. From Plot in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, Dataset II clearly
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demonstrates the improvement of our method as the 3D only tracker loses tracking at frame 380
and never recovers.
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Figure 4.11: Performance comparison for Dataset II, which contains a instrument occlusion between
frames 225-350.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.12: Frame examples of performance comparison between 2D3D tracking and pure 3D tracking
under instrument occlusion. (a-d) Pure 3D tracker result; (e-h) 2D3D tracker result.
Tracking Through Out-of-view Dataset III evaluates the ability of our method to recover
when the instrument moves out-of-view of the camera. The trajectories of the tracked centre
and the precision plots are shown in Figures 4.13. The same effect occurs in Dataset III where
the 3D only tracker loses tracking after occlusion and does not recover. We show some tracking
examples in Figure 4.14. After the instrument re-enter the frame view, the model never recover
for pure 3D tracking (Figure 4.14 (c) and (d)). With the assistance of our 2D tracker, our 3D
tracker can track the sequence well.
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Figure 4.13: Performance comparison for Dataset III, which contains out-of-view occlusions between
frames 325-350.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.14: Frame examples of performance comparison between 2D3D tracking and pure 3D tracking
under out-of-view. (a-d) Pure 3D tracker result; (e-h) 2D3D tracker result.
Long Term Tracking We construct an extended sequence (Dataset IV) of over 4000 frames
to demonstrate the capability of our method to track the pose of the instrument in 3D without
failing from drift. We display the results in Figure 4.15 where (a) shows the trajectories of
tracked centre, (b) shows a precision plot for three 2D methods over the whole sequence, (c)
shows a precision plot for three 2D methods over frames where all methods report a positive
detection, (d) shows a box plot for the three 2D methods, (e-g) show the 3D trajectory of the
proposed 2D3D tracker compared with using the 3D tracker directly. The figures show that
our method is capable of reliable long term tracking although it does exhibit interesting fail-
ure cases. On Dataset IV our method fails to discriminate between out-of-view occlusions and
out-of-plane based appearance changes which results in non-detected output when the tracked
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points are rotated out of the field of view or such that the appearance of the patch changes
beyond recognition. To display quantitative precision plot results in cases where each 2D de-
tection method has some false non-detections, we display 2 types of plot, one where we display
the results from the whole sequence where we set an infinite distance for missed detections
(Figure 4.15b) and one where we only consider frames where all of the 2D tracking methods
report a detection (Figure 4.15c) .
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Figure 4.15: Performance comparison for the extended tracking sequence, Dataset IV.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.16: Frame examples of performance comparison between 2D3D tracking and pure 3D tracking
for long term. (a-d) Pure 3D tracker result; (e-h) 2D3D tracker result.
The results of the above sequences show that the CST tracker lacks the ability to recover
from occlusions or out-of-view situations compared with the TLD tracker and our GHT tracker.
Our GHT tracker has the highest AUC score among the three trackers, which means our method
can handle various occlusion or out-of-view challenges. In Table 4.2, compared to pure 3D
tracker, our tracker has lower tracking error for all the sequences.
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Dataset I Dataset II Dataset III Dataset IV
2D3D 3.70 ± 2.28 16.23 ± 11.83 8.29 ± 11.29 11.54 ± 7.94
3D Only 4.76 ± 3.28 38.47 ± 32.11 51.37 ± 52.10 16.79 ± 14.88
Table 4.2: Numerical results for the 3D tracking for each of the ex vivo sequences. Each value shows
the mean error (mm) of the translation error for our 2D3D method and for the 3D only tracking.
4.9.2 In Vivo Experiments
We additionally qualitatively validate our method using robotic video data [134]. Example
images showing our method performing detection on these images are shown in Figure 4.17.
This in vivo sequence shows that our method is capable of tracking through complex surgical
images even when the instrument undergoes articulation, which our method does not explicitly
model.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.17: Frames showing an instrument tracked through an in vivo sequence. (a-c) demonstrate
good accuracy whereas in (d) a failure mode for our algorithm is exhibited where poor classification on
the instrument body causes the 3D tracked to fail to converge correctly.
4.10 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a new method which combines the strengths of a novel 2D tracker
with a pre-existing 3D tracking method [137] allowing us to robustly track surgical instruments
through sequences that contain occlusions and challenging motion which cause the 3D tracker
to fail. The 2D tracker is based on GHT and is updated with a global histogram probabilistic
segmentation model. We quantitatively validate our method using ex vivo data collected from a
dVRK controller and forward kinematics and additionally provide convincing qualitative vali-
dation on in vivo robot-assisted prostatectomy sequences. Our validation shows that our method
provides state-of-the-art 2D tracking performance and significantly improves tracking accuracy
in 3D. In the ex vivo sequences we restrict the motion of rigid 3D tracking as the method we
use [137] does not model articulations of the instrument tip. Our extensive ex vivo validation
demonstrates that our method is not only capable of tracking instruments over extended se-
quences but that it can also recover from tracking failures and occlusions, a feature that has
not been demonstrated in any prior 3D tracking work in a MIS context. In terms of our 2D
tracker, one of the limitations is that it is designed to handle only in-plane rotation and treat
out-of-plane rotation as non-detection (e.g. in Dataset IV experiment in Section 4.9.1). This
is partly because the objective of the 2D tracker in our application is to achieve re-detection
and provide relatively accurate in-plane rotation estimation compared with its original pose in
the first frame. Our model of the instrument model is based on the 2D spatial distribution of
the keypoints with regards to the reference centre. Whenever there is out-of-plane rotation, the
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distribution of the keypoints has changed in the image plane, therefore, the in-plane rotation θ
is no longer valid. Future improvements could be use feedback from the 3D tracker to project
into the image plane and update the 2D object model. Furthermore, we could focus around
removing the requirement on a manual initialization. This can potentially be achieved with an
enforced fixed position of the instrument while the 3D pose estimator converges to a correct
solution.
Feature-based trackers have the advantage of detecting the target in a global search. But
their tracking performance highly relies on the quality of feature detection and matching, which
means they will have difficulty with targets which lack discriminative features. Even with a vot-
ing scheme to deal with the outliers, without enough correctly matched features, the algorithm
cannot infer the object position. In the next chapter, we will tackle the problem using online
learning techniques. Instead of treating the tracking problem as model fitting, it focuses on dis-
tinguishing between the target and the surrounding background by online classifiers. Recently,
tracking-by-detection methods are widely used and dominating in object tracking, unlike gener-
ative methods, they utilize information not only from the target, but also from the background,
and then find a decision boundary to separate the target from the surrounding.
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Chapter 5
Online Tracking-by-Detection of Surgical
Instruments
5.1 Introduction
The key components of a successful tracking algorithm combine a model to represent the ob-
ject and how to update this object model over time as well as how to estimate the similarity
between models. Recently, inspired by the success of object detection algorithms, the tracking-
by-detection methods have been taking inspiration from advances in machine learning, such
as structured output SVM [197, 5], boosting [77, 79], Gaussian process regression [198] and
deep learning [101]. A typical tracking-by-detection algorithm treats the tracking as a classifi-
cation task, it usually builds a classifier in the first frame to distinguish the tracked object from
the background and updates this model over time with collected positive observations as well
as with negative information. Under challenging conditions, objects usually undergo different
transformations, such as deformation, scale change, occlusion or all at the same time, all those
challenging factors make the accurate scale estimation quite difficult. Even with accurate scale
prediction, it is inevitable that falsely labelled samples will appear and degrade the model be-
cause background information within the positive samples is falsely included which confuses
the classifier and ultimately leads to drift or failure. Hare et al. [5] introduced Structured Output
Tracking with Kernels (Struck) approach, which adopts a structured output SVM and circum-
vents the traditional collection of positive and negative samples by integrating the labelling
procedure within the learning process. In recent benchmark [42] Struck has shown excellent
tracking performance compared to prior work.
For object representation, recently patch-wise object descriptors have been exploited to
represent the object appearance [2, 199, 200]. The bounding box is divided into cells or patches
and low-level features are used to construct the features of these patches, which represent lo-
cal structural information. A major challenge for tracking-by-detection methods is that the
bounding box usually not only includes the object but also some background information. The
background changes differently to the moving object and causes inaccurate information transfer
through the model update. To address this problem, different methods have been proposed to
decrease the effects of the background information such as assigning different weights based on
the pixel spatial location or appearance similarity [51, 201, 202]. Kim et. al [2] exploited this
concept by incorporating Random Walk with Restart simulations to assign weights to patches.
The simulations exploit the similarity between neighbouring patches and their relevance or
self-similarity to the object appearance. Stationary distributions can be obtained to represent
the probabilities that each patch belongs to either the foreground or the background. The patch
weights are designed according to the likelihoods so that foreground patches would have rel-
atively larger weights. Inspired by Kim et.al’s work [2], we introduce a different weighting
method to patches by incorporating a colour-based segmentation model. Previous papers have
integrated a segmentation step into tracking [203, 196], but these methods are sensitive to seg-
mentation results since they directly track the segmented object patches free from the constraints
of bounding box. By applying a segmentation step to patch weights instead we manage to en-
hance performance and avoid this sensitivity.
5.2 Probabilistic Segmentation Model for Patch Weighting
We used the patch-wise descriptor [2, 199] to represent the appearance of the object. In frame t,
the bounding box Ω is evenly decomposed into nϕ non-overlapping patches {ϕi}i=1:nϕ ,
then the descriptor ΦΩ,t is constructed by concatenating the low-level feature vectors of
all the patches in their spatial order. Since background information is potentially included
in the bounding box, we would like to incorporate an global probabilistic segmentation
model [196, 195] to assign weights to the patches based on their colour appearance.
ΦΩ,t = [w1,tφ
T
1 , . . . , wnϕ,tφ
T
nϕ ]
T (5.1)
where wi is the weight of the feature vector φi of the i-th patch ϕi. The global segmentation
model is based on colour histogram by using a recursive Bayesian formulation to discriminate
foreground (object) and background.
Let y1:t be the colour observation of a pixel from frame 1 to t, the foreground probability
of that pixel at frame t are based on the tracked results from previous frames
p(ct = 1|y1:t) = Z−1
∑
ct−1
p(yt|ct = 1)p(ct = 1|ct−1)p(ct−1|y1:t−1) (5.2)
where ct is the class of the pixel at frame t: 0 for background, and 1 for foreground, and Z
is a normalization constant to keep the probabilities sum to 1. The transition probabili-
ties for foreground and background p(ct|ct−1) where c ∈ {0, 1} are empirical choices as
in [196]. The distributions P (yt|ct) are modelled with colour histograms. The foreground
histogram p(yt|ct = 1) and the background histogram p(yt|ct = 0) are initialized from the
pixels inside the bounding box and from those which are surrounding the bounding box (with
some margin between) in the first frame, respectively. For the following frames, the colour
histogram distributions are updated using the tracked result.
p(yt|ct = 1) =δp(yt|yt ∈ Ωt))
+ (1− δ)p(yt−1|ct−1 = 1)
(5.3)
where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is the model update factor. The linear update with fixed update factor
δ decides the adaption speed of the target colour histogram distribution in the sense that the
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contribution of a specific frame decreases exponentially the further it recedes into the past [204].
We assume that the colour model of the target does not change dramatically between frames, so
we empirically set the value of the update factor δ as 0.1, which is robust enough for appearance
adaption and sudden occlusion. Ωt represents the tracked bounding box in frame t. Since the
tracked bounding box may contain background pixels, instead of treating every pixel equal in
[196], we weight the pixels based on the weight of the patch where it is located. Patches with
higher weight are more likely to contain object pixels and vice versa. So the colour histogram
update for colour observation yt of current frame t is defined as
p(yt|yt ∈ Ωt) =
∑nϕ
i=1wi,t−1Nyt∈ϕi,t∑nϕ
i=1wi,t−1
∑
xt
Nxt∈ϕi,t
(5.4)
where Nyt∈ϕi,t represents the number of pixels with colour observation yt in the i-th patch ϕi,t
in frame t, and xt represents any colour observation in frame t, so the denominator means the
weighted number of all the pixel colour observations in the bounding box Ωt. The distributions
are updated based on the patch weight, which could reinforce the colour distribution of the
object model.
We initialize the weight wi,1 for all the patches as 1 at the first frame, and then they are
updated based on the segmentation model
wi,t = δw¯i,t + (1− δ)wi,t−1 (5.5)
w¯i,t =
$i,t
max1≤i≤nϕ $i,t
(5.6)
$i,t =
∑
xt
p(xt|ct = 1)Nxt∈ϕi,t∑
xt
Nxt∈ϕi,t
(5.7)
where $i,t denotes the average foreground probability of all pixels in the patch ϕi,t in the cur-
rent frame t, it is normalized so the highest weight update w¯i,t equals 1. The patch weightwi,t is
then updated gradually over time. We omit the background probability p(ct = 0|y1:t) discussion
here since it is similar to Equation 5.2. Notice that unlike the weighting strategy in [2, 199] by
analyzing the similarities between neighbouring patches, our patch weighting method is simple
and straightforward to implement, the weight update for each patch is independent from each
other, and only relies on the colour histogram based segmentation model. We show examples
of the patch weight evolvement in Figure 5.1. The patch weight thumbnails are displayed on
the top corner of each frame, which represent the deformation of the object over time. Notice
that the size of the thumbnail varies in the same sequence, because we adapt scale estimation in
our tracking framework, which will be discussed in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4. For example,
in ”Skiing”, the size of the object is small, which make it harder to be tracked, our framework
can adapt the bounding box according to the object, also the patch weight indicates the object-
ness information in the bounding box, which suppress the background information efficiently.
In ”Tiger2”, the object is occluded between the 250th to 254th frame, since we update the
segmentation model based on the previous patch weight, and in turn the segmentation model
facilitates updating the weight patches. This co-training strategy enhances the weight contrast
between foreground and occluded patches. Also, even there are illumination changes (the 273th
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Figure 5.1: Example patch weights are shown for the highlighted bounding box displayed in the top
corner of the image. The colour bar indicates the weight where 0 is considered more background and 1
is considered to support foreground.
frame), the patch weighting is robust to distinguish the object from the background. We eval-
uate the performance in section 5.5, which shows that our weighting strategy is adequate to
represent the object appearance over time.
5.3 Scale Estimation
The tracked object often undergoes complicated transformations during tracking, for example,
deformation, scale variations, occlusion et. al as shown in Figure 5.2. Fixed-scale bounding box
estimation is ill-equipped to capture the accurate extents of the object, which would degrade
the classifier performance by providing samples which are either partial cropped or include
background information.
Figure 5.2: Examples of object undergo challenging transformations for tracking, inclusion of back-
ground information or partial object within the bounding box usually degrade the classifier.
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In the original Struck [5] tracking framework, when locating the object in a new frame, all
the bounding box candidates are collected within a searching window, and the bounding box
with the maximum classification score is selected to update the object location. Rather than
making a suboptimal decision by choosing from fixed-scale samples, we augment the training
sample pool with multi-scale candidates. Obviously, the scales of the augmented samples are
critical. We consider two complementary strategies that handle both incremental and abrupt
scale variations.
Firstly, to deal with relatively small scale changes between frames, we build a scale set Sr
Sr = {s|s = λmst−1} m ∈ [−nr − 1
2
, . . . ,
nr − 1
2
] (5.8)
where λ is a fixed value which is slightly larger than 1.0, nr is the scale number in the scale
set Sr. st−1 is the scale of the object in frame t − 1 compared with the initial bounding box in
the first frame. Considering object scale usually does not vary too much between frames, scale
set Sr includes scales which are close to the previous frame.
Secondly, when object undergoes abrupt scale changes between frames, scale set Sr is
unable to keep pace with the speed of the scale variations. To address this problem, we build an
additional scale set Sp by incorporating KLT tracker [205], which helps us estimate the scale
change explicitly. We pick the top npt strongest corner points from each patch in the bounding
box Ωt−1 of frame t−1 using Shi-Tomasi method [206], and tracked all these points in the next
frame t. With sufficient well-tracked points, we can estimate the scale variation between frames
by comparing the distance changes of the tracked point pairs. We illustrated in Figure 5.3. Let
𝑑"#$%&𝑝"#$% 𝑝"#$&
𝑝"%
𝑝"&𝑑"
%&
t-1 t
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the scale estimation by using the KLT tracker. Corner Points on the patches
are picked in frame t − 1, and are tracked in the next frame t by the KLT tracker, the distance ratio of
point pairs (pi, pj) between two frames are used for scale estimation.
pit−1 denotes one picked point in the previous frame t−1 and its matched point pit in the current
frame t. We compute the distance dijt−1 between point-pair (p
i
t−1, p
j
t−1), and the distance d
ij
t
between the matched point-pair (pit, p
j
t ).
For all the matched point pairs, we compute the distance ratio between the two frames
V = {s|s = dijt /dijt−1} i 6= j (5.9)
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where V is the set with all the distance ratios. We sort V by value and pick the median element
sp = Vsorted(
n
2 ) as the potential scale change of the object. To make the scale estimation more
robust, we uniformly sample the scales ranging between [1, sp] or [sp, 1] to construct the scale
set Sp.
Sp = {s|s = 1 + i sp − 1
np − 1} 0 ≤ i < np (5.10)
where np is the scale number in the scale set Sp. When the object is out-of-view, occluded or
abruptly deforms, the ratio of well-tracked points will be low. In that case, the estimation from
the KLT tracker will be unreliable. In our implementation, when the ratio is lower than 0.5,
we then set sp = 1, therefore the scale set Sp will only add samples with the previous scale
into the candidate pool. Only when there are enough points well tracked, the estimation from
the KLT tracker will be trusted. We fuse these two complementary scale sets Sr and Sp into
Sf = Sr ∪ Sp to enrich our sample candidate pool. To show the effectiveness, we evaluate our
proposed tracker in section 5.5 with or without scale set Sp estimated by the KLT tracker.
5.4 Tracking Framework
We incorporate PAWSS into the Struck [5]. The algorithm relies on an online structured output
SVM learning framework which integrates the learning and tracking. It directly predicts the
location displacement between frame, avoiding the heuristic intermediate step for assigning
binary labels to training samples, which achieves top performance in the OTB dataset [42].
Given the bounding box Ωt−1 in the previous frame t − 1, sample candidates are ex-
tracted in a searching window rw, which centres at the Ωt−1 in the current frame t, unlike other
tracking-by-detection approaches, we adapt a two-level sampling strategy. On the first level, all
the bounding box samples are extracted with fixed-scale st−1, on the second level, multi-scale
samples are extracted to enrich the sample pool.
⌦t 1
⌦t⌦
0
t
Sample candidates {⌦0}
centre: ⌦t 1
fixed scale: {st 1}
radius: rw
Sample candidates {⌦}
centre: ⌦0t
scales: Sf
radius: rs
Evaluate {⌦0}, get sample
with the highest score ⌦0 with the highest score ⌦t
Evaluate {⌦}, get sample
Sf = Sr [ Sp
Fuse small variation scales
Sr and KLT scales Sp into
Figure 5.4: Two-level sampling strategy workflow
The detailed two-level sampling strategy workflow is shown in Figure 5.4. Assume that we
have the tracking bounding box Ωt−1 at time t− 1. First, the searching window is chosen at the
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same as above centred at the Ωt−1 with a radius of rw, since we have the second level to make
the final decision, rather than extracting sample per pixel, we extract samples at a down-sample
factor of 2, which could decrease the candidate number by 4, then the weighted patch-wise
descriptor of each candidate is constructed, and we select the bounding box with the maximum
classification score Ω′ not as the final decision, but as the search centre for our second level.
After this step, the rough location of the object is narrowed into a smaller area. Like discussed
in Section 5.3, given the scale st−1 in the previous frame t− 1, to handle small scale variation
between frames, we construct the scale set Sr, which includes scales which are close to st−1.
Additionally, to deal with potential abrupt scale changes, we random pick npt points from each
patch of the bounding box Ωt−1, and pass all these points to the KLT tracker to generate the
scale set Sp. This scale set is estimated explicitly by the KLT tracker and facilitates to augment
the scale estimation. Then we fuse the scale two complementary scale sets Sr and Sp into Sf
to extract bounding box candidates. We set a smaller search window with search radius of rs,
centreing at the bounding box Ω′ selected in the first level, and we construct multiple candidates
for each pixel within the search window. The scales of candidates at one pixel are set as scales
in the fused scale set Sf . We then evaluate all the multi-scale samples and select the bounding
box sample with the maxiumn score Ωt as the final location of the object. For multiple bounding
box samples with the same scores, the sample whose scale is closer to 1.0 is selected to prevent
potential gradual shrinking or enlargement of the bounding box.
Then, the classifier, the colour-based segmentation model and the weights of all patches
are updated as discussed in Section 5.2. Finally, the whole process starts at the next frame.
Additionally, to prevent introducing potential corrupt samples to the classifier, we use the same
updating strategy introduced in [2], the classifier only updates when the similarity between the
tracked object and the positive support vectors are above certain threshold η.
5.5 Experiments and Results
5.5.1 Implementation Details
Our proposed algorithm is implemented in C++ and performs at about 7 frames per second with
an i7-2.5GHz CPU without any optimisation. For structured output SVM, different kernels can
be implemented and even combined for evaluating patch similarity, such as linear, Gaussian
or intersection kernel. From Struck [5], Naı¨ve kernel combinations do not give a significant
performance gain, so in our evaluation we use the simplest kernel function, the linear kernel
k(ΦΩ1 ,ΦΩ2) = Φ
T
Ω1
ΦΩ2 , in which ΦΩ1 and ΦΩ2 are feature vectors for bounding box Ω1
and Ω2, respectively. The parameters are empirically set as δ = 0.1 in Equation 5.3 and Equa-
tion 5.5, λ = 1.003 in Equation 5.8, the scale numbers of the scale set are nr = np = 11. The
number of extracted points from each patch npt = 5. The updating threshold for classifier is set
as η = 0.3. For each sequence, we scale the frame to make sure the minimum side length of the
bounding box is larger than 32 pixels, and the search window radius rw is fixed to (W +H)/2,
where W and H represents the width and height of the scaled bounding box, respectively, the
search window radius rs is fixed to 5 pixels. The patch number affects the tracking perfor-
mance, too many patches increase the computation and too less patches do not robustly reflect
the local appearance of the object. We tested different patch numbers and selected nϕ = 49 in
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our implementation to strike a performance balance.
5.5.2 OTB Dataset
The OTB dataset [42] includes 50 commonly used sequences with fully annotations. The se-
quences are also tagged with 11 attributes, which represent the challenging aspects for tracking
such as illumination variation, occlusion, deformation et al. The tracking performance is quan-
titatively evaluated using both PR and SR, as defined in [42]. PR / SR scores are depicted
using precision plot and success plot, respectively. The precision plot shows the percentage of
frames whose tracked centre is within certain Euclidean distance (20 pixels) from the centre of
the GT. Success plot computes the percentage of frames whose intersection over union overlap
with the GT annotation is within a threshold varying between 0 and 1, and the AUC is used
for SR score. In [42], the authors mentioned that the rankings of certain trackers in the success
plots are different from the rankings in the precision plot. SR is more accurate than PR since
the AUC score represents the overall performance rather than the score at one threshold. So
the rankings are based on success plots, and the precision plots are used as auxiliary. In the
following evaluation, to evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating the scale set proposed by
the KLT tracker, we provide two versions of our tracker as PAWSSa and PAWSSb: PAWSSa
only includes scale set Sr, while PAWSSb includes both Sr and Sp for scale estimation.
Comparison Using Different Features Selecting the right features to describe the object ap-
pearance plays a critical role in tracking. The most desirable feature property is its uniqueness
so that the object can be distinguished from the background. Raw intensities or colour features
are usually used for histogram-based appearance representations, while edge or gradient infor-
mation are less sensitive to illumination changes. Generally, many tracking approaches use a
combination of these diverse features to represent the object [5, 79, 207]. To evaluate the per-
formance of our proposed approach, we tested different low-level features such as HSV colour,
RGB colour, the combination of colour and gradient features (HSV+G, RGB+G) for construct-
ing the descriptor in Table 5.1. The RGB histogram is 24-dimensional with 8 bins for each
channel, and the HSV colour histogram is 20-dimensional including 8 bins for H and S chan-
nels respectively and 4 separate bins for V channel. The gradient histogram is 16-dimensional
signed gradients ranging from 0 to 360 degrees. We also compared our tracker PAWSSa and
PAWSSb with Struck [5] and SOWP [2] in Table 5.2.
From Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, we observe: First, augmenting colour with gradient his-
togram improves the tracking performance by providing diverse structural information of the
object. In our experiments, the descriptor comprising the combination of HSV colour and gra-
dient features achieves the best results, we would use this setting in the following evaluation;
Second, by using a simple patch weighting strategy and training with adaptive scale samples,
our tracker achieves 36.7% gain in PR and 36.9% gain in SR over Struck. Compared with
SOWP [2], the performance shows that our tracker provides comparable PR scores, and higher
SR score. PAWSSa tracker improves the SR score by 2.6% considering gradually small changes
between frames, PAWSSb improves the SR score by 4.8% by incorporating scales estimated by
the external KLT tracker.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Trackers We use the evaluation toolkit provided by Wu
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PAWSSa PAWSSb
HSV 0.731 / 0.528 0.742 / 0.545
RGB 0.764 / 0.552 0.749 / 0.544
RGB+G 0.838 / 0.605 0.840 / 0.607
HSV+G 0.889 / 0.635 0.897 / 0.649
Table 5.1: The performance of the proposed algorithm compared with different low-level features.
PAWSSa and PAWSSb tracker represents our tracker without and with the KLT tracker, respectively.
Struck SOWP PAWSSa PAWSSb
PR 0.656 0.894 (36.3%) 0.889 (35.5%) 0.897 (36.7%)
SR 0.474 0.619 (30.6%) 0.635 (34.0%) 0.649 (36.9%)
Table 5.2: The performance of the proposed algorithm and the SOWP tracker [2] compared with the
Struck tracker [5]
et al. [42] to generate the plots for the one pass evaluation (OPE) of the top 10 algorithms.
The toolkit includes 29 benchmark trackers, besides that we also include SOWP tracker. The
precision plot and success plot are demonstrated in Figure 5.5. It is shown that our proposed
tracker PAWSSb achieves the best PR/SR scores among all trackers, with a 36.7% gain in PR
over Struck and a 30.1% gain in SR over SCM.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the precision and success plots on the OTB with the top 10 trackers; the PR
scores are illustrated with the threshold at 20 pixels and the SR scores with the AUC in the legend.
In Table 5.3, the PR/SR scores of PAWSS compared with the benchmark trackers accord-
ing to different challenging attributes are shown in details. Our proposed trackers provide the
best PR/SR score with in every attribute. We list the performance gain of each attribute com-
pared with the second-best tracker (excluding our trackers) in the table. As is shown, PAWSS
especially excels when the object undergoes deformation or background cluster. For deforma-
tion, it achieves 59.4% gain over PR and 53.6% gain over SR. When the background near the
target has similar colour or texture as the target, PAWSS can still distinguish the object from
the background, which achieves 46.8% in PR and 41.3% in SR.
In Table 5.4, PAWSS trackers are also compared with the state-of-the-art trackers:
MEEM [210], FCNT [101] and SOWP [2] et. al. In the table, the best and the second-best
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ASLA [103] CXT [208] CSK [6] VTD [76] VTS [209] TLD [3] SCM [4] Struck [5] PAWSSa PAWSSb
IV (25) 0.517 / 0.429 0.501 / 0.368 0.481 / 0.369 0.557 / 0.420 0.573 / 0.429 0.537 / 0.399 0.594 / 0.473 0.558 / 0.428 0.860 / 0.616 0.880(48.1%) / 0.648(37.0%)
SV (28) 0.552 / 0.452 0.550 / 0.389 0.503 / 0.350 0.597 / 0.405 0.582 / 0.400 0.606 / 0.421 0.672 / 0.518 0.639 / 0.425 0.849 / 0.564 0.849(32.9%) / 0.577(11.4%)
OCC (29) 0.460 / 0.376 0.491 / 0.372 0.500 / 0.365 0.545 / 0.403 0.534 / 0.398 0.563 / 0.402 0.640 / 0.487 0.564 / 0.413 0.859 / 0.618 0.872(36.3%) / 0.634(30.2%)
DEF (19) 0.445 / 0.372 0.422 / 0.324 0.476 / 0.343 0.501 / 0.377 0.487 / 0.368 0.512 / 0.378 0.586 / 0.448 0.521 / 0.393 0.908 / 0.656 0.934(59.4%) / 0.688(53.6%)
MB (12) 0.278 / 0.258 0.509 / 0.369 0.342 / 0.305 0.375 / 0.309 0.375 / 0.304 0.518 / 0.404 0.339 / 0.298 0.551 / 0.433 0.786 / 0.593 0.783 (42.1%) / 0.603(39.3%)
FM (17) 0.253 / 0.247 0.515 / 0.388 0.381 / 0.316 0.352 / 0.302 0.353 / 0.300 0.551 / 0.417 0.333 / 0.296 0.604 / 0.462 0.784 / 0.572 0.792(31.1%) / 0.587(27.1%)
IPR (31) 0.511 / 0.425 0.610 / 0.452 0.547 / 0.399 0.599 / 0.430 0.579 / 0.416 0.584 / 0.416 0.597 / 0.458 0.617 / 0.444 0.860 / 0.594 0.852(38.1%) / 0.600(31.0%)
OPR (39) 0.518 / 0.422 0.574 / 0.418 0.540 / 0.386 0.620 / 0.434 0.604 / 0.425 0.596 / 0.420 0.618 / 0.470 0.597 / 0.432 0.898 / 0.623 0.901(45.3%) / 0.635(35.1%)
OV (6) 0.333 / 0.312 0.510 / 0.427 0.379 / 0.349 0.462 / 0.446 0.455 / 0.443 0.576 / 0.457 0.429 / 0.361 0.539 / 0.459 0.771 / 0.611 0.828(43.8%) / 0.645(40.5%)
BC (21) 0.496 / 0.408 0.443 / 0.345 0.585 / 0.421 0.571 / 0.425 0.578 / 0.338 0.428 / 0.428 0.578 / 0.450 0.585 / 0.458 0.847 / 0.632 0.859(46.8%) / 0.647(41.3%)
LR (4) 0.156 / 0.157 0.371 / 0.312 0.411 / 0.350 0.168 / 0.177 0.187 / 0.168 0.349 / 0.309 0.305 / 0.279 0.545 / 0.372 0.679 / 0.504 0.669 (22.8%) / 0.500(34.4%)
Average (50) 0.532 / 0.434 0.575 / 0.426 0.545 / 0.398 0.576 / 0.416 0.575 / 0.416 0.608 / 0.437 0.649 / 0.499 0.656 / 0.474 0.889 / 0.635 0.897(36.7%) / 0.649(30.1%)
Table 5.3: Comparison of the PR/SR score in the OPE based on the 11 sequence attributes: illumination
variation (IV), scale variation (SV), occlusion (OCC), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion
(FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), out-of-view (OV), background cluttered (BC)
and low resolution (LR). The best results are shown in bold.
results are shown in red and blue colours respectively. Notice that in all the attribute field, our
tracker achieves either the best or the second-best PR/SR scores among all the trackers. When
the object undergoes scare variation, compared with SOWP, PAWSS achieves a performance
gain of 10.3% in SR.
DSST [211] SAMF [212] FCNT [101] MTA [213] TGPR [198] DDCT [214] MEEM [210] SOWP [2] PAWSSa PAWSSb
IV (25) 0.727 / 0.534 0.735 / 0.563 0.830 / 0.598 0.738 / 0.547 0.687 / 0.486 0.665 / 0.499 0.778 / 0.548 0.842 / 0.596 0.860 / 0.616 0.880 / 0.648
SV (28) 0.723 / 0.516 0.730 / 0.541 0.830 / 0.558 0.721 / 0.478 0.703 / 0.443 0.687 / 0.484 0.809 / 0.506 0.849 / 0.523 0.849 / 0.564 0.849 / 0.577
OCC (29) 0.845 / 0.619 0.716 / 0.534 0.797 / 0.571 0.772 / 0.563 0.708 / 0.494 0.723 / 0.534 0.815 / 0.560 0.867 / 0.603 0.859 / 0.618 0.872 / 0.634
DEF (19) 0.813 / 0.622 0.660 / 0.510 0.917 / 0.644 0.851 / 0.622 0.768 / 0.556 0.804 / 0.602 0.859 / 0.582 0.918 / 0.666 0.908 / 0.656 0.934 / 0.688
MB (12) 0.651 / 0.519 0.547 / 0.464 0.789 / 0.580 0.695 / 0.540 0.578 / 0.440 0.691 / 0.553 0.740 / 0.565 0.716 / 0.567 0.786 / 0.593 0.783 / 0.603
FM (17) 0.663 / 0.515 0.517 / 0.435 0.767 / 0.565 0.677 / 0.524 0.575 / 0.441 0.685 / 0.534 0.757 / 0.568 0.744 / 0.575 0.784 / 0.572 0.792 / 0.587
IPR (31) 0.691 / 0.507 0.765 / 0.560 0.811 / 0.555 0.773 / 0.547 0.706 / 0.487 0.720 / 0.524 0.810 / 0.531 0.847 / 0.584 0.860 / 0.594 0.852 / 0.600
OPR (39) 0.763 / 0.554 0.733 / 0.535 0.831 / 0.581 0.777 / 0.557 0.741 / 0.507 0.726 / 0.518 0.854 / 0.566 0.896 / 0.615 0.898 / 0.623 0.901 / 0.635
OV (6) 0.708 / 0.609 0.515 / 0.459 0.741 / 0.592 0.612 / 0.534 0.495 / 0.431 0.622 / 0.524 0.730 / 0.597 0.802 / 0.635 0.771 / 0.611 0.828 / 0.645
BC (21) 0.708 / 0.524 0.694 / 0.517 0.799 / 0.564 0.795 / 0.592 0.761 / 0.543 0.660 / 0.502 0.808 / 0.578 0.839 / 0.618 0.847 / 0.632 0.859 / 0.647
LR (4) 0.459 / 0.361 0.497 / 0.409 0.765 / 0.514 0.579 / 0.397 0.539 / 0.351 0.526 / 0.411 0.494 / 0.367 0.606 / 0.410 0.679 / 0.504 0.669 / 0.500
Average (50) 0.777 / 0.570 0.737 / 0.554 0.856 / 0.599 0.812 / 0.583 0.759 / 0.539 0.762 / 0.557 0.840 / 0.570 0.894 / 0.619 0.889 / 0.635 0.897 / 0.649
Table 5.4: Comparison of the PR/SR score based on the 11 sequence attributes with state-of-the-art
trackers in the OPE. For the descriptions of the challenging factors, refer to the caption of Table 5.3. The
best and the second-best results are shown in red and blue colours respectively.
We show some tracking results in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 with the top trackers including
TLD [3], SCM [4], Struck [5], SOWP [2] and the proposed PAWSSa and PAWSSb. In Fig-
ure 5.6, five challenging sequences, ”Matrix”, ”Ironman”, ”Skiing”, ”Skating1” and ”Tiger2”
are picked from the benchmark dataset, which include object scale variations, deformation, oc-
clusion or background clusters. In ”Matrix” and ”Ironman”, there are similar abstractions in the
background and illumination changes dramatically, which makes the object extremely challeng-
ing to be tracked. PAWSS can not only track the object, but also estimates the scale accurately,
as shown in the 76th frame and the 154th frame, respectively. In ”Skiing”, the object is partic-
ular small, PAWSS can adapt the bounding box scale when the object deforms. In ”tiger2”, the
object is occluded during the sequence (for example in the 108th, 130th, 299th, 319th frame
shown in the figure), with other trackers either losing tracking or slightly drifting away from the
object, PAWSS tracks the object more reliably.
In Figure 5.7 we select five representative sequences with scale variations. In some of
the sequences, the object gradually changes the scale between frames, for example in ”Car4”,
”Walking” and ”Dog1”. SCM also estimates the scale of the object, but it fails to adapt the
scale in the 1179th and the subsequent frames in ”Dog1”, while PAWSS adapts well. In ”Lem-
ming” and ”Walking2” not only the scale changes, the object is also occluded, for example in
the 323th frame in ”Lemming”, in the 375th frame when the object gets out of the obstacle,
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TLD SCM Struck SOWP PAWSSa PAWSSb
Figure 5.6: Comparison of the tracking results of our proposed tracker PAWSS with SOWP [2] and
three conventional trackers: TLD [3], SCM [4] and Struck [5] on some especially challenging sequences
in the benchmark.
PAWSS can well track the object with scale variation, while the other trackers drift away. The
result examples show that our weighting strategy and scale estimation can adapt to different
scenarios, preventing the classifier from training with samples with partial object or with too
much background information, which improves the tracking performance. The results show
that our proposed tracking framework PAWSS can track the object robustly through sequence
by using the weighting strategy to suppress the background information within the bounding
box, and also by incorporating scale estimation allowing the classifier to train with adaptive
scale samples.
Attribute-based Performance The plots for the performance of PAWSS and other track-
ers on the attribute subset sequences are shown from Figure 5.8 to Figure 5.11. (includ-
ing ASLA [103], CPF [215], CSK [6], CXT [208], DFT [216], KMS [51], L1APG [217],
LOT [218], LSK [219], MTT [220], OAB [79], SCM [4], SemiT [80], SOWP [2], Struck [5],
TLD [3], template matching (TM-V) [221], VTD [76], VTS [222] and the proposed PAWSSa
and PAWSSb.)
5.5.3 VOT Challenges Datasets
For completeness, we also validated our algorithm on VOT2014 (25 sequences) and VOT2015
(60 sequences) datasets. VOT datasets use ranking-based evaluation methodology: accuracy
and robustness. Similar to SR rate for OTB dataset, the accuracy measures the overlap of the
predicted result and the GT bounding box, while the robustness measures how many times the
tracker fails during tracking. A failure is indicated whenever the tracker loses the target object
which means the overlap becomes zero, and it will be re-initialized afterwards. All the trackers
are evaluated, compared and ranked based on with respect to each measure separately in the
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TLD SCM Struck SOWP PAWSSa PAWSSb
Figure 5.7: Comparison of the tracking results of our proposed tracker PAWSS with SOWP [2] and
three conventional trackers: TLD [3], SCM [4] and Struck [5] on some sequences with scale variations
in the benchmark.
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Figure 5.8: The plots for illumination variation, scale variation and occlusion sub-datasets. The number
in the title is the number of sequences in that sub-dataset.
challenge.1
1http://www.votchallenge.net/
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Figure 5.9: The plots for deformation, motion blur and fast motion sub-datasets.
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Precision plots of OPE - out-of-plane rotation (39)
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Figure 5.10: The plots for in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation and out-of-view sub-datasets.
VOT2014 The VOT2014 challenge includes two experiments: baseline experiment and
region-noise experiment. In baseline experiment, a tracker runs on all the sequences by ini-
tializing with the GT bounding box on the first frame; while in the region-noise experiment, the
tracker is initialized with a random noisy bounding box with the perturbation in the 10% of the
GT bounding box size [223]. We compared our proposed method with the top three trackers
among 38 trackers: DSST [211], SAMF [212], KCF [84]. From Table 5.5 and Figure 5.12, we
can see that our tracker PAWSS has lower accuracy score but less failures. To eliminate the
effect of achieving higher accuracy score by re-initialization step, we performed experiments
without the re-initialization, shown in Table 5.6. The result show that PAWSS has the highest
accuracy score without re-initialization, which means it is more robust than the other trackers.
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Figure 5.11: The plots for background clutter and low resolution sub-datasets.
Baseline Region-noise
Final RankAccuracy Robustness Accuracy Robustness
Score Rank Failure Rank Score Rank Failure Rank
DSST [211] 0.62 5.16 1.16 8.2 0.57 4.32 1.28 7.4 6.27
SAMF [212] 0.61 4.32 1.28 8.68 0.57 4.2 1.43 8.44 6.41
KCF [84] 0.62 3.68 1.32 8.68 0.57 4.84 1.51 9.00 6.92
PAWSSb 0.58 5.80 0.88 8.00 0.55 6.08 0.78 5.4 6.32
Table 5.5: VOT2014 results. The best and the second-best results are shown in red and blue colours
respectively.
Accuracy Score w/o
Baseline Region-noise
DSST [211] 0.47 0.43
SAMF [212] 0.50 0.48
KCF [84] 0.40 0.36
PAWSSb 0.51 0.48
Table 5.6: VOT2014 without re-initialization results. The best and the second-best results are shown in
red and blue colours respectively.
VOT2015 Finally, we evaluated and compared with 62 trackers on the VOT2015 dataset.
The VOT2015 challenge only includes baseline experiment, and the ranking plots are shown in
Figure 5.14.
In VOT2013 and VOT2014, average ranking measure is used to determine the performance
of the trackers. Although average ranking has taken both accuracy and robustness measure
into consideration, it is not theoretically representative as a concrete tracking performance. So
expected average overlap measure which combines both per-frame accuracies and failures in
a principled manner is introduced for VOT2015 [224]. Compared with the average ranking,
expected overlap has a more clear practical interpretation.
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Figure 5.12: The accuracy-robustness score and ranking plots with respect to the baseline and region-
noise experiments of VOT2014 dataset. Tracker is better if its result is closer to the top-right corner of
the plot.
We have included the expected overlap plot in Figure 5.13. As it is shown, PAWSS is
ranked fourth among all trackers, outperforming DSST and SAMF. It can be shown that the
average rank is not always consistent with the expected overlap.
In [224], the authors conclude the following trackers as being either robust or very ac-
curate: MDNet [102], DeepSRDCF [225], SRDCT [227], EBT [226], NSAMF2, sPST [229],
LDP [228], RAJSSC [230] and RobStruck3. We list the score/rank and expected overlap of
those top trackers, the above VOT2014 top three trackers DSST [211], SAMF [212], KCF [84]4,
2The tracker is submitted to VOT2015 but without publication.
3See footnote 2.
4This is an improved version of the original tracker.
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Figure 5.13: The expected overlap score ranking plots of VOT2014 dataset. Tracker is better if its result
is closer to the right of the plot.
Figure 5.14: The accuracy-robustness ranking plots and the expected overlap score ranking plot of
VOT2015 dataset. Tracker is better if its result is closer to the top-right corner of the plot. The published
sota bound is established based on top trackers in recent years. Any tracker with performance over the
boundary is considered as a state-of-the-art tracker.
plus the VOT2015 baseline NCC tracker in Table 5.7 and also shown in the expected average
overlap plot Figure 5.14. According to the paper, a VOT2015 published sota bound criteria
(0.2) is established by averaging the tracker performance published in 2014/2015 from top
computer vision conferences and journals. The tracker will be considered as a state-of-the-art
tracker with performance over this boundary criteria. Our tracker PAWSS is well above the cri-
teria and is among those top trackers (ranks the 7-th, outperforming 54 trackers), also PAWSS
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Baseline
Average Rank Expected OverlapAccuracy Robustness
Score Rank Failure Rank
MDNet [102] 0.59 2.03 0.77 5.68 3.86 0.378
DeepSRDCF [225] 0.56 5.92 1.00 8.38 7.15 0.318
EBT [226] 0.45 15.48 0.81 7.23 11.36 0.313
SRDCT [227] 0.55 5.25 1.18 9.83 7.54 0.288
LDP [228] 0.49 12.08 1.30 13.07 12.58 0.279
sPST [229] 0.54 6.57 1.42 12.57 9.57 0.277
PAWSSb 0.53 7.75 1.28 11.22 9.49 0.266
NSAMF† 0.53 7.02 1.45 10.1 8.56 0.254
RAJSSC [230] 0.57 4.23 1.75 13.87 9.05 0.242
RobStruck† 0.49 11.45 1.58 14.82 13.14 0.220
DSST [211] 0.53 8.05 2.72 26.02 17.04 0.172
SAMF [212] 0.51 7.98 2.08 18.08 13.03 0.202
KCF [84] 0.47 12.83 2.43 21.85 17.34 0.171
NCC* 0.48 12.47 8.18 50.33 31.4 0.080
Table 5.7: VOT2015 score/ranking and expected overlap results from the top trackers of VOT2014,
VOT2015 and the baseline tracker. The NCC tracker is the VOT2015 baseline tracker. Trackers marked
with † are submitted to VOT2015 without publication.
achieves better than any of the VOT2014 top trackers on VOT2015 dataset.
5.5.4 Surgical Instrument Tracking
PAWSS is a general tracking framework, we also want to evaluate its performance on sur-
gical instrument sequences. In the Endoscopic vision MICCAI2015 Challenge5, one of the
sub-challenge focuses on comparing different vision-based methods for tracking conventional
and articulated instruments in laparoscopic and robotic surgery. The conventional instrument
dataset is from in vivo laparoscopic colorectal surgeries, while the articulated instrument dataset
is from ex vivo interventions. Both datasets are organized in the same way: they are divided
into training and test data. The training data contains four 45 seconds surgery video sequences.
For each instrument, the centre point of the instrument is defined as the intersection between the
instrument axis and the border between the shaft and the manipulator. The annotation includes
the pixel coordinates of the centre point and the normalized instrument axis vector. The test data
is composed of 15 additional seconds video from each of the training sequence, and two addi-
tional new 60 second video sequences. For each instrument, the TrackedPoint of the instrument
is defined and annotated as the intersection between the instrument axis and the border between
the shaft and the manipulator. The dataset has not released GT for test data. The official evalu-
ation categorized the conventional laparoscopic instrument test set according to the challenging
factors including bleeding (Cblood), smoke (Csmoke), instrument occlusions (Cocclusion), multiple
instruments (Cmultiple) and surgical objects such as meshes and clips (Cobjects). And the robotic
laparoscopic instrument dataset includes sequences with multiple instruments (Cmultiple). For
evaluating the tracking performance, the Euclidean distance of the centre point between the
GT and the tracking result of the training data is computed and compared separately for these
5https://endovissub-instrument.grand-challenge.org/
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challenging factors. We submitted our proposed method to the challenge, and obtained the
performance comparison from the official report.
EndoVis Articulated Robotic Surgical Instrument Dataset The sequences are collected
using the da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgical Inc., CA) robot with porcine tissue samples. Example
frames from each sequence and annotations are shown in Figure 5.15.
Tracked Point
Head Shaft
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: (a) Example frame from each sequence of the EndoVis articulated surgical instrument
dataset, the last two example image is from test data; (b) The original annotation includes the position of
the TrackedPoint, in our annotation, we relabeled the TrackedPoint and also added new annotations for
the Head and Shaft points, which are referred as the HeadPoint and the ShaftPoint.
Original Annotation We have summarized the frame number for each sequence and have
shown the accuracy evaluation separately in the original annotation section of Table 5.8 and
Figure 5.17 Left. The accuracy is defined as the percentage of tracked frames within the error
threshold. Distance (pixels) is averaged over correctly tracked frames. In Figure 5.17, it shows
the accuracy under different threshold. In the four train sequences, there are five instruments
to be tracked. The average accuracy score for the train data is 79.01% for 20 pixel threshold,
with a distance error of 8.00 pixels. It is noted that the accuracy score (36.55% for 20 pixel
threshold) for sequence 4 is relatively lower compared with the rest sequences. As we have
summarized, the target is out of view several times in sequence 4, reaching 67 frames out
of 1123 frames. Tracking-by-detection methods typically cannot handle out-of-view scenario
without additional re-detection module. The underlying assumption is that the target is always
in the frame view, which means whenever the target is out of frame, the tracker will gradually
drift away. This explains the low accuracy of the performance, if the threshold is increased to 30
pixels, the performance has significantly improved, achieving 82.67% for accuracy. We show
some tracking result examples in Figure 5.16. The TrackedPoint and bounding box are shown
in cyan colour, with the GT point shown in green colour. The first column is the first frame of
each sequence. As we can see, the quality of the annotation is not consistent through the whole
sequence. On certain frames, the annotation is drifted and is not labelled where it is supposed
to be. This would certainly affect our performance evaluation result. It is also observed that
whenever the instrument is close to the frame border, the tracker will stick to the border and not
track the instrument well.
High quality Annotation Since the original annotation does not provide consistent GT, the
accuracy result does not reflect the true performance. We manually relabeled the TrackedPoint
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Seq 1L
Seq 1R
Seq 2
Seq 3
Seq 4
Figure 5.16: Result example frames from each sequence of the EndoVis articulated surgical instrument
dataset. The result bounding box and centre point is represented in cyan colour, and the GT centre point
is represented in green colour. Scale bar equals 100 pixels.
for the training data. Besides, we also labelled multiple joints of the instrument in the orig-
inal dataset, and use the annotation for pose estimation, the details of the annotation will be
discussed in Chapter 6. Here we also tracked and evaluated the HeadPoint and ShaftPoint an-
notations shown in Figure 5.15 (b)). The tracking performance evaluation is listed in the high
quality annotation section of Table 5.8 and Figure 5.17 right. With the new annotation, our
average accuracy has increased to 98.56% for 20 pixel threshold, with distance error of 6.65
pixels.
We also tracked and evaluated on the HeadPoint and ShaftPoint joints we defined in our
high quality annotation. As shown in Figure 5.18. Some tracking examples are shown for the
HeadPoint and ShaftPoint joint in the top and bottom row respectively. The tracking accu-
racy evaluation results are displayed in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.19. Our average accuracy has
reached 99.96% and 99.68% for 20 pixels threshold, with distance error of 5.68 and 6.51 pixels,
respectively.
In Table 5.10, the distance error (pixel) was computed and compared separately for chal-
lenging factor multiple instrument (Cmultiple) with all the submitted methods KIT, UGA, MOD
and our method PAWSS. From the official report, PAWSS outperforms all the other methods
with the lowest average distance error 29.66 pixels.
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Seq 1L Seq 1R Seq 2 Seq 3 Seq 4 Whole
Original Annotation
In-view (IV) and Out-of-view (OV) Frame Number
IV 1107 1107 1096 1118 1056 5484
OV 0 0 29 6 67 102
Total 1107 1107 1125 1124 1123 5586
Accuracy (Thres = 20 px)
Acc. (%) 85.00 92.86 90.60 88.10 36.55 79.01
Dist. (px) 7.42 7.07 7.41 9.64 9.26 8.00
Accuracy (Thres = 30 px)
Acc. (%) 99.37 96.93 96.35 95.80 82.67 94.33
Dist. (px) 9.76 7.80 8.36 10.71 18.07 10.67
High Quality Annotation
In-view (IV) and Out-of-view (OV) Frame Number
IV 1107 1107 1099 1105 1066 5484
OV 0 0 26 19 57 102
Total 1107 1107 1125 1124 1123 5586
Accuracy (Thres = 20 px)
Acc. (%) 100.0 99.73 98.91 98.28 95.78 98.56
Dist. (px) 4.89 9.87 3.29 4.31 11.13 6.65
Accuracy (Thres = 30 px)
Acc. (%) 100.0 100.0 99.36 99.46 99.72 99.71
Dist. (px) 4.89 9.90 3.38 4.56 11.57 6.83
Table 5.8: Accuracy of EndoVis Articulated Robotic Surgical Instrument Train Data for the Tracked-
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Figure 5.17: Tracking accuracy of EndoVis Articulated Robotic Surgical Instrument training data under
different accuracy threshold with the original and high-quality annotations
EndoVis Conventional Laparoscopic Instrument Dataset Compared to the ex vivo robotic
instrument dataset, the conventional instrument sequences reflect complex challenges during
surgery, including smoke, bleeding, blurry and various kinds of instruments. In Table 5.11, the
distance error (pixel) was computed and compared separately for each challenging factor with
all the submitted methods KIT, UGA and our method PAWSS. From the official report, PAWSS
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Head
Shaft
Figure 5.18: Result example frames from each sequence of the EndoVis articulated surgical instrument
dataset for HeadPoint joint (top row) and ShaftPoint joint (bottom row). The result bounding box and
centre point is represented in cyan colour, and the GT centre point is represented in green colour.Scale
bar equals 100 pixels.
Seq 1L Seq 1R Seq 2 Seq 3 Seq 4 Whole
In-view (IV) and Out-of-view (OV) Frame Number
IV 1107 1107 1125 1124 1123 5586
OV 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1107 1107 1125 1124 1123 5586
HeadPoint Accuracy (Thres = 20 px)
Acc. (%) 100.0 100.0 99.82 100.0 100.0 99.96
Dist. (px) 3.06 4.10 10.32 4.52 6.33 5.68
ShaftPoint Accuracy (Thres = 20 px)
Acc. (%) 100.0 98.46 100 99.91 100 99.68
Dist. (px) 2.48 12.08 6.82 4.79 6.48 6.51
Table 5.9: Accuracy of EndoVis Articulated Robotic Surgical Instrument Train Data for HeadPoint and
ShaftPoint joints with High Quality Annotation
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Figure 5.19: Accuracy of EndoVis Articulated Robotic Surgical Instrument training data under different
accuracy threshold with high quality annotation
outperforms all the other methods in every challenging subset with the lowest average distance
error 96.78 pixels. We show some tracking result examples in Figure 5.21. The TrackedPoint
is shown in cyan colour, and the first column is the first frame of each sequence in the test set.
GHT Surgical Instrument Experiments We tested on the ex vivo instrument dataset in
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Cmultiple Whole
KIT 113.91 106.60
UGA 40.73 34.94
MOD 45.12 40.16
PAWSS 38.36 29.66
Table 5.10: Distance (pixel) comparison with all the submitted methods for the TrackedPoint of the
robotic laparoscopic instrument test set. Multiple instrument challenging subset is evaluated separately.
Tracked Point
(a) (b)
Figure 5.20: (a) Example frame from each sequence of the EndoVis articulated surgical instrument
training dataset; (b) The annotation includes the position of the TrackedPoint.
Cblood Cmultiple Cobjects Cocclusion Csmoke Whole
KIT 233.62 220.87 117.23 225.58 193.85 178.89
UGA 276.44 235.42 228.04 193.82 231.87 217.91
PAWSS 181.59 110.85 68.29 87.11 96.31 96.78
Table 5.11: Distance (pixel) comparison with all the submitted methods for the TrackedPoint of the
conventional laparoscopic instrument test set. Various challenging subsets are evaluated separately.
Chapter 4 to compare the performance of GHT and PAWSS, along with the CST [6] and
TLD [3] trackers. The centre trajectory of the target, precision plot and the box plot results
are shown in Figure 5.22. All the plots follow the same metrics in Section 4.9.1. It is shown
that for most sequences, PAWSS achieves the best performance among all the methods, ex-
cept for Dataset I, in which the instrument is occluded by tissue samples. However, even the
above results show that PAWSS works well in Dataset II and III, it is worth noting that like
most tracking-by-detection tracking methods, PAWSS is not designed with a re-detection com-
ponent. Whenever the target is occluded for a long time, the tracker will potentially drift away
from the target area. While the result of Dataset IV demonstrates that PAWSS is capable of long
term robust tracking.
In Vivo Surgical Instrument Experiments We also test on some other in vivo sequences and
show the result in Figure 5.23. As we can see, the tracker works well even under complex in
vivo environment.
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Seq 1L
Seq 1R
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Seq 5L
Seq 5R
Figure 5.21: Result example frames from each test sequence of the EndoVis conventional surgical in-
strument dataset. The result bounding box is represented in cyan colour. Scale bar equals 100 pixels.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a tracking-by-detection framework, called PAWSS, for online object
tracking. Corrupted samples, which includes partial object or background information confuse
classifier ultimately lead to tracking drift or failure.
The performance of our tracker is thoroughly evaluated on the OTB, VOT2014 and
VOT2015 datasets, and is compared with recent state-of-the-art trackers. Results demonstrate
that PAWSS achieves the best performance in both PR and SR in the OPE for OTB dataset. It
outperforms Struck by 36.7% and 36.9% in PR/SR scores. Also, it provides a comparable PR
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Figure 5.22: Performance comparison of our proposed tracker PAWSS with GHT and two trackers:
CST [6] and TLD [3] on (a-c) Dataset I with tissue occlusion, (d-f) Dataset II with instrument occlusion,
(g-i) Dataset III with out-of-view occlusion and (j-l) the extended tracking sequence Dataset IV.
score, and improves SR score by 4.8% over SOWP. On VOT2014 dataset, PAWSS has rela-
tively lower accuracies but the lowest failure rate among the top trackers, we evaluated without
re-initialization, and achieves the highest accuracies. Also on VOT2015 dataset, PAWSS is con-
sidered state-of-the-art and is among the top trackers. Compared to other tracking-by-detection
trackers, the highlights of our proposed framework PAWSS can be summarised as follows
• An effective colour-based segmentation model is incorporated to assign weights to the
patch-based descriptor: unlike in [2, 199], our patch weighting method is simple and
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Figure 5.23: Instrument Tracking result with patch weight displayed in the top corner of the image.
Scale bar equals 100 pixels.
straightforward, weight update for each patch is independent, and is only determined by
the foreground and background histogram distributions from the segmentation model.
• A two-level sampling strategy: rather than training with fixed-scale samples, multi-scale
samples are extracted to enrich the training pool, allowing the tracker to handle both
incremental and abrupt scale variations between frames.
• Near real-time performance without any specific optimisation.
For instrument tracking, we also qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated our tracker on
the public EndoVis Surgical Instrument Dataset and in vivo surgical instrument sequences. GT
for the challenge test data is not available, so we submitted our tracking result to the organizers
of the challenge. Since our method does not rely on any pre or offline training, we then com-
pared our results with the official GT for the TrackedPoint in the training data, and the tracking
accuracy reached 79.01% with 20 pixel threshold. Through visualization, we have shown the
official annotation is not quality consistent, so we manually created a high quality multi-joint
annotation for the dataset. We evaluated multiple joints (TrackedPoint, HeadPoint and Shaft-
Point) on the dataset, and our performance accuracy increased to over 98% for all the joints with
20 pixel threshold. From the official report, our method has shown its excellent tracking ability
on the challenge data, and also with in vivo sequences in complicated surgical environment.
PAWSS is based on online learning techniques without relying on any prior knowledge of
the tracked target. This enables our method to be applied to general tracking task. We would
also like to discuss the limitation of our tracker. First, the target location is represented by
rectangle bounding box in our tracker. Even with the assistance of the segmentation model to
distinguish the foreground and the background, the assumption is that the target occupies most
area of the bounding box. If the target only occupies small fraction, the classifier would be pol-
luted and misled by the background information and can easily cause tracking failure. Second,
our tracker can reach semi real time for single object tracking, but it slows down linearly with
more target number. Also, our tracker is designed for single object tracking for now, if multiple
targets are selected, for example, when multiple joints of the instrument are to be tracked, each
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target is associated with one tracker and is tracked individually without any collaboration with
each other. In the future, we would like to explore more with multiple target tracking.
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Chapter 6
Deep Learning Based 2D Pose Estimation for
Articulated Surgical Instruments
6.1 Introduction
Robotic surgery systems such as the da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgical Inc, CA) have introduced a
powerful platform for articulated instrument control in MIS through tele-operation of the sur-
gical camera and specialised dexterous instruments. The next generation of such platforms
is likely to incorporate a more significant component of computer-assisted system support
through software, visualisation and analytical tools to better understand the surgical process
and progress. Real-time knowledge of the instruments pose with respect to anatomical struc-
tures and the viewing coordinate frame is a crucial piece of information for such systems fo-
cused on providing assistive or autonomous surgical capabilities. The location and orientation
of the instruments in the camera’s frame is a crucial piece of information for such systems
for advanced assistive surgical capabilities [28]. Control systems which can supply automated
visual servoing [184], soft motion constraints [185] and tactile feedback [186] are reliant on
knowing positional information about both the shaft and the tip of the articulated instrument.
Hardware based solutions such as optical tracking systems using fiducial markers [187] require
modification to the instrument design posing ergonomic challenges and additionally suffer from
robustness issues due to line-of-sight requirements. In principle, direct use of robotic joint en-
coders and forward kinematics to track instruments is possible in robot-assisted interventions.
However, in the da Vinci®, the kinematic chain involves 18 joints, which is more than 2 meters
long. This is challenging for accurate absolute position sensing and requires time-consuming
hand-eye calibration between the camera and the robot coordinates. On cable driven systems
the absolute error can be up to 1 inch, which means the positional accuracy is potentially too
low for tracking applications without visual correction [139, 184, 188]. Pure image based solu-
tions [137, 189, 190] directly estimate the instrument pose in the reference frame of the observ-
ing camera. This avoids complex calibration routines and can be implemented entirely through
software which allows them to be applied retrospectively and without modification to the in-
struments or the surgical workflow. While most of these methods have focused on semantic
segmentation of the image or on single landmark detection on the instrument tip, which can-
not represent the full pose of an instrument or include articulation. Additional challenges to
articulated tracking in surgical video are because information inferred from video directly can
suffer from occlusions, noise and specularities, perspective changes and bleeding or smoke in
the scene.
Image-based surgical instrument tracking and pose estimation has been shown to be fea-
sible in different specialisations, such as retinal microsurgery [150], neurosurgery [192] and
MIS [137, 231]. While detection and tracking are difficult, pose estimation presents additional
challenges due to the complex articulation structure. Most image-based methods [150, 231]
often extract low-level visual features from keypoints or regions to learn offline or online part
appearance templates by using traditional machine learning algorithms. They predominantly
estimated the instrument pose in 2D by estimating image based translation parameters, scale
and in-plane rotation without explicitly modelling the 3D shape of the instrument. These have
been based around low-level image processing [191] which accumulate hand-crafted visual fea-
tures and more complex learned discriminative models [192, 190] which track an instrument by
performing detection independently on each frame. Such methods are typically fast and robust,
handling complex and fast motion as well as recovery when the instrument is occluded by the
field of view of the camera or smoke and tissue as they perform a global or semi-global search
of the entire image for the tracked instrument. Fewer methods have attempted to estimate the
3D pose of the instruments directly from image data. This typically is a much more complex
problem as it involves estimating three additional DOF from very weak small baseline stereo or
monocular cues. However, it provides additional benefits over 2D methods as it allows reason-
ing about instrument-instrument occlusions and interactions with tissue surfaces. Most of these
methods focus on the alignment of a 3D model with a probabilistic classification of the image
[135, 136, 134] which allows the fusion of geometric constraints with image data without an
offline learning phase. A significant challenge with 3D tracking methods is that they commonly
fail when the instrument motion is fast or complex, as they restrict the parameter search to local
regions close the the estimated parameters from the previous frame. In many cases this can lead
to drift which requires a manual reset of the tracking.
Such low-level feature representations usually suffer from a lack of semantic interpre-
tation, which means they cannot capture the high level domain appearance. To improve ro-
bustness it is possible to integrate external constraints such as surgical Computer-aided Design
models [137, 232] or robotic kinematics [233, 139] but the essential image-driven approach is
still central to providing robust and generalisable systems. Deep convolutional networks have
emerged as the method of choice for various visual tasks [97, 98, 90, 234]. They compose mul-
tiple layers of simple but non-linear modules into a higher and abstract representation. The key
aspect of deep learning is that these layers of features are not designed by human engineers:
they are learned from massive data using a general-purpose learning procedure [235]. This
methodology has been applied to medical images [236] and datasets to drive deep systems have
begun emerging for recognition tasks in laparoscopic videos [140]. The methodology has been
demonstrated to be effective in instrument presence detection [141]. Additionally, networks for
semantic instrument segmentation have also been proposed and shown to be effective in real-
time performance [237]. However, few methods are yet able to jointly detect the instrument
contour and to estimate articulation from it.
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6.2 Model Architecture
Following the deep learning paradigm, we present a novel 2D pose estimation framework for
articulated endoscopic surgical instruments, which involves a detection-regression fully convo-
lutional network (FCN) and a multi-instrument parsing component. To achieve the articulation
performance we seek, we re-annotated instrument joints of the dataset presented at the EndoVis
Challenge, MICCAI 2015 and used this for training our network. Our method achieves very
compelling performance and illustrates some interesting capabilities including transfer between
different instrument sets and between ex vivo EndoVis and in vivo data. The high-level of detail
annotations which we have created as part of this study will naturally be made available for
future research (See Figure 6.7).
The overall pipeline of our CNN-based framework is shown in Figure 6.1. In this section,
we first define the instrument joint structure. Then we introduce the objective and architectural
design of each module of our detection-regression FCN. In our detection-regression architec-
ture, the detection module guides the subsequent regression module to focus on the joint parts,
and the regression module helps the detection module to localize joints more precisely. Finally,
we describe how the network output is integrated for inferring the poses of multiple instruments.
Conv + BN + ReLU (CBR)
Concatenation Deconv + BN + ReLU (DBR)
Strided Conv + BN + ReLU (SBR) Conv + BN + Sigmoid (CBS) Skip connection
Conv + BN (CB)
Detection subnetwork Regression subnetwork
BN = Batch Normalization
Multi-instrument parsing
Bipartite
graph
matching
Figure 6.1: The pipeline of our proposed pose estimation framework and the detection-regression FCN
architectural design. The output of the network is integrated to associate joints and assemble them into
the final poses for all instruments in the frame.
The pose of an articulated instrument can be represented in different ways. For example, it
can take advantage of kinematic information by using joint relative orientation. In our work, we
rely on pure visual cues, an articulated instrument is decomposed as a tree structure of individ-
ual joint parts as seen in Figure 6.2, a joint pair is defined as a pair of joints which are connected
according to the skeleton. Based on the articulation, instruments in different datasets are repre-
sented with a similar tree structure which is made up of N joints and M joint pairs. Therefore,
instrument pose estimation task can be reduced to detecting the location of individual joint
parts, and if there are multiple instruments present in the image, joints of the same instrument
should be correctly associated after detection. Our bi-branch model architecture is inspired by
CMUPose [98]. Joint locations and associations between joint pairs are learnt jointly via two
branches of same encoder-decoder predication process. In each of the blocks, features or pre-
dictions from each branch capture different structural information about the instrument and are
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concatenated for the next block.
Head
RightClasper Shaft
End
LeftClasper
Shaft
Tip1
Tip2
End
Figure 6.2: The instrument structure is decomposed into N joints and M joint pairs, based on the
articulation, instruments for different datasets could have slightly different joint structure. Joints are
represented by colour dots, and joint pairs are connected by black lines. (Top) The EndoWrist instrument
is made up of 5 joints and 4 joint pairs; (Bottom) The Retinal instrument is made up of 4 joints and 3
joint pairs.
6.3 Joint Detection and Association Subnetwork
Inspired by the recent success of FCNs [98, 236], we design our bi-branch joint detection
and association network. To train our network, since joints could overlap with each other, the
detection task is treated as a set of binary-class problems, instead of a multi-class problem.
In our bi-branch network, the first branch is used to predict N individual joint probability
maps, one for each joint; and the second branch is used to predict the M joint association prob-
ability maps, one for each joint pair. Therefore, the ground truth for the detection subnetwork
is constructed as a set of N +M binary maps. We used the popular downsampling-upsampling
FCN architecture. The FCN encoder-decoder network architecture concept is widely used for
semantic segmentation problems since it transfers from classification to dense pixel-wise pre-
diction probability maps with the same size as the input image. Compared to the FCN archi-
tecture, the earlier patch-based classification deep learning approaches [238], where each pixel
is classified using a patch of image around it usually employs fully connected layers. Those
fully connected layers limit the size of the input patches to be fixed. In the FCN architecture,
fully connected layers are turned into convolution layers, which has the advantages such as re-
duced number of parameters, faster forward-backward pass speed or taking images of arbitrary
sizes [234]. We also augmented our model with skip connections by fusing features from differ-
ent layers to refine the spatial output precision. We take the Shaft-End joint pair as example, and
illustrate the corresponding ground truth in Figure 6.3. For joint ground truth map (Figure 6.3
(c-d)), the pixels located within a certain radius rd of the labelled location are considered as
the joint, and are set to 1, and the remaining pixels are considered as background, and are set
to 0. To reflect the connection relationship and to measure the association of correct joints, the
association ground map is constructed as shown in Figure 6.3 (b). The pixels within distance
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rd to the line connecting the joints are set to foreground, which form a rotated rectangle and
are set to 1, other pixels are considered as background and are set to 0. The specifications of
Shaft
(a) (c) (d)(b)
End
Figure 6.3: Detection subnetwork GT example for Shaft-End joint pair (a): the binary map for Shaft-End
pair association map (b), the Shaft (c) and End (d) joint.
Kernel (Size, Stride) Output (Channel× H×W)
Downsample
CBR 3× 3, 1× 1 64× h× w
Branch SBR1 2× 2, 2× 2 64× h/2× w/2
Branch CBR1 3× 3, 1× 1 64× h/2× w/2
CBR1 1× 1, 1× 1 128× h/2× w/2
Branch SBR2 2× 2, 2× 2 128× h/4× w/4
Branch CBR2 3× 3, 1× 1 128× h/4× w/4
CBR2 1× 1, 1× 1 256× h/4× w/4
Branch SBR3 2× 2, 2× 2 256× h/8× w/8
Branch CBR3 3× 3, 1× 1 256× h/8× w/8
CBR3 1× 1, 1× 1 512× h/8× w/8
Branch SBR4 2× 2, 2× 2 512× h/16× w/16
Branch CBR4 3× 3, 1× 1 512× h/16× w/16
CBR4 1× 1, 1× 1 1024× h/16× w/16
Upsample
Branch DBR1 2× 2, 2× 2 256× h/8× w/8
Branch CBR1 3× 3, 1× 1 256× h/8× w/8
CBR1 1× 1, 1× 1 512× h/8× w/8
Branch DBR2 2× 2, 2× 2 128× h/4× w/4
Branch CBR2 3× 3, 1× 1 128× h/4× w/4
CBR2 1× 1, 1× 1 256× h/4× w/4
Branch DBR3 2× 2, 2× 2 64× h/2× w/2
Branch CBR3 3× 3, 1× 1 64× h/2× w/2
CBR3 1× 1, 1× 1 128× h/2× w/2
Branch DBR4 2× 2, 2× 2 32× h× w
Branch CBR4 3× 3, 1× 1 32× h× w
CBR4 1× 1, 1× 1 64× h× w
CBS 1× 1, 1× 1 (M +N)× h× w
Table 6.1: The Network Specifications for the Detection Subnetwork: The Kernel Size and Stride, and
the Output Size (Channel×Height×Width) of Each Layer. The Original Dimension of the Input Image
is 3 × h × w, and the Network Outputs stacked (M + N) Probability Maps with the Same Size as the
Input Image.
the network are shown in Table 6.1. We followed the U-Net [236] architecture. As shown in
Figure 6.1, high level encoder features are concatenated with the upsampled decoder output.
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And deconvolution is followed by convolution layers, which learn to assemble a more precise
output based on the fused features. Instead of pooling operations, we use strided convolution
for downsampling and also eliminate fully connected layers and use all convolutional layers
following the recent examples from the literature [234]. Larger kernels usually contain more
parameters, and are computationally expensive, so to keep both number of parameters and the
amount of computation contained, we employ small convolution kernels.
It is trained with a per-pixel binary cross-entropy loss function Ld which is defined as:
Ld =
1
(M +N)Ω
M+N∑
k=1
∑
x∈Ω
[
pkx log p˜
k
x +
(
1− pkx
)
log
(
1− p˜kx
)]
(6.1)
where pkx and p˜kx denotes the k-th GT and the corresponding sigmoid output at pixel location x
in the frame domain Ω.
6.4 Regression Subnetwork
From the pixel-wise prediction output of the detection network, we could obtain coarse location
of each joints, but in order to obtain precise location of the joints, we add a regression network
(see Figure 6.1) following the detection network.
The input of the network is the concatenation of the input image and the stacked M + N
output probability maps of the detection network, with the latter acting as a semantic guid-
ance for the regression network to focus on the joint parts and their structural relationships.
Previous work [97] showed that directly regressing single points from an input frame is highly
non-linear, so instead of regressing single points, the network will produce stacked joint density
maps, which have the same size as the input image. The network contains 5 Conv+Batch Nor-
malization+ReLU blocks, followed by a Conv+Batch Normalization block. The specifications
of the network is shown in Table 6.2.
Shaft
(a) (b) (c) (d)
End
Figure 6.4: Detection subnetwork GT example for Shaft-End joint pair (a): the binary map for Shaft-End
pair association map (b), the Shaft (c) and End (d) joint.
In Figure 6.4, we illustrate the Shaft-End joint pair ground truth maps for the regression
subnetwork. For joint ground truth maps (Figure 6.4 (c-d)), each joint annotation corresponds to
an density map which is formed with a 2D Gaussian centred at the labelled point location. And
the association ground truth density maps are represented with a Gaussian distribution along
the joint pair centre line, with a standard deviation σ shown in Figure 6.4 (b).
Therefore, the goal of the regression subnetwork is to regress the density maps from the
input image with the guidance of the detection probability maps. It is trained with the mean
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Kernel (Size, Stride) Output (Channel×W×H)
CBR1 3× 3, 1× 1 64× w × h
CBR2 3× 3, 1× 1 128× w × h
CBR3 3× 3, 1× 1 256× w × h
CBR4 3× 3, 1× 1 256× w × h
CBR5 1× 1, 1× 1 256× w × h
CB 1× 1, 1× 1 (M +N)× w × h
Table 6.2: The Network Specifications for Regression Subnetwork: The Kernel Size and Stride, and
the Output Size (Channel × Height × Width) of Each Layer. The Regression Network is Fed with
the Concatenation of the Input Image and the Detection Output Maps, and Outputs stacked (M + N)
Probability Maps with the Same Size as the Input Image.
squared loss Lr which we define as:
Lr =
1
(M +N)Ω
M+N∑
k=1
∑
x∈Ω
∥∥∥hkx − h˜kx∥∥∥2 (6.2)
where hkx and h˜kx represent the predicted and the kth GT heatmaps at pixel location x ∈ Ω,
respectively.
6.5 Multi-instrument Parsing
After obtaining the heatmaps of all the joints and associations, non-maximum suppression
(NMS) [239] is performed on the joint heatmaps to get joint candidates DN from potential
multiple instruments. NMS is popularly used in deep learning and generally in computer vi-
sion to eliminate redundant candidates. It selects high-scoring candidate and skips ones that are
close to an already selected candidate.
DN =
{
dkn | n ∈ {1 . . . N}, k ∈ {1 . . .Kn}
}
(6.3)
where N is the number of joint types of the instrument structure, and Kn is the number of
candidates of the n-th joint type, and dkn ∈ R2 is the 2D location of the k-th candidate of the n-
th joint type. To associate all the joints belonging to the same instrument, we define an indicator
ck1k2n1n2 ∈ {0, 1} to show if two joint candidates dk1n1 and dk2n2 are connected or not. The final goal
is to find an optimal matching C for all the possible connection pairs:
C =
{
ck1k2n1n2 | n1, n2 ∈ {1 . . . N}, n1 6= n2, k1 ∈ {1 . . .Kn1}, k2 ∈ {1 . . .Kn2}
}
(6.4)
As shown in Figure 6.5, circles with different colour represent the detected joint candi-
dates Dn = {dkn | k ∈ {1 . . .Kn}} of different joint type. Instead of a fully connected graph
(Figure 6.5(a)), within which every two joints are connected, the instrument structure is relaxed
into a tree graph (Figure 6.5(b)) with minimal number of connections. The tree graph can be
further decomposed into a set of joint pairs, for which finding the optimal matching between
two joint types is decided independently (Figure 6.5(c)), and the bipartite matching sub-problem
then can be solved by maximum weight bipartite graph matching [240].
In our instrument structure configuration, there is N joints and M joint pairs, take the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
LeftClasper Candidates RightClasper Candidates Head Candidates Shaft Candidates End Candidates Single Joint Candidate
Figure 6.5: Graph relaxing for instrument structure: (a) Fully connected graph; (b) Tree structure graph;
(c) A set of bipartite graphs after relaxation, the matching of joint pairs are decided independently.
(d) Single joint pair connection example, multiple candidates are detected for each joint type, and the
matching is solved by maximum weight bipartite graph matching.
m-th single joint pair Cm (e.g., the Head-Shaft joint pair and their association) as an example
shown in Figure 6.5(d). Let Gm = (Dn1
⋃
Dn2 , Em) be a bipartite graph, in which the joint
candidates Dn1 and Dn2 are the nodes of the graph, and the edges Em are all the possible pairs
between the candidates of Head and Shaft joint. Besides, each edge is weighted by a given
weight function based on the Head-Shaft part association map. The optimal matching of Gm
is a subset of Mm ⊆ Em of the edges so that for each candidate dkn ∈ Dn1
⋃
Dn2 , there is
at most one incident edge e ∈ Mm. The weight of the matching Mm is defined as the sum of
the weights of the edges: w(M) =
∑
e∈Mm w(e). So the minimum weight bipartite matching
sub-problem in our application is to find an optimal matching of maximum weight for a given
bipartite graph Gm and a given weight function. The optimal matching can be obtained using
the classic Hungarian algorithm [241].
w(Mm) =
∑
e∈Mm
w(e) =
∑
dk1∈Dn1
∑
dk2∈Dn2
wk1k2 · ck1k2n1n2 (6.5)
∀k1 ∈ {1 . . .Kn1},
∑
dk2∈Dn2
ck1k2n1n2 ≤ 1 (6.6)
∀k2 ∈ {1 . . .Kn2},
∑
dk1∈Dn1
ck1k2n1n2 ≤ 1 (6.7)
where w(Mm) is the overall weight of matching configuration for the m-th joint pair. To elim-
inate outliers and connect the right joints for each instrument, the association weight or score
of joint candidate pairs wk1k2 is defined as the sum of accumulated pixel values along the line
connecting the joint candidates dk2 and dk2 on the correspondent association heatmap. The
association score of any possible joint candidate pair is used to construct the weighted bipartite
graphs. Equation 6.6 and 6.7 set the constraint that no edges share the same node. Then, for
all the joint pair, with the relaxation, the optimization is simply as the summation of individual
joint pair:
maxw(M) =
M∑
m=1
maxw(Mm) (6.8)
After finding the matchingMm with maximum score w(Mm) of the chosen joint pairs, the ones
which share the same joint can be assembled into full poses of multiple instruments.
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6.6 Experiments and Results
6.6.1 Datasets and Analysis
Single-instrument Retinal Microsurgery Instrument Tracking (RMIT) Dataset This
dataset1 consists three image sequences during in vivo retinal microsurgery, with at most a
single instrument in the field of view [148] and a resolution of 640× 480 pixels. The statistics
of the dataset is summarized in Table 6.3, and frame example from each sequence is shown
in Figure 6.6. For each sequence, four joints (Tip1, Tip2, Shaft and End Joint) of the reti-
nal instrument are annotated for most frames. Following the same training strategy as used
in [150, 148, 149], the dataset is separated into training set including all the first halves of the
sequences (577 frames), and test on the the second halves (578 frames).
Figure 6.6: Example frame from each sequence of the single-instrument RMIT dataset.
Multi-instrument EndoVis Challenge Dataset For training and evaluating our network, we
construct a high quality annotation using the EndoVis Challenge dataset2. The dataset is sep-
arated into training and test data: the training data includes four 45 seconds ex vivo video
sequences of interventions (Seq 1-4), the test set is composed of 15 seconds additional video
sequences for each of the training sequence (Seq 1-4), and two additional 1 minute recorded
interventions (Seq 5-6). The frame resolution is 720× 576 pixels.
For training and evaluating our network, we construct a high quality multi-joint annotation
for this dataset. For each instrument, five joints including Left, Right Clasper, Head, Shaft and
End joint are annotated. Compared to our multiple joint annotations, the original annotations
only provide limited and non-intuitive pose information for training and testing purposes. We
manually labelled 940 frames of the training data (4479 frames) and 910 frames for the test
data (4495 frames). The statistics of the dataset is summarized in Table 6.3, and frame example
from each sequence is shown in Figure 5.15. It is worth mentioning that in the additional video
sequences in the test set there is a EndoWrist Curved Scissor instrument which does not appear
in the training set.
The original and our proposed annotations are demonstrated in Figure 6.7 (a-b). The orig-
inal annotation is retrieved from the robotic system, which includes the location of the intersec-
tion point between the instrument axis and the border between plastic and metal on the shaft,
normalized Shaft-to-Head axis vector and the clasper angle. Compared to our multiple joint
annotations, the original annotations only provide limited and non-intuitive pose information
for training and testing purposes.
1https://sites.google.com/site/sznitr/code-and-datasets
2https://endovissub-instrument.grand-challenge.org/
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Seq - 1 Seq - 2 Seq - 3 Seq - 4 Seq - 5 Seq - 6 Whole
RMIT Dataset
Train 201 / 201 111 / 111 265 / 271 - - - 577 / 583
Test 201 / 201 111 / 111 266 / 276 - - - 578 / 588
EndoVis Dataset
Train 210 /
1107
240 /
1125
252 /
1124
238 /
1123
- - 940 /
4479
Test 80 / 370 76/375 76 / 375 76 / 375 301 /
1500
301 /
1500
910 /
4495
Table 6.3: Label / Frame Number of the EndoVis and RMIT Dataset
To test the performance against noise, we also add Fractional Brownian Motion random
noise on the test data in order to simulate smoke effect during surgery (see Figure 6.7 (c-d)).
Shaft Axis
Tracked Point
Head Axis Head
LeftClasper
RightClasper Shaft
Clasper Angle
(a) (b) (c) (d)
End
Figure 6.7: The (a) original and (b) original annotation for EndoVis dataset, (c) smoke effect simulation
and (d) simulation overlaid on the frame.
Multi-instrument In Vivo Dataset Additionally, to test the framework performance on the in
vivo data, we labelled 123 frames of video clips (1220 frames) which are obtained from robotic
prostatectomy surgery conducted at University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust (UCLH) with resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. Some of the frames are shown in Fig-
ure 6.8.
Figure 6.8: Example frames from the multi-instrument in vivo dataset.
Training and Runtime Analysis We implement our framework in Lua and Torch73. The
training data is augmented by horizontal and vertical flipping, and is resized to 256 × 320 px
for EndoVis dataset and to 288 × 388 for RMIT dataset to fit in GPU memory. The detection
radius rd is set to 10 pixels for RMIT data, and to 15 pixels for EndoVis and in vivo data.
The regression standard deviation σ is set to 20 pixels. The radius of NMS is set to equal the
detection radius rd. The network is trained on a single Nvidia GeForce GTX Titan X GPU using
3http://torch.ch/
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stochastic gradient descent with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and momentum of 0.98. The
learning rate progressively decreases every 10 epochs by 5%. The processing speed achieves
8.7 fps for videos, with the network inferencing taking 24 ms and the multi-instrument parsing
step taking 89 ms.
6.6.2 RMIT Experiments
We trained the network with all four joints and we report performance by two different metrics:
the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) distance (pixels) [148] and the strict Percentage of Correct Parts
(strict PCP) [242]. The RMS distance reflects the localization accuracy of a single joint, it is
evaluated as correct if the estimated joint location and the ground truth is within the threshold.
Meanwhile the strict PCP estimates the localization of a joint pair and is considered correct if
the distances between two connected joints are both smaller than α times the ground truth length
of the connection pair. The evaluation results are shown in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5. We report
the average RMS error distance, only on frames which the instruments are correctly detected
(within the threshold measure). The same criteria apply for other datasets evaluated in the paper.
We also compared the result against the state-of-the-art methods in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7. In
previous papers as listed in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7, only recall score is reported. Approximate
numbers are obtained through the accuracy threshold graphs from the papers, which do not
provide the precise number. Analogously to previous methods, the recall score is evaluated by
means of threshold measure (15 pixels) for the separate joint of the pose predictions and α for
strict PCP is set to 0.5.
Figure 6.9: Examples of the single-instrument RMIT dataset. The frames are trimmed around the in-
strument for better visualization. Scale bar equals 50 pixels.
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Recall (%) / Precision (%) / Distance (px) of the RMIT Dataset (Thres = 15 px)
Tip1 Tip2 Shaft End Total
Train set
Reca.(%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Prec.(%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Dist.(px) 2.14 2.28 1.72 2.38 2.13
Test set
Reca.(%) 99.13 97.58 94.12 86.51 94.33
Prec.(%) 99.13 97.58 94.12 86.51 94.33
Dist.(px) 5.26 4.61 4.93 4.68 4.87
Table 6.4: Quantitative Results of the RMIT Dataset: Precision and the Distance Error Between Ground
Truth and the Estimate of Each Joint. The Threshold is Set to 15 Pixels for the Original Resolution of
640× 480 Pixels.
Recall (%) / Precision (%) for Strict PCP of the RMIT Dataset (α = 0.5)
Tip1-Shaft Tip2-Shaft Shaft-End Total
Train set
Reca.(%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Prec.(%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Test set
Reca.(%) 99.13 97.58 94.12 96.94
Prec.(%) 99.13 97.58 94.12 96.94
Table 6.5: Quantitative Results of the RMIT Dataset: the Strict PCP Score of the Estimate of Each Joint
Pair.
For the proposed methods, the average joint distance error for the test set is 4.87 pixels
with the same recall and precision score of 94.33%, and the average strict PCP recall score is
96.94%. Some of the test set results are shown in Figure 6.9. Even under different lighting
conditions, the model can predict the pose of the instrument correctly. It is interesting to point
out that even though the association map used is constructed using a straight line, it still works
on titled instruments (see the bottom line of Figure 6.9 for example). This implies that the
rectangle association maps are learnt to indicate the connection relationships between joint
pairs. The trained network predicts joint pair connections by not only relying on the instrument
pixels, but also on the learnt joint relations and spatial contextual information.
As we listed in Table 6.6, previous methods mainly focus on the evaluation of Shaft joint,
except for SRNet [243], where our performance is on par with SRNet. The recall score of
the End joint is the lowest (86.51%) among the four joints, due to its ambiguous annotation
and image blur. SRNet uses a different strategy by explicitly modelling the instrument joints
and their presence, which simultaneously predicts the instrument number and their pose. By
3To maintain notation consistency, the Shaft and End joint in our paper correspond respectively to End Shaft and
Start Shaft joint in previous papers.
4To maintain notation consistency, the Shaft and End joint in our paper correspond respectively to End Shaft and
Start Shaft joint in previous papers.
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The Recall Score of the RMIT Test Set (Thres = 15 px)
Tip1 Tip2 Shaft End Total
DDVT [148] - - < 85.0 - -
POSE [149] - - < 90.0 - -
RTOA [150] - - ≈ 90.0 - -
SRNet [243] 98.6 94.1 96.2 91.2 95.0
Proposed 99.1 97.6 94.1 86.5 94.3
Table 6.6: Quantitative Recall Performance Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods on the RMIT
Test Set4
The Strict PCP Score of the RMIT Test Set (α = 0.5)
Tip1-Shaft Tip2-Shaft Shaft-End Total
POSE [149] ≈ 95.0 ≈ 90.0 - -
Proposed 99.13 97.58 94.12 96.94
Table 6.7: Quantitative Strict PCP Score Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods on the RMIT
Test Set
assuming a known maximum number of instrument in the field of view, it bypasses the joint
detection and association two-stage process, so can be trained in an end-to-end fashion. Adding
prior could help constrain the problem, compared to SRNet, we want to treat the task as general
as possible, so our model does not rely on any prior knowledge of the number of instrument,
theoretically it can predict pose of arbitrary number of instrument, which one of the potential
strengths of our framework.
6.6.3 EndoVis Experiments
Since our annotation is limited, we used our network with five joints using all the training data
generated from high quality our annotation. We reported the average precision, recall score and
RMS distance (pixels) of each joint for all the test data in Table 6.8. With a threshold of 20
pixels for the original resolution of 720×576 pixels, the average joint distance error for the test
data set is 6.96 pixels with a recall score of 82.99% and a precision score of 83.70%.
Similar to the RMIT dataset result, the lower score for the End joint (76.81%/77.71%)
is reasonable since it does not have distinct features and even the manual annotation has high
variance. If the threshold is relaxed to 30 pixels, the recall and precision score of the End
joint increase to 89.78% and 90.68% respectively. For the Head joint with the lowest recall
and precision (75.82%/76.81%) in Table 6.8 we separate the test dataset results into Test set
of sequence 1-4, which is seen in the training data, and Test set of sequence 5-6, which are
the two additional sequences. As we have mentioned before, the two additional sequences
exhibit a Curved Scissor instrument which is not seen in the training set. In Figure 6.10 and
Figure 6.11, we show some pose estimation examples from the test set. As we can see, the left
EndoWrist Curved Scissor instrument has a different shape compared to the right EndoWrist
Needle Driver instrument, which explains the relatively low score especially for the Head joint.
But our model is general enough to detect individual parts of this new instrument. Clearly,
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EndoVis Dataset
LeftClasper RightClasper Head Shaft End Total
Train set (Thres = 20 px)
Reca. (%) 100.0 100.0 99.57 100.0 99.89 99.89
Prec. (%) 99.95 99.95 99.68 99.95 99.84 99.87
Dist. (px) 2.43 2.53 2.34 2.74 6.73 3.36
Test set Seq 1-4 (Thres = 20 px)
Reca. (%) 94.64 86.20 97.56 100.0 89.77 93.64
Prec. (%) 94.64 86.20 97.56 100.0 89.77 93.64
Dist. (px) 3.90 4.48 6.18 6.74 8.85 6.03
Test set Seq 5-6 (Thres = 20 px)
Reca. (%) 82.00 85.13 64.70 85.71 70.18 77.55
Prec. (%) 82.56 85.63 66.20 87.15 71.54 78.62
Dist. (px) 5.62 5.87 6.74 9.60 9.33 7.43
Test set (Thres = 20 px)
Reca. (%) 86.28 85.49 75.82 90.55 76.81 82.99
Prec. (%) 86.65 85.82 76.81 91.50 77.71 83.70
Dist. (px) 5.03 5.40 6.55 8.63 9.17 6.96
Smoke Test set (Thres = 20 px)
Reca. (%) 83.85 82.69 74.89 89.73 82.25 82.68
Prec. (%) 83.48 82.27 75.07 89.71 82.55 82.62
Dist. (px) 5.25 5.72 6.50 8.62 8.86 6.99
Test set Seq 1-4 (Thres = 30 px)
Reca. (%) 95.45 89.29 97.56 100.0 100.0 96.46
Prec. (%) 95.45 89.29 97.56 100.0 100.0 96.46
Dist. (px) 4.04 5.23 6.18 6.74 11.01 6.64
Test set Seq 5-6 (Thres = 30 px)
Reca. (%) 86.13 87.13 71.10 91.69 84.55 84.12
Prec. (%) 86.71 87.62 72.51 93.08 85.91 85.17
Dist. (px) 6.35 6.38 7.98 10.74 11.87 8.66
Test set (Thres = 30 px)
Reca. (%) 89.29 87.86 80.05 94.51 89.78 88.30
Prec. (%) 89.67 88.19 80.99 95.42 90.68 88.99
Dist. (px) 5.57 5.99 7.37 9.38 11.58 7.98
Smoke Test set (Thres = 30 px)
Reca. (%) 88.30 86.81 78.02 95.66 91.32 88.02
Prec. (%) 88.02 86.41 78.30 95.66 91.48 87.97
Dist. (px) 6.13 6.68 7.19 9.76 10.60 8.07
Table 6.8: Quantitative results of the EndoVis dataset: precision and the distance error between GT and
the estimate of each joint. For the EndoVis dataset, the thresholds are set to 20 and 30 px for the original
and smoke-simulated test data with the resolution of 720× 576 px.
the generalisation to an unseen new instrument is limited to certain degree. Although the left
Curved Scissor instrument has different appearance, it shares the same joint configuration with
the Needle Driver instrument. We observe that our model works well on self occlusion, as
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shown in the first row of Figure 6.11. This is credited to: (I) the model learns the spatial
relationship between joints, even if a joint is occluded, it can be inferred from other joints; (II)
the training data contains self occlusion examples that can be used by the model for handling
self occlusion. The results we display show that with limited training data, our model is still
capable of generalising to some degree. From Figure 6.12 and Table 6.8 we can also see that
under smoke simulations the performance on test data only decrease slightly to 82.68% for
recall and 82.62% for precision, with distance errors of 6.99 pixels.
(a)
(b)
(c1) (c2) (c3) (c4) (c5)
(d1) (d2) (d3) (d4) (d5)
(e1) (e2) (e3) (e4)
(f1) (f2) (f3) (f4)
Figure 6.10: Result example from test set. (a) The original frame; (b) the estimated pose; joint (c1-5)
and association (d1-5) score output from detection subnetwork; joint (e1-4) and association (f1-4) output
from regression subnetwork.
Figure 6.11: Examples of original EndoVis test data. Our network is able to detect a new instrument
(Curved Scissor) which are not seen in the training data. Scale bar equals 100 pixels.
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Figure 6.12: Examples of smoke-simulated EndoVis test data. Our network is able to detects instruments
which are not seen in the training data even under smoke simulation. Scale bar equals 100 pixels.
Finally, we use EndoVis dataset to perform an ablation study5 to understand the detection-
regression architecture. We compared the performance of five different models, includ-
ing detection-only, shallow regression-only, deep regression-only, single-branch detection-
regression and our proposed bi-branch detection-regression model. For the detection-only
model, we use the output probability maps from the detection subnetwork for direct pose esti-
mation. We also trained two regression-only models, a shallow one with the same architecture
as the regression submodule in our detection-regression model and the input is the RGB frame
without the detection probability maps, the deep one whose architecture is the same as the
detection-only model and with Gaussian regression ground truth. For the single-branch model,
we fuse two branches of the detection submodule into only one branch with double size of the
feature maps of our model. The performance comparison of different models is summarized
in Table 6.9. The bad performance of the detection-only model (32.19%/14.41% for recall
and precision score) is expected. As seen from the ground truth binary map in Figure 6.3, the
pixels belonging to the joint have the same weight, which lead to bad localization of joints.
We also observe that both regression-only models have better performance. It is interesting
that the precision score for deep model (97.67%) is higher than that for the shallow model
(71.53%), while either shallow or deep regression-only models achieve similar recall perfor-
mance (66.46% for shallow model and 65.06% for the deeper model). Deeper architecture
does not help to achieve better recall performance in the experiment. We infer that one of the
reasons is that the size of the training data is relatively small, which affects model generaliza-
tion. The regression-only models are capable of predicting the location of joints without any
guidance. However, regression is empirically too localized, which supports small spatial con-
text [97], the process of regressing from original input image to joint location directly can be
difficult. By combining detection and regression, the detection module guides where to focus
and provides spatial contextual information between joints for the regression module, by using
the probability output from the detection module as structural guidance, the regression module
facilitates the detection module to localize the joints more precisely. The performance of both
5An ablation study refers to evaluating how the performance is affected by removing some part of the model.
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EndoVis Test Set (Thres = 20 px)
LeftClasper RightClasper Head Shaft End Total
Detection-only Network
Reca. (%) 32.58 24.51 29.40 40.27 34.18 32.19
Prec. (%) 14.28 11.05 13.19 18.03 15.49 14.41
Dist. (px) 7.94 6.22 6.75 8.87 7.57 7.47
Shallow Regression-only Network
Reca. (%) 67.73 81.26 66.48 75.16 41.65 66.46
Prec. (%) 72.94 84.49 73.35 80.65 46.23 71.53
Dist. (px) 4.86 4.34 6.18 7.58 9.06 6.41
Deep Regression-only Network
Reca. (%) 65.75 61.81 66.48 66.65 64.62 65.06
Prec. (%) 98.79 93.35 99.34 99.40 97.47 97.67
Dist. (px) 3.63 3.80 5.12 6.84 7.15 5.31
Single-branch Detection-Regression Network
Reca. (%) 78.90 81.04 74.07 79.56 70.27 76.77
Prec. (%) 88.13 90.27 83.74 88.94 79.71 86.16
Dist. (px) 4.70 5.44 7.24 7.72 9.22 6.87
Proposed Detection-Regression Network
Reca. (%) 86.28 85.49 75.82 90.55 76.81 82.99
Prec. (%) 86.65 85.82 76.81 91.50 77.71 83.70
Dist. (px) 5.03 5.40 6.55 8.63 9.17 6.96
Table 6.9: Ablation Study of the Detection-Regression Model Architecture on EndoVis Test Set
detection-regression models shows the improvement, and furthermore, our network takes less
time to train compared to regression-only model. The single-branch model achieves the per-
formance of 76.77%/86.16% for recall and precision, which is nearly as good as the bi-branch
model. We would like to point out that single-branch and bi-branch models are essentially sim-
ilar. We choose bi-branch architecture here to conceptually separate the training of joint and
joint association into two branches.
In Figure 6.13, we have presented two failure cases on the test set. When one instrument
is occluded by another one (Figure 6.13 (a)), the model cannot infer the occluded joints, we
think it is due to the lack of training data on instrument overlap, which causes the model fail
to learn or handle the complex situation. We can compare this to the self-occlusion (first row
of Figure 6.11). Since the training data covers self-occlusion, the model can well detect the
self-occluded joints. We also show in Figure 6.13 (b) that some joints of the new Curved
Scissor instrument are not well localized, e.g. the Head joint. Our model has extended certain
generalizability to unseen instrument, but obviously compared to the Needle Driver instrument
in the training data, the performance is less robust.
6.6.4 In Vivo Experiments
We fine-tuned the above trained model on 80% of the labelled data (97 frames) with a fixed
learning rate 0.0001 for 10 epochs and tested on the whole sequences. In Table. 6.10, The in
vivo video sequence we use is with high resolution 1920× 1080 pixels, so we set the threshold
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: Examples of failure cases of EndoVis test set. (a) Occuded joints are miss detected; (b) The
head joint of the new Curved Scissor instrument on the left is not well localized. Scale bar equals 100
pixels.
as 50 pixels for evaluation. In Table 6.10, it is shown that the average distance errors are reduced
to 9.81 and 13.42 pixels for the train and validation set respectively, with the threshold of 50
pixels for the original resolution. Examples of the in vivo data are shown in Figure 6.14. We
did not perform any temporal processing operations in order to present the authentic results.
In Vivo Dataset (Thres = 50 px)
LeftClasper RightClasper Head Shaft End Total
Train set
Reca.(%) 97.94 97.94 100.0 100.0 98.97 98.97
Prec.(%) 96.39 96.39 98.97 100.0 98.97 98.14
Dist.(px) 7.84 8.40 9.61 10.39 12.81 9.81
Validation set
Reca.(%) 98.08 94.23 96.15 100.0 92.31 96.15
Prec.(%) 96.15 92.31 94.23 100.0 92.31 95.00
Dist.(px) 13.91 12.54 12.01 13.86 14.77 13.42
Table 6.10: Quantitative results of the in vivo dataset: precision and the distance error between GT and
the estimate of each joint. For the in vivo data, the threshold is set to 50 px for the original resolution of
1920× 1080 px.
6.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we have proposed a deep neural network based 2D pose estimation framework
for articulated multiple articulated instruments in surgical images and video. The methodology
performs detection of the instruments and their degrees of freedom without using kinematic
information from robotic encoders or external tracking sensors. To the best of our knowledge,
it represents a novel attempt to perform image-based articulated pose estimation at this level
of detail and can potentially be extended to handle even more complicated flexible articulation
by incorporating additional joint nodes. In our approach, joints and associations between joint
pairs are first detected and then refined in a detection-regression FCN. To obtain the final pose
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Figure 6.14: Examples of in vivo data with our fine-tuned model. The results demonstrate the capacity
of our framework to be applied to real surgical scenes. Scale bar equals 100 pixels.
of all the instruments in an image, association heatmaps are used as a measurement to con-
nect joint pairs for each instrument by maximum bipartite matching. The framework has been
trained and evaluated on single-instrument RMIT dataset, and multi-instrument ex vivo EndoVis
and in vivo datasets with detailed annotations adding to existing challenge data. Interestingly,
our experiments show that our model exhibits some generalizability to new unseen instrument
and has good robustness under smoke simulation. The performance on the in vivo datasets
demonstrates the capacity of our framework to handle real surgical scenes. The performance on
the in vivo datasets demonstrates the capacity of our framework to handle real surgical scenes.
The dataset annotations and our model will be publicly released with our model to support re-
search in the field6. A current limitation of our method is that it is limited to 2D inference and
a natural extension would be to explore the estimation of 3D articulation. This seems plausible
when using stereo configurations which are available within the EndoVis data for example and
can potentially be used to formulate both the detection and the pose estimation in a joint space
of both views. Additionally, it will be interesting to explore the sequential tracking of articu-
lated instruments. This could potentially be achieved by probing the motion information that
can be learnt through recurrent neural networks.
6https://github.com/surgical-vision/EndoVisPoseAnnotation
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Perspectives on Future
Research Possibilities
7.1 Overview of Thesis and Scientific Contributions
This thesis has presented methods for visual tracking in MIS using images from endoscopic
and laparoscopic cameras. The methods provide solutions to problems involving tissue surface
deformation estimation, surgical instrument tracking and instrument pose estimation. The de-
veloped vision-based methods can be incorporated with computer assisted interventions where
the surgeon is supported by advanced computing systems which simplify surgical tasks or en-
able new surgical capabilities.
With the increasing use of MIS for many surgical procedures, the developed algorithms
can contribute to solving current challenges during surgery. Tissue motion can complicate
surgical dexterity and impede intra-operative imaging, therefore, tissue surface deformation
estimation can be used to apply motion stabilization using robotics or prescribe dynamic con-
straints to avoid critical anatomical structures through a robotic-assisted system. Similarly,
effective intra-operative instrument localisation or pose estimation can provide safer surgery
by avoiding vulnerable structures or generate precise measurements of the surgeon’s moving
patterns for surgical skill training or post-surgery analysis.
In Chapter 3, we propose a hybrid non-rigid tissue surface deformation estimation method
which represents the tracked surface with a geometric mesh model, combining sparse feature
tracking and dense intensity-based method. Our hybrid method improves the capability of track-
ing because our intensity-based component replaces the original SSD metric with the SCV met-
ric to facilitate tracking under dramatic illumination variations. Because intensity based meth-
ods are prone to failure without a good initialization, our feature tracking component guides the
optimization towards correct convergence when tissue dynamics undergoes large intra-frame
displacements, allowing the following pixel-wise dense tracking to refine the result. We show
that the proposed method can be used in practice to track tissue and allow better multispectral
imaging that compensates for tissue dynamics.
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate a keypoint based 2D tracker which facilitates a pre-existing
3D tracker for robust surgical instrument tracking. The 3D tracker usually gradually drifts away
when the instrument motion is fast or complex, or when the instrument is out-of-view, since the
assumption is that the parameter search is restricted to a local region from the last frame. Our 2D
keypoint-based tracker relies on a novel rotation-invariant GHT, enabling a global search of the
entire frame for the tracked instrument, the 2D tracking adapts with a histogram probabilistic
segmentation model, which corrects the drift by providing the 3D tracker a good initialization
for each frame. The combination of our 2D and 3D tracking is proved to be helpful for long
term robust surgical instrument tracking.
In Chapter 5, we introduce our PAWSS tracker, which tackles the tracking problem from
the tracking-by-detection point of view and can be used to track both tissue and instrument
targets. A tracking-by-detection tracking framework considers the tracking task as a binary
classification problem. Given the object location initialized with a bounding box in the first
frame, the tracked object appearance model is represented by patch-wise descriptors. To sup-
press background information in the bounding box, each patch is weighted using the probabilis-
tic segmentation model, with object patches associated higher weights and background patches
associated lower weights. Then, the classifier detects and updates the appearance model on-
line using structured output SVM learning framework with positive and negative samples in the
consecutive frames. The tracking framework generalize to any 2D tracking task and works well
for in vivo surgical instrument tracking.
In Chapter 6, we exploit the deep learning paradigm for multiple articulated instrument
pose estimation. The limited availability of annotated datasets is one of the obstacles for super-
vised deep learning techniques applied in MIS video and images. For training our network, we
construct high quality annotations for an existing endoscopic challenge dataset with multiple
joint labelling. Articulated pose is represented by the position of each individual joint part of
the instrument. For multiple instruments, joints belonging to the same instrument also need to
be correctly associated. We propose the detection-regression FCN, which only relies on vision
cues rather than CAD models or robotic kinematic information. Instead of employing low-
level complicated feature engineering, the raw pixels of the entire image are fed into the deep
multi-layer network, after training, heatmaps with different detected joints and with association
between joint pairs are obtained, the output are used as measurements for maximum bipartite
matching to infer the full poses of multiple instruments. Our annotations and model provide an
excellent baseline for future research in this field and for comparative studies.
7.2 Challenges and Limitations
While the proposed solutions for different visual tracking in endoscopic MIS are promising,
there are a number of limitations that restrict applicability and robustness or the intrinsic capa-
bility of our algorithms.
7.2.1 Tissue Tracking
One of the limitations of our non-rigid surface deformation estimation method is that it cannot
be applied to the entire field of view of the surgical site, which may be composed of different
anatomical structures or multiple organs. As shown in Figure 3.1, with our method the tracked
surface is represented by a triangular geometric mesh model in a sub-section of the image space
and it would require extension to be applied to multiple parts of the image. Additionally, the 2D
planar mesh model cannot reflect the real depth of the surface as it only tracks in 2D without
considering the 3D real nature of the surface. Also, during optimization the deformation of the
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mesh is constrained by the regularization term to prevent the mesh topology from wrinkling too
excessively. The stronger the regularization term is, the more rigid the deformation estimate is
and vice versa. The regularization factor is usually set manually based on empirical evidence,
which means the model does not adapt to various organ-specific tissue elasticity and motion
pattern. Also, the mesh model is generalized to piecewise affine warp transformation with the
coordinates of mesh vertices being employed as the parameters of the algorithm. Therefore,
to represent complex tissue motion, increasing the number of mesh vertices can increase the
freedom, but also increases the algorithm complexity. Besides, the approach does not naturally
cope with fully occlusion or out-of-view situation.
7.2.2 Robust Instrument Tracking
GHT extends the well-known Hough Transform to detect arbitrary shapes by describing shapes
as collections of spatial features in a local coordinate system. Given an example image contain-
ing the object of interest, the feature orientation and the relative displacement and orientation
to the reference point are computed and stored to fully represent the target object in our GHT-
based tracker. The sparse keypoint feature representation enables real-time performance but the
limitation is that the detection of features is not always robust. Additionally, there is a require-
ment to know the geometry of the object in advance and the feature positions on it. They are
prone to fail for texture-less target for not having enough or well-distributed features. Besides,
the voting strategy used to locate the target is designed to handle any abrupt in-plane rotation,
which we refer to as rotation-invariant hough voting scheme. However, it is potentially not
resilient at handling abrupt out-of-plane rotation. When the tracked features are rotated dramat-
ically out of view, the distribution of the features will be different from the target template. So,
the algorithm handles out-of-plane rotation the same way as appearance changes by template
update or evoking the detection module.
The tracking-by-detection method we developed (PAWSS) has some favourable charac-
teristics that avoid explicit keypoint detection. Results compared to the generative method
are more appealing, especially for long term tracking where appearance variation may occur.
However, the PAWSS classifier style approach usually employs local search mechanisms, which
assumes the target is near the previous location. A possible solution to extend this is to add a tar-
get detection module in the framework by feature-based or sliding window-based approaches.
Sparse keypoint features are detected and used as the target representation alike to our GHT
method. The target template is then matched in the following frames by global search. For the
sliding window-based methods, the input frame is scanned by a window of various sizes, and
each window patch is classified whether containing the target or not. For example, TLD [3]
employed a novel tracking-by-detection framework, but it performs well in long sequences by
introducing a sliding window-based detector with cascaded architecture.
7.2.3 Instrument Pose Estimation
Supervised deep learning based methods rely on the availability of large scale training data. For
our multi-instrument 2D pose estimation framework, one of the limitations is that in vision for
MIS, there are not many large scale annotated endoscopic video datasets available, and the En-
doVis dataset we use is a small dataset, which only includes one specific instrument, the da Vinci
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EndoWrist long needle driver, and does not include enough instrument occlusion examples. As
this is the only public dataset available for endoscopic instruments, our trained network works
well at recognising such instruments, but generally speaking, it has limited capacity in detect-
ing various kinds of endoscopic instruments and is prone to over-fitting. It is then predictable
that it is difficult for the trained model to detect instruments correctly under a wide range of
variations. This limitation can be overcome given enough data. Besides, as the framework
is not an end-to-end framework, the network output is the detection of individual parts of the
instrument, following the non-maximum suppression step to generate joint candidates and the
multi-instrument parsing step to associate correct joints belongs to the same instrument. The
association score is accumulated along the possible joint candidate pair, when inferring the full
poses, thresholds are set manually to exclude invalid joint candidate or joint pair association.
For certain frames, it is possible that certain joints (e.g., occluded joints) in the output heatmap
provide low confidence. Since the thresholds are fixed for any input frame, joints may be missed
or erroneously localized, which affect the final estimation. The ideal solution will be training
an instance-level network which can automatically recognize the number of instruments in the
frame and the joints from each instrument. Such training data is likely to become more widely
available with more precise annotation efforts already in progress.
7.3 Future Research Directions
The body of work presented in this thesis can naturally be extended. For surgical instrument
localization and especially for pose estimation, one of the technical challenges is instrument
occlusion. During surgery, instruments can be partially occluded by tissue or other instruments
or even completely leave the field of view. Tracking-by-detection methods usually suffer from
drift when the tracked object is occluded or disappears for a long period of time. This is related
to the model update component in the tracking system because background information will be
included in the object appearance, which will eventually lead to tracking drift or failure. The
problem can be tackled by adding extra re-detection components, for example by maintaining
the original object template, so the object will be re-detected when it is lost, albeit such solutions
are not always effective. Besides, occluded parts of the instrument can be predicted by the visual
parts based on its shape or skeleton. The structural constraints provide indication to filter out
implausible poses and achieve better prediction outputs.
Our current pose estimation framework of articulated instrument is single-frame based,
which does not explore any motion information. While these pure visual based methods have
gained great success, they highly relied on the availability of large scale training data, and one
of the bottlenecks is the generation of manual labelling, that can be time consuming and labour
intensive. Therefore, an interesting possible research direction is to explore articulated motion
patterns of the instruments from the kinematic information. The hope is that motion patterns
can act as a strong and complementary supervision to pose appearance, and the ground truth can
be easily obtained in an automated fashion. Combining temporal motion clues, topological or
kinematic constraints with visual features provides more valuable insights into understanding of
the surgical environment, which will be beneficial to high level tasks such as surgical workflow
recognition, automated skill assessment and robotic instrument manipulation, etc.
124
Finally, an exciting possible development is to fuse methodologies for instrument and
tissue tracking and providing a comprehensive joint framework for tracking all motion within
the surgical site. Combining our surface tracking approach and an instrument tracker is one
direct extension possibility. Implementing this in 3D would provide a detailed scene flow for
the entire image space and incorporating additional sensors information, for example robotic
instrument kinematic data, would inject robustness into the motion field maps.
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